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Preface

This Annual Report summarized briefly the research activities and achievements in

the Institute for fiscal year 1993 (from April 1993 through March 1994). At the end of

this period, the construction of HIM AC has been completed and preparatory experiments

of physical and biological studies necessary to the clinical trial have started by use of the

heavy ion beams of HIMAC itself.

•• As can be-seen in Appendix section, the Institute is covering a wide range of com-

prehensive radiological sciences from molecular biology to environmental studies and

medicine including engineering for heavy ion therapy of cancer. Therefore, the topics col-

lected in the main part have been classified into 5 categories from physics to environmen-

tal science. Many works are not always able to be classified clearly into these categories

because of cooperation of various research divisions.
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Physics

1. Generalized Orlov's Equation for 3D Image
Reconstruction in Positron Emission Tomography

Hideo Murayama and Norimasa Nohara

Keywords: three-dimensional image reconstruction,
positron emission tomography, nuclear medicine

Aiming toward full utilization of emitting photons in
positron emission tomography, several authors have
studied 3D measurement and 3D image reconstruction
incorporating oblique rays. Because of projection data
redundancy in the 3D measurement, the recover}' pro-
cedure for the radioactivity distribution is not unique
and a number of distinct algorithms are available.
These algorithms may have different noise properties.
Orlov described the sufficient condition on the projec-
tion data set necessary to recover the 3D image. This
condition is interpreted with the central slice theorem
of the 3D Radon transform in order to provide a subset
of the projection directions. The algorithms for
analytical 3D reconstruction from projections can then
be classified into several categories. One category
(FILBK) is based on 2D filtering in projection planes
prior to backprojecting into the 3D image space.
Another categry (BKFIL) is characterized by backpro-
jection of the projection data into the 3D image space,
followed by 3D filtering in the image space.

The 3D reconstruction algorithm proposed by Orlov
is analyzed and evaluated as one of the BKFIL
algorithms. It is suggested that Orlov's proposal can be
expanded to more general algorithms, including
FILBK, by introduction of a weighted summation
among possible projection directions and their selected
direction areas, all of which are satisfied by Orlov's
condition. A set of 2D projections p2 (S;T) of a density f3
(r) in the 3D image space I? is defined by

p2(s, T ) =

where T is a unit vector of the projection direction
and s = r - (r- T)T is the 2D vector in the projection
plane, which is perpendicular to the vector T. It is
assumed to be invariant for a set of directions of G;
with r e Gi where Orlov's condition satisfied, and the
line integrals are measured for all position in the cen-
tral plane normal to T, i. e. for all s eR 3 satisfying s-x
= 0. The proposed generalized Orlov's equation is
given as follows,

f3(D= - - 4 V3 S wi ( ( d2TP2(s; ?)••
(2n)2lwi i JJGi

1
I is|LGi(TXS) J

where wj is a weighting factor of the direction area Gj,
V§ is the 3D Laplace operator and ** means the 2D
convolution. LGi (T X S) is Orlov's L function, which is
given by,

LG i(TXS)= 5 ( T ' - ( T X S ) ) ,

where T X S is the vector product of T and s, and s is a
unit vector of s. Such a generalization is promising to
characterize different 3D image reconstruction
algorithms in a given situation.

Publication:
1) Murayama, H. and Nohara, N.: Med. Imag. Tech.,

12, 84-93, 1994.

Gi

2. Response of lonization Chambers under Mixed
Beam of Van de Graaff Generator

Takeshi Hiraoka, Nisa chawapun*, Kazuo Hoshino,
Akifumi Fukumura, Katsuhiro Kawashima and

Mitsue Chiba (*Chiangmai University)

Keywords: dosimetry, paired chamber, mixed beam, ab-

sorbed dose, Van de Graaff

For the paired dosimeter technique in a mixed neutr-
on and gamma field, two dosimeters, T and U, with dif-
ferent sensitivities to neutrons and photons are used to
evaluate the separate absorbed doses due to these two
radiations. T has the same sensitivity to neutrons and
to photons, whereas U has a lower sensitivity to neutr-
ons than to photons. For actual use, the pair of a tissue
equivalent plastic (TEP) wall filled with tissue equiva-
lent gas and a graphite wall filled with carbon dioxide
gas has been recommended to use in mixed beam. In
this study the response of ionization chambers with
various wall materials and filled gases were studied in
the mixed beam, n+v, of the Van de Graaff generator.
The results were analyzed besed on the recommended
pair.

Five ionization chambers with the same geometry,
but different wall material were used. Each chamber
was placed alternately at the same distance along the
beam axis and filled with the various gases. The same
prescribed dose was given for each irradiation and the
ionization was measured. Then, the chambers were
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calibrated for 60Co gamma rays with a Japanese secon-
dary standard JARP dosimeter. kT and ku are the
ratio of the sensitivities of each chamber to neutrons to
its sensitivity to the 60Co gamma ray, and hT and hu
are the ratio of the sensitivities of each chamber to the
photon in the mixed field to its sensitivity to the 60Co
gamma ray, respectively. These values were calculated
based on wall material, filled gas, radiation energy cavi-
ty size, and range of secondary charged particles. The
stopping power Ŝ j was taken as that for recoil protons
with an energy of 0.6 MeV which equaled one-fourth
of the incident neutron energy, while Sy was taken as
the Compton electron with averabe initial energy of 1
MeV.

The values of gamma ray doses varied from 2.3% to
55.8% of neutron doses. These data were analyzed by
using the pair of TEP-TE gas and C-CO2 as the
reference as recommended by ICRU. The percentage
difference of total dose determibed by other pairs com-
pared to the reference pair varied from +18.5% to -
15.5% and +288.9% to -65.3%, for neutron and gam-
ma ray doses, respectively. The results show care must
be taken in matching the chamber wall material and fill-
ed gas in order to achieve homogeneity. The overall
uncertainties to the absorbed doses of neutrons and of
photons receive a contribution from ku, so it seems ad-
vatageous to choose the chamber with small ku. The
magnesium-walled chamber filled with Ar has this
small ky, but the graphite - walled with CO2 filled is
better, since the latter is a low atomic number
material, the over-response for low energy gamma
rays due to the photoelectric effect can be avoided.

3. Power Supply for Electrochemical Etching of a
Large Area Polycarbonate Film

Yutaka Noda, Yoshikazu Kumamoto,
Takashi Maruyama

Keywords: electrochemical etching, alpha - particle ant-

oradiograph, power supply

The electrochemical etching of alpha-particle tracks
on a polycarbonate film makes pits on the tracks which
are about 0.1mm in diameter and can be seen with the
naked eye. This method can be used for measurements
of neutron dose and radon concentration in the air.
Because the etch pit method is not affected by light,
the alpha-particle autoradiograph dose not need to be
used in a dark room. For a big alpha-emitting sample

or a large area contaminated with alpha - emitters, a
large area film can be used, so the method is advan-
tageous. In this report, the power supply for elec-
trochemical etching of a large area polycarbonate film
is described.

The area of polycarbonate film is 30 x42 cm2 and its
thickness is 0.5mm. The power supply conditions are
as follow; sine wave frequency, 500-2500 Hz; voltage,
0-1200 Vrms; maximum current, 80 mArms. The
high voltage is provided by a transformer. The in-
crease of capacitance through bulk etching of the film
is compensated by a voltage signal ol the output with a
true RMS-to-DC converter integrated circuit.

A protection circuit is provided to prevent any power
supply failure due to a short circuit of the output caus-
ed by breakthrough of the film or spilling of etching
solution. A lucite frame to hold the film is installed in a
temperature controlled box. The temperature control is
carried out with a plane heater through PID control
with a platinum resistance thermometer. The etching
solution is circulated at a rate of 200 ml/min. The
plane heater is at the ground potential and it directly
heats the solution. The temperature stability is 30±
0.5°C.

In experiments, the polycarbonate film was etched
using an etching solution of 8N KOH solution (80% by
volume)+ ethanol (20%), frequency of 1.2 kHz, voltage
of 1200 Vrms, and current of 68 mArms. The etch pits
were easily seen with the naked eye.

4. Molecular Dynamics Simulation of DIMA with a
Base Damage-Induced OH Radical

H. Yamaguchi, M. Pinak1, R. Osman2 and
A. Furukawa

('Univ. of Tokyo, 2Mount Sinai School of Medicine,
New York)

Keywords: OH radical, DNA, dodecamer, molecular
dynamics

Base damage, thymine glycol, is produced by ioniz-
ing radiation. The effects of .thymine glycol on DNA
replication and the enzymes involved in repair of the
thymine glycol site have been extensively studied. R.
Osman and co-workers have pioneered the study of
structure-function relations in radiation damaged
DNA. In examining effects of thymine glycol on struc-
ture or stability of duplex DNA, they found that the
function of thymine glycol corresponded to a slight con-
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formational change around the thymine glycol site.
Taking a cytosine damaged by OH radical as an ex-

ample, we applied Osman's method to observe possible
induced conformation] change in DNA.

Molecules in aqueous solution preserve their struc-
tures in spite of interactions between constituent atoms
and surrounding water molecules, and thermal motions
of the individual molecules. This type of molecular
dynamics has been studied in the field of chemistry
and the standard computer simulation program
AMBER is now available. Then, AMBER was used in
the present study.

The primary product of initial damage to cytosine
produced by OH radical is the 5-hydroxy-6-
cytosinyl radical, which was independently obtained

by Osman and co-workers. We subsequently con-
structed a duplex dodecamer with the sequence.

d(5'CGCGAATTC*GCG31.5"CGCGAATTCGCG3<),
where C* represents the damaged cytosine at the 9
position. The structure of the dodecamer was optimiz-
ed and 1550 water molecules were added to form a
shell around the DNA. The entire system was optimiz-
ed and then heated gradually to 300 K. This s\3tem
was used as the initial configuration for a molecular
dynamics simulation of the damaged DNA. The struc-
ture of DNA undergoes gradual changes to accom-
modate the perturbation introduced by C*. Fig. 1
shows considerable conformational change in DNA at
120 ps after the OH radial attacked the cytosine.

Fig.l. The dodecamer DNA with damaged cytosine at the 9 position; at 1 ps (left) and at 120 ps (right) in the molecular
dynamics simulation.

5. Beam End Point Measurement with Positron Emit-
ting Secondary Beams

Takehiro Tomitani, Mitsutaka Kanazawa,
Michio Sudou, Fuminori Soga, Tatsuaki Kanai,

Yukio Sato, Naohito Inabe*, Atsushi Yoshida*, and
Yasuto Watanabe*

(*RIKEN)

Keywords: heavy ions, fragmentation, secondary beam,

positron emitter, positron CT

The accuracy of dose distribution in heavy ion
therapy is dependent on the range estimation of projec-
tile ions in the target medium. The heavy ion range is
a function of the electron density of the medium and is
estimated from the measured CT number by looking
up a conversion table. Since CT number is a com-
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plicated function of electron density and atomic
number, there are some ambiguities in the conversion
and some sorts of experimental checking means are
needed. With p+ emitting ion beams, we can measure
their end points by measuring annihilation pair y rays
with a positron emission tomography (PET). End point
distribution provides us with a checking means.
Preliminary experiments on the measurement of end
points of p+ emitter were done at the RIKEN Ring
Cyclotron. n C was used, since its LET is the same as
that of 12C which will be used for heavy ion therapy at
NIRS, and its half life, 20.34 min, is convenient for
measurements. A small PET device of high spatial
resolution was used, which was originally developed
for physiologic studies of animals. The PET device con-
sisted of 128 bismuth germanate crystals (4 mm thick,
10 mm high and 20 mm long) coupled to 64 gridded
photomultipliers of 12.7 mm square. The measured
spatial resolution inside the tomographic plane was ab-
out 3 mm FWHM and that along axial direction was
2.5 mm FWHM. Since the PET device consisted of a
single ring, to measure the three-dimensional distribu-
tion, a target sample must be scanned. Instead of mov-
ing the detector system, the sample was driven by a
pulse motor remotely controlled by a micro-computer.
A polymethyl methacrylate (C6H8O5, Lucite) block was
used as a target material. The Lucite sample was
engraved with two groups of letters, 'RIPS' and
'NIRS'. The line width of letter grops was set to 2 mm
which is comparable to the PET spatial resolution. The
depths of the letter groups were set to 4 mm and 5
mm, respectively. To cover the pattern, an n C beam
was defocused to about 6 cm (i. Nonuniformity of the

beam was corrected from the beam profile data
measured separately with a flat disk.

The n C distributions, corrected for the beam non-
uniformity, are shown in Fig.2, in which the total
number of n C particles was of the order of 109. Im-
ages only inside a 6 cm diameter region are shown in
the figure, since beam intensity outside this region was
too weak. End point distributions of n C were
measured successfully. The spatial resolution was
limited to 3 mm cube due to the PET resolution.

Publications:
DTomitani, T., Kanazawa, M., Sudou, M., Soga, F.,

Kanai, T., Sato, Y., Inabe, N., Yoshida, A. and
Watanabe, Y.: RIKEN Accelerator Progress Report
27, 1, 1994.

2)Tomitani, T., Kanazawa, M., Sudou, M, Soga, F.,
Kanai, T., Sato, Y., Inabe, N., Yoshida, A. and
Watanabe, Y.: Proceedigs of the Third Workshop on
Physical and Biological Research with Heavy Ions,
NIRS-M-99, HIMAC-006, 22-23, 1993.
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Fig. 2 Distributions of nC. Images from upper left to right
and from lower left to right correspond to images at
depths from the Lucite disk surface, 21, 24,25 and
26 mm, respectively.
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6. SOD-Like Activities of Copper(ll) Complexes with
Some Histidine-Containing Peptides and Their Ac-
tivation of Hydrogen Peroxide

Jun-ichi Ueda, Yoshie Shimazu and Toshihiko Ozawa

Keywords: ESR spiv-trapping method, superoxide,
hydrogen peroxide, Coppcr(II) complexes, histidinc oligopep-
tide

Active oxygen species such as superoxide (O2~) have
been implicated in many diseases. Therefore, biological
systems possess protective mechanisms against active
oxygen species. For example, O2~ is dismutated to O2
and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) by superoxide dismutase
(SOD), and the H2O2 thus thus formed is converted to
O2 and water by catalase or glutathione peroxidase.
Thus, SOD is used in treatment of many diseases.
However, it was recently suggested that Cu, Zn-SOD
activates H2O2 to give a more reactive radical species,
hydroxyl radical (-OH). In order to elucidate the
mechanism of the activation of H2O2 by Cu, Zn-SOD,
we investigated reactions of H2O2 with some copper(II)
complexes, which are model compounds of Cu, Zn-
SOD. We employed electron spin resonance (ESR)-
spin trapping and thiobarbituric acid (TBA) methods.
The reativities of the SOD model compounds towards
O2~ were also investigated by an ESR-spin trapping
method. Cu(II) complexes with oligopeptides containing
histidine (HisGlyGly, GlyHisGly, GlyGlyHis, HisGly-
GlyGly, GlyGlyHisGly, etc.) were used as SOD model
compounds. It has been established that the hypoxan-
thine (HPX) / xanthine oxidase (XOD) system induces
a high concentration of O2~ at pH 7.4. This system
gives, in the presence of DMPO, a prominent ESR
signal due to DMPO-Of adduct. The SOD-like ac-
tivities of Cu(II) complexes were represented as the
concentration exhibiting 50% inhibition of generation
of DMPO-Of adduct, IC50. The results obtained are
summarized in Table 1. Cu(II) complexes with oligopep-
tides containing histidyl residue at the N- terminal
showed small IC50, whereas Cu(II) complexes oi
oligopeptides containing histidyl residue in the second
or third position showed large IC50. At the same time,
the formation of -OH was also observed during the
dismutation of O2~ by some of the Cu(II) complexes.
This result indicated that -OH may be generated by
the reactions of these complexes with H2O2 produced
by dismutation of O2~.

In order to ascertain the formation of -OH from the
systems mentioned above, reactions of Cu(II)-
oligopeptide complexes with H2O2 were investigated
by the TBA method and ESR spectroscopy using

DMPO as a spin trap. Cu(II) complexes with oligopep-
tides containing histidyl residue at the N-terminal gave
high yield of TBA reactive substance (TBARS) and
strong signal intenisity of DMPO-OH, whereas those
containing histidyl residues in the second or third posi-
tion gave low yield of TBARS and weak signal intensi-
ty of DMPO-OH. The results from both methods in-
dicated that the former Cu(II) comolexes could more
easily activate H2O2 to yield -OH than the latter Cu(II)
complexes.

In conclusion, Cu(II) complexes with oligopeptides
containing histidyl residue at the N-terminal could easi-
ly activate H2O2 to yield -OH as compared with those
peptides containing histidyl residues in the second or
third position. Further, since all Cu(II)- oligopeptide
complexes examined could scavenge O2~, these com-
plexes were considered to have SOD-like activities.

Table 1. Abilities of Cu(II)-peptide complexes for
dismutation of superoxide

Copper(II) Complexes
Cu, Zn-SOD
Cu(HG)
Cu(GH)
Cu(HH)
Cu(HGG)
Cu(GHG)
Cu(GGH)
Cu(HGGG)
Cu(GGHG)
Cu(HHGG)

IC50 (nM)
0.009

1.3
2.0
1.7
0.8

10.0
6.0
1.1

700.0
25.8

Publications:
1) Ueda, J., Ozawa, T., Miyazaki, M. and Fujiwara,

Y.: Inorg. Chim. Ada, 214, 29-32, 1993.
2) Ozawa, T., Ueda, J. and Shimazu, Y.: Biochem. Mol

Biol. Int., 31, 455-461, 1993.
3) Ueda, J., Ozawa, T., Miyazaki, M. and Fujiwara,

Y.:/. Inorg. Biochem., 55, 123-130, 1994.

7. Stereoselective Synthesis of ( + ) - 1 , 8 - D i - c p £ -
and { - ) — 1 — epi — Swainsonine

Nobuo Ikota

Keywords: polyhydroxylated indolizidin, (S)-pyr-
oglutamic acid, osmium tetraoxide, stereoselective allyla-
tion, chiral synthesis, glycosidase inhibitor,

Polyhydroxylated indolizidines such as ( - ) swain-
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sonine (1) exhibit remarkable physiological effects in-
cluding rnannnosidase - inhibitory activity. Recently it
has been reported that (-)-swainsonine has an in-
teresting immunoregulatory activity. The synthesis of
1 and its stereoisomers has been the focus of a number
of research programs. In connection with our syn-
thetic studies on the utility of optically active pyr-
oglutamic acid derivatives, we describe here a
stereoselective synthesis of ( + ) - l , 8-di-e/>i-and
(-)-l-e/>z'-swainsonine (2 and 3).

As shown in Fig.3, the synthesis of 2 and 3 starting
from pyroglutamic acid derivatives (4) involves first
our previously developed cis-dihydroxylation of the a,
P-unsaturated lactam (5) followed by epimerization of
the benzyloxy group in 6b. Secondly, diastereoselec-
tive allylation of 8b is employed to construct the in-
dolizidine skeleton. Osmium tetraoxide catalyzed cis-
dihj'droxidation of 5, prepared from 4 by selenation
and oxidative deselenation, followed by di - 0 - benzyla-
tion of the diol 6a gives the compound 6b in 51%
yield. Epimerization of the benzyloxy group in 6b with
sodium methoxide in MeOH-THF affords the comp-
ound 7 in 48% yield from 6a. Compound 7 is then con-
verted to the 2 - hydroxymethylpyrrolidine derivative
8a by the reduction with borane - dimethyl sufide com-
plex in THF followed by methoxymethoxy group

OR' on !

OBn OBn

Ba: R.CHjOH
b: R.CHO

11 IS

Fig.3 Synthetic scheme for 1,
swainsonine

removal using acidic hydrolysis (82% yield). The reac-
tion of the aldehyde 8b prepared from 8a by the
method of Swern, with allymagnesium chloride at - -
78°C in THF gives 9a and 10 in a 1:1.6 ratio (81%
yield). On the othe.'-'iand, the opposite selectivity is
observed when allyltrimethylsilane - TiCl4 is reacted
with 8a in methylene at -78°C (9a is obtained as the
sole diastereomer in 56% yield). The hydroxy group in
9a is protected as a benzyl ether, and this is followed
by hydroboration - oxidation to 9b. From 9b the
primary alcohol 11 is formed in 78% yield. Mesylation
of 11 leds to a bicyclic compounds 2), which is deben-
zylated by catalytic hydrogenation and subsequent
purification with Dowex 50W-X8 to provide ( + ) - l ,
8-d\-epi~swainsonine (3) in 67% yield. Similarly, 10
is converted to (-)-l-e/?/-swainsonine (2) in 39%
yield.

Publications:
1) Ikota, N.: Chem. Pharm. Bull., 41, 1717-1721,

1993.
2) Ikota, N.: Heterocycles, 36, 2035-2050, 1993.

8. Molar Volumes of Metal Complex Ions in Water.
Part HI. Metal Complexes of the Type [MAnB6_n]z

8-di-epi-and 1-epi-

Katsumi Kurotaki, Michiko Abe and
Shoichi Kawamura* ("Kanagawa Univ.)

Keywords: molar volume, metal complex

Previously we examined the partial molar volumes at
infinite dilution V° for [MB6]

Z+ and [MA6]
2~ in water

at 25 °C on the basia of the scaled particle theory
(SPT), where M is metal ion, B is NH3 or diamine/2, A
is F-, Cr , CN" or C2O4

2-/2, z is charge number ( 1 ~
4). We found that the intrinsic volume Vint(=V° - Ve])
of [MB6]

Z+ or [MA6]Z~ is the sum of the volume of the
octahedral core formed by six coordinated atoms X,
Vcore, and the additional parts grown from the core,
Vadd. where Vei is the effect of charge on Vjnt. The Vei
is given by -kz2, where k is 5.0 cm3 mol"1 for X=N,
O,C.

In [MAn B6_n]3"n, the B site is positively charged,
whereas the A site is negatively charged. Then, we ex-
amined the V° of [MAn B6_n]3"n in order to analyze
the effect of charge and its distribution on Vim. Two
linear relationships are found between V° and n for
[MAn B6_n]3_n at n < 3 and ni>3 as shown in Fig.4 for
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[Co(ox/2)n(en/2)6.n]
3-". The Vim of [MAnB6_n]

3-", Vim

(MAn B6.n)is given by:
Vinl(i\IAnB6_n)=(i/6)[nVint(MA6) + (6 - n)Vjm(i\lB6)]

=V°(MAnB6.n)-Vel(MAnB6.n)
Ve,(MAnB5-n) = Ve,(MA3B3)-( I 3-n , /3)[45- Vel

(MA3B3)]/cm3 mol"1.
It is interesting that the Vel of [MA3B3]0 is not zero

but ca. - 15cm3 mol"1 which is larger than that of
[MAs]'. This shows that the effect of localized charge
on Vim can not be neglected and it suggests that the
V° of a polar solute such as an amino acid is influenc-
ed by the polar groups. We note that no linear relation
ship is found between V°and n for[M(acac/2)nB6_n]

3-n/2

whose charge at the acac is delocalized, where acac is
acetylacetonato (2, 4 - pentanedionato) ion. This shows
that the linearity between V° (or Vc]) and n is limited
to [MAnB6.n]3-".

On the basis of the linear relationship between V°
and n for [MAnB6.n]

3"", we can calculated V°'s of com-
plex ions with complicated structures. In EDTA' com-
plex ion, the sites of the two coordinated N atoms are
positively charged and those of the four coordinated 0
atoms are negatively charged. The calculated V° of
[CoEDTA]"is 178.8 cm3 mol"\ which agrees well with
the observed one (176.8 cm3 mol"1). The V° of [NiED-
TA]2~ is calculated as 159.8 cm3 mol"1 which is
smaller than the observed one (176.0 cm3 mol"1). This
is due to dissociation of the comolex at the acetic
groups.

i_ 175

o
n 150
o

~ 125

100

I
-3

I I
-2 -1 0 1 2 3

Z

Fig.4 Effect of charge z ( = 3-n) on V° for [Co(ox/2)n

(en/2)6-n]3'n and [Co(gly)(en)2]
2+. V°, solid line;

Vint, dashed line.

Publication:
1) Kurotaki, K. and Kawamura, S: J. Chem. Soc. Fara-

day Trans., 89, 3039-3042, 1993.

9. Adsorption of High Oxidation State Ruthenium
Anions on Filter Paper

Kazuo Watari, Kiyoko Imai and Hiroshi Takeshita

Keywords: ruthenium, oxidation, reduction, adsorption,
filter paper

Ruthenium metal and its insoluble oxides are very
hard to dissolve even by strong acidic solutions, such
as hydrochloric acid, nitric acid and sulfuric acid.
However these insoluble ruthenium species can be
dissolved in a sodium hydroxide solution by forming
high oxidation state anions such as ruthenate or per-
ruthenate with an oxidizing agent, sodium
hypochlorite.

In this study, we carried out experiments on the ad-
sorption behavior of high oxidation state anions of
ruthenium onto filter paper from sodium hydroxide
solution and the possible application of this technique
to simple, rapid and selective separation of
radioruthenium from other important radionuclides.

Typically the experimental procedure was as follows.
Fifty ul of ruthenium carrier (RuCl3) solution contain-
ing 10-200ug of stable ruthenium and 20ul of 5%
sodium hypochlorite solution were added to 10ml of
the sample solution (1M NaOH solution) containing
I06Ru. Then, O.lg of the dried filter paper (Toyo Roshi
No.4A), cut into small pieces, were added to the solu-
tion. After shaking, the aqueous phase was removed
with a pipette, leaving the filter paper pieces behind.

The 106Ru was quantitatively adsorbed, along with
stable ruthenium, onto the filter paper during a 3 -
hour agitation. The color of the filter paper changed
from its original white to black suggesting chemical
reduction of high oxidation state anions to an insoluble
oxide such as RuCV Ruthenium adsorbed on the filter
paper could not be easily desorbed with any acidic solu-
tions.

Under these conditions, adsorption of other impor-
tant fission products and induced nuclides on filter
paper was also studied. The filter paper did not adsorb
137Cs, 85Sr (to simulate 90Sr), 59Fe and 60Co. 99mTc,
which is widely used in nuclear medicine, also had
negligible adsorption. Therefore, we expected that the
filter paper should be widely applicable to selective
separation of 105Ru from other fission products or to
the purification of 99mTc solution by elimination of
106Ru which is frequently contained as impurity. Based
on the data obtained, applications to the radiochemical
analysis of ruthenium are now being examined for a
future report.
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Publication:
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10. Copper(II)-Albumin Complex Can Activate
Hydrogen Peroxide in the Presence of Biological
Reductants

Toshihiko Ozawa, Jun-ichi Ueda and Akira Hanaki*
(*Shizuoka Univ.)

Keywords: copper(II) - albumin comokx, ESR, spin trap-
ping, hydroxyl radical, biological redxictants

Copper is an essential element for almost all living
organisms. An average adult human body includes ab-
out 80 mg of copper. Reduced copper salts autoxidize
in aerobic solutions with the formation of the hydroxyl
radical (-OH) which is capable of damaging most
biological molecules. Oxidized copper salts or com-
plexes can similarly generate OH radical when added
to solutions of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The se-
quence leading to the formation of the OH radical is
essentially that of a Fenton - type reaction as shown in
(1).

Mn* i-H2O2 (1)

It has been reported that when Fe(II) salts par-
ticipate in reaction (1), proteins other than specific
iron - bindimg proteins do not prevent the damage caus-
ed by generation of OH radical. However, all proteins
examined so far appear to have non-specific
capacities to lessen the damage caused by OH radical
generated in a copper-dependent system. Since cop-
per ions can easily ligate to amino grouos of proteins,-
such metel ion-binding may prevent the copper ions
from entering into the redox cycles that are necessary
for OH radical formation. Thus, reaction (2) may not
proceed.

Cu(II)-proteins+ H2O2 -*
Cu(I)-proteins+O2 +2H+ (2)

In our previous papers, we showed that Cu(II) com-
plexes with polyamine-N-polycarboxylate such as
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (edta) can be reduced
to Cu(I) by biological reductants and that Cu(I) com-
plexes thus formed react with H2O2 to give the OH
radical. Therefore, if the Cu(II)- albumin complex can
be reduced by biological reductants, the OH radical
should be detected in the presence of H2O2. To verify
this assumption, the reactions of the Cu(II)-albumin
complex with H2O2 were investigated in the presence
of some biological reductants.

Aqueous solutions of Cu(II)-albumin complex show-
ed a typical ESR spectrum (ac"= 16.82 mT, g=2.131)
consisting of four lines at room temperature. When an
aqueous solution of Cu(II)-albumin complex was mix-

ed with H2O2 solution, the pale blue color of the
former (visible absorption maximun, X. = 520 nm) did
not change, indicating that no reaction occured.

When an aqueous solution of Cu(II)-albumin com-
plex was mixed with an aqueous solution of cysteine
(CySH), the ESR signal due to the Cu(II)-albimin com-
plex completely disappeared and no new ESR signal
was observed. The mixed solution changed from blue
to colorless. These results indicated that the
paramagnetic Cu(II) ion was reduced to the
diamagnetic Cu(I) ion. Thus, when a spin-trap, 5, 5-
dimethyl-1-pyrroline //-oxide (DMPO), was included
in the Cu(II)-albumin complex -H2O2 reaction system
in the presence of CySH, an ESR spectrum
[aA'(l)=aw(l)=1.49 mT] typical of the DMPO-OH spin
adduct was observed. In the absence of the Cu(II)-
albumin complex, H2O2 or CySH, no ESR spectrum
was observed. From these results, we suggested that
the formation of OH radical may arise from the reduc-
tion of Cu(II)-albumin complex to Cu(II)-albumin by
the biological reductant. The same results were obtain-
ed when ascorbic acid (vitamin C) was used as a
biological reductant.

We proposed the following scheme for the reaction
between the Cu(II)-albumin complex and H2O2.

In the absence of the biological reductant:
Cu(II)-albumin+H2O2 -> no rection (3)

In the presence of the biological reductant:
Cu(II) - albumin+Re(reductant)

-> Cu(I)-albumin+Re+ (4)
Cu(I)+H2O2 -> Cu(II)+-OH+OH- (5)
•OH+spin-trap -* DMPO-OH spin adduct (6)

Publications:
1) Ozawa, T., Ueda, J. and Hanaki, A.: Biochem.

Moke. Biol Int., 29, 247-253, 1993.
2) Ozawa, T., Ueda, J. and Shimazu, Y.: Biochem.

Moke. Biol. Int., 31, 455-461, 1993.
3) Ueda, J., Ozawa, T., Miyazaki, M. and Fujiwara,

Y.: Inorg. Chim. Ada, 214, 29-32, 1993.

11. Interaction of Synthetic Peptides with Lipid
Bilayers and Their Ion Channel Formation

Kazunori Anzai, Yutaka Kirino1, Sannamu Lee2

and Haruhiko Aoyagi3

('Tokyo Univ., 2Fukuoka Univ., 3Nagasaki Univ.)
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Recent technical developments in molecular biology
have made it possible to determine the primary sf -uc-
tures of ion channel proteins. For the next step, se-«.».i-
dary or tertiary structural information is necessary to
relate the amino acid sequence of the channel proteins
to their functions. However, because of the general dif-
ficulty in crystallizing membrane proteins and because
of the low content of channel proteins in the membrane
proteins, such structural study is still not easy. Theref-
ore, we used model peptides to study the structure -
function relationship of ion channels. We synthesized
several oligomeric peptides and measured their secon-
dary structure and ion channel forming abilities by CD
spectroscopy and a planar bilayer technique, respective-
ly. In addition, we measured the peptide - induced
leakage of carboxyfluorescein from lioposomes to study
the interaction of the peptides with lipid membranes.

The H5 peptide (KSIPDAFWWAVVTMTTVGYGD
MTPGK), which contains the presumed pore forming
region of Shaker K+ channel (H5 region) and several
additional hydrophilic amino acid residues at both of
the H5 region, was found to interact and penetrate into
lipid membranes based on the fluorescence of Trp
residues of the peptide in the presence and absence of
liposomes. The secondary structure of the peptide was
composed of a mixture of a-helix, P - sheet, P-turn,
and random coil. The number of P - sheet structures in-
creased in the presence of liposomes. In planar
bilayers, the peptide formed anion - selective ion chan-
nels with a larger conductance (110-174 pS) than the
native K^ channel (27 pS). These results suggest that
the H5 region of the Shaker K+ channel can penetrate
into lipid bilayers and from ion channel structure by
itself, but it requires other structural components to
reproduce the native characteristics of the K+ chan-
nels.

Three peptides, (ARL)8, (VRL)8, and (LRL)8, which
correspond to the S4 segment of the voltage dependent
Na+ channel, were found to form a 310-helical struc-
ture in the presence of liposomes. The peptides have a
strong ability to perturb membranes and were able to
form cation - selective ion channels with small conduc-
tances (2-23 pS) in planar lipid bilayers. This is the
first evidence that the peptides can form 310-helical
structures with long chain lengths in a lipid bilayer en-
vironment.

Publications:
1) Shinozaki, K., Anzai, K., Lee, S., Aoyagi, H. and

Kirino, Y.: Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun., 198,

445-450. 1994.
2) Iwata, T., Lee, S., Oishi, 0., Aoyagi, EL, Ohno, M.,

Anzai, K. and Kirino, Y.: /. Biol. Chem., 269,
4928-4933, 1994.

12. Constitutive Overexpression of the c-fos Pro-
tooncogene in Murine Granulocytic Leukemia
Cells induced by Radiation

Hiroshi Ishihara, Kazuko Yoshida, Kumie Nemoto,
Kazuko Tsuneoka, Mikio Shikita

Keywords: c-fos, protooncogene, mRNA, northern blot
hybridization, post- transcriptional regulation, leukemia

A rapid, but transient, expression of the proto-
oncogene c-fos is observed in various types of mam-
malian cells including hematopoietic lineage cells after
stimulation of the quiescent cells accompanied by in-
ducers of their differentiation or proliferation. The
protooncogene c-fos encodes a subunit of a nuclear
factor, AP - 1 protein, which is classified as the leucine
zipper transcriptional regulator. It is widely known that
the activated c-fos product directly stimulates
transcription of several genes which are needed to
progress on pathways of differentiation or prolifera-
tion, and furthermore, that the transient activation
reflects the presence of stringent regulatory
mechanisms.

On the other hand, constitutive expression of the
c-fos gene is observed in several hematopoietic cells i.
e. granulocyte, erythrocyte and megakaryocyte. The
cellular machinery to maintain a continuous expression
of c-fos may differ from the machinery to elicit the
transient expression. To analyze the mechanisms to
maintain the high level of the c-fos message, we com-
pared the mRNA levels in various myeloid leukemia
cells which were independently and originally induced
by whole-body irradiation of C3H/He mice with a
sublethal X-ray dose. All the leukemia cells were
classified as monocytic, granulocytic and
myelomonocytic leukemia cells by their morphological
and cytochemical properties, and they were maintained
by intravenous inoculation into mice used as hosts.
After northern and in situ hybridization analyses of
freshly isolated leukemia cells, we found all the
granulocytic leukemia cells persistently had higher
levels of expression of c-fos gene, while the monocytic
and myelomonocytic leukemia cells expressed negligi-
ble levels of the c-fos message. When the isolated
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granulocytic leukemia cells were transferred for cultur-
ing in a medium containing a low concentration of fetal
calf serum, a rapid decrease of c-fos mRNA occurred
(Fig.oA). The rate of the decrease in c-fos mRNA was
not significant in the culture containing transcriptional
inhibitor, actinomycin - D. In contrast, the presence of
cycloheximide completely prevented any decrease in
the c-fos message. The results show that the decrease
is due to destablization of c, -fos mRNA at the stage of
posttranscription and that synthesis of the c-fos
mRNA disappears on isolation of the leukemia cells
from the host mouse.

Furthermore, we analyzed transient responsive abili-
ty of c-fos gene in the cultured granulocytic leukemia
cells after disappearance of the message. As shown in
fig.5B, immediate and transient induction of c-fos
gene were observed after treatment with phorbor ester
and cacium ionophore, while cAMP derivative
stimulated immediate and continuous induction of
c-fos message. These results suggest that the
mechanisms to keep the high level of c-fos mRNA in
the granulocytic leukemia cells in a body are largely
due to the stabilizing ability of cAMP. In further

19 30 43 60 O M 0 30 60 90 120

hcuDrton ttm(irtn)

Fig.5 Alteration of c-fos mRNA level of granulocytic
leukemia in culture. (A) Rapid decrease of c-fos
message in the cell by incubation in a medium with
0.5% fetal calf serum. Cycloheximide (open squares)
and actinomycin-D (closed circles) were added to
the culture at time 0, both at 5 ng/ml. The control
culture received saline (open circles). (B) Rapid in-
crease of c-fos mRNA in the cultured cells after the
addition of lmM dibutyryl cyclie AMP (open
triangles), 50 nM 12 - 0 - tetradecanoyl - phorbor -
13-acetate (closed triangles) or 2mM calcium
ionophore A23187 (closed squares). The cells were
preincubated in the medium with 0.5% fetal calf
serum for 3h prior to the addition of inducers of the
c-fos at time 0. After northern blot hybridization,
the radio activity of c-fos mRNA band was quan-
tified by a radioanalytical imaging system, expressed
relative to the radioactivity of the (J-actin mRNA
band, and corrected for the value at time 0.

studies on the mechanisms, we will investigate the

usefulness of the granulocytic leukemia cell.
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13. Relationship between Stages of Mammary
Development and Sensitivity to y-Ray Irradia-
tion in Mammary Tumorigenesis in Rats

Hiroshi Yamanouchi, Hiroko Ishii, Keiko Suzuki,
Makoto Onoda and Hiroshi Inano
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In the course of sexual maturation, the mammary
glands develop to ensure lactation after childbirth. This
development occurs in several phases, each phase be-
ing characterized by different anatomical and
histological features, and being influenced by different
hormones. Pituitary hormones, such as prolactin, and
ovarian hormones, such as estrogens and progesterone,
are the major hormones involved in the development of
the mammary glands. Many studies have shown that
estrogens promote terminal end-bud development and
duct elongation in mammary glands, while pro-
gesterone promotes duct enlargement and ductule for-
mation and growth. The synergistic effect of ovarian
hormones and prolactin in the development of mam-
mary glands has also been implicated in tumorigenesis
in the mammary glands. Whole body irradiation of
female rats results in a higher incidence of mammary
tumors than the incidence in non-irradiated normal
female rats; the highest incidence of such tumors oc-
curs in rats irradiated in late pregnancy and then
treated with diethylstilbestrol (DES). It has been
shown that altering concentrations of estradiol and pro-
gesterone in the serum of rats leads to different stages
of mammary gland development, and that the induction
of mammary tumors in these rats depends on the stage
of the mammary glands at irradiation. In this study, we
carried out further investigations to clarify the relation-
ship between the induction of mammary tumors by ir-
radiation and the development stage of the mammary
glands under regulation by ovarian and pituitary hor-
mones.

Wistar-MS rats were ovariectomized at the age of
70 days and treated with either estradiol-benzoate,
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Table 2. Tumorigenesis in mammary glands induced by whole-body irradiation and DES implantation

Group

I

I

m
V

V

Treatment

Olive oil

Estradiol-benzoate

Progesterone

Haloperidol

Estradiol - benzoate
+ Progesterone

Number

of

rats

used

30

21

21

20

20

Rats with tumors

Number %

9

19

19

12

8

30.0

90.5a

90.5a

60.0b

40.0

Fibroadenoma

10(58.8%)

16(41.0%)

29(70.7%)°

20(69.0%)C

15(88.2%)°

Number of tumors

Adenocarcinoma

7(41.2%)

23(59.0%)

12(29.3%)°

9(31.0%)°

2(11.8%)°

Total (/ratd)

17(1.9±0.4)

39(2.4±0.3)

41(2.3 + 0.2)

29(2.0±0.3)

17(1.7 + 0.3)

Latency period

(months)d

9.5 + 0.4

9.3 + 0.4

9.3 + 0.4

9.8+0.4

10.7 + 0.4

Iball's
index

10.5

32.4

32.4

20.3

12.5

difference from control (group I )#<0.01, bDifference from control (group I ):0.01</><0.05. difference from estradiol-ben-
zoate - treatrd group (group H):p<; 0.05. Values represent means ±SE.

progesterone or haloperidol for 2 weeks. Control
animals were treated with olive oil. The rats were then
exposed to 260 cGy y-rays and implanted with a
pellet of DES (a promoter of mammary tumors); the
pellets were replaced every 8 weeks for 1 year. The in-
cidence of mammary tumors in rats treated with
estradiol-benzoate (90.5%) or with progesterone
(90.5%) was significantly higher than that in rats in the
non-treated control group (30.0%), whereas, in rats
treated with both estradiol-benzoate and pro-
gesterone, the incidence (40.0%) was not significantly
different from that in the control (Table 2). Histological
examination of the mammary tumor tissues showed 2
types of neoplasms, adenocarcinoma and fibroadenoma.
Interestingly, adenocarcinomas accounted for 59% of
all tumors in the rats treated with estradiol-benzoate,
while fibroadenomas were mainly induced in the rats
treated with progesterone or with both estradiol-ben-
zoate and progesterone. The expression of estrogen
and progesterone receptors in the tumor tissues show-
ed some differences among groups treated with
estradiol-benzoate and with progesterone. Mor-
phologically, mammary glands obtained from rats im-
mediately before irradiation showed well developed
lobuloalveoli in both the estradiol-benzoate-treated
rats and estradiol-benzoate and progesterone treated
rats. This was consistent with the higher incorporation
of 3H-thymidine into the mammary glands of rats in
both of these groups. These findings suggest that a
more advanced developmental stage of the mammary
glands induced by ovarian hormones, is related to the
higher incidence of mammary tumors induced by ir-
radiation.

Publications:
1) Inano, H., Suzuki, K., Ishii-Ohba, H., Yamanouchi,

H., Takahashi, M. and Wakabayashi, K.: Carcin-
ogenesis, 14, 2157-2163, 1993.

2) Suzuki, K., Ishii-Ohba, H., Yamanouchi, H.,
Wakabayashi, K., Takahashi, M. and Inano, H.: Int.
J. Cancer, 56, 413-417, 1993.

3) Inano, H., Suzuki, K., Ishii-Ohba, H. and
Yamanouchi, H.:/. Radial Res. 34, 341, 1993.

14. DNA Binding Protein Specific for Junction DNA in
Human Cells

Masahiko Takahagi and Kouichi Tatsumi

Keywords: DNA metabolism, DNA binding protein,
human lymphoblastoid cells, junction DNA

Junction DNAs are intermediates formed in the
course of genome processing such as recombination,
replication, and DNA repair. The in vivo existence of
junction DNAs and their processing enzymes have
been confirmed in several species of lower organisms.

But, in mammalian cells as well, junction structures
must be key molecules involved in several pathways of
DNA metabolism. This idea led us to the search for an
indispensable factor that renders human cells capable
of handling the junction structure of DNA.

We constructed junction DNAs, including X - , Y - ,
and looped-out types, by combining some synthetic
oligonucleotides in vitro. These DNAs were used as
probes to examine DNA- protein interaction. Activity
was found in a nuclear extract from human lympho-
blastoid cells, which preferentially bound to X - , Y - ,
and looped-out junctions with much less affinity for
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duplex DNAs, as demonstrated through a gel retarda-
tion experiment. For efficient selection and concentra-
tion, DNA and RNA coupled affinity chromatography
was employed. Finally, we obtained a polypeptide
which was detected as a single band with an apparent
molecular size of 32 kDa using SDS- polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis. Gel filtration analysis under a high
ionic strength (> 0.6 M NaCl) indicated that the
purified protein was present in solution as an oligomer
with a tight affinity. Since this protein neither showed
nuclease activity nor required homologous core se-
quences around the junction point for binding, its func-
tion seems unlikely to be specific for homologous
recombination. Judged from its abundance, basic net
charge and localization in nucleus, the protein may
play a role in the formation of higher order DNA struc-
tures.

We have initiated the sequence analysis of the pro-
tein and will make some detailed biochemical studies
on its properties.

tion continued for 1 week, then fell gradually, reaching
the control level at the 80th day. A similar induction of
the radical scavenging activity was also observed by
low dose radiation in primary cultured rat hepatocytes.
Several intracellular substances and enzymes which
could be related to radical scavenging actions were
measured in liver cytosol from 5 cGy-irradiated rats.
No significant change was observed either in the con-
tents of total glutathione and total SH group or in the
activities of superoxide dismutase and GSH perox-
idase. However, the activity of GSH reductase was con-
siderably increased, indicating an increase in the pro-
duction rate of GSH, a molecule which is a beneficial
radical scavenger.

These results have led us to the conclusion that low
dose radiation induces radical scavengers in cells and
that one of the determinant factors for radiosensitivity
is an intracellular protective system againt active ox-
ygen species and/or free radicals generated following ir-
radiation. Futher analysis of the activity of radical
scavenging substances in cells is in progress.

normal HB metabollzed/mln/mg Ms protein

15. Modulation of Radiosensitivity by Low Dose
Radiation-Induced Radical Scavengers in Rat
Liver and Primary Cultured Hepatocytes

Osami Yukawa, Tetsuo Nakajima and
Toshihiko Ozawa

Keywords: low-dose hradiation, active oxygen, free

radical, radical scavenger, biological membrane

One of the major causes of radiation-induced
damages to living organisms is the production of active
oxygen species or free radicals in the. irradiated cells.
The study of radical scavenging systems in cells is
therefore indispensable for understanding the mecha-
nism of radiation sensitivity. In this work, the induc-
tion of radical scavenging activity and its protective ef-
fect against radiation damage to biological membranes
were investigated in rat liver and primary cultured rat
hepatocytes.

Irradiation of rats with 7.1 Gy of X-rays resulted in
a substantial decrease in the activity of drug metaboliz-
ing enzymes in liver microsomes. Irradiation of rats
with 5 cGy prior to 7.1 Gy, However, caused a protec-
tive effect against the decrease in the enzyme activity
due to 7.1 Gy of irradiation alone (Fig.6). When Wistar
rats received 5 cGy of X-rays to the whole body,
radical scavenging activity in liver cytosol rose and
reached a plateau 1 day after irradiation. This eleva-

normal

7.1 Gy

5cGy
7.1 Gy

Fig.6. Hexobarbital hydroxylating activity of rat liver micro-
somes.

16. Effects of Radiation on Protein Kinase C Activity
in Primary Cultured Rat Hepatocytes

Tetsuo Nakajima and Osami Yukawa

Keywords: rat hepatocytes, signal transduction, Ca?+

signaling, protein kinase C, lipid peroxidation, membrane

damage

Signal transduction systems play important roles in
various cell functions and they exert influences on cells
and tissues. We have previously demonstrated that
radiation induces lipid peroxidation of biological mem-
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branes and some abnormal regulations of Ca2* signal-
ing systems, including Ca2' flux or I Ps productivity,
in primary cultured rat hepatocytes. These results sug-
gest that radiation influences other pathways to the
damaged Ca2+ signaling systems. Protein kinase C
(PKC) is a Ca2+ / phospholipid - dependent enzyme
that appears to play a role in the regulation of various
cellular functions. This study, then, dealt with the ef-
fects of radiation on PKC in rat hepatocytes.

When primary cultured rat hepatocytes were ir-
radiated with 50 Gy of gamma-rays, the PKC activity
in the cytosol fraction of the irradiated rat hepatocytes
decreased slightly, while the enzyme activity in the
membrane fraction doubled in comparison with the ac-
tivity in the control group (Table 3). This observation

Table 3.

Control

Irradiated with 50Gy

i

Cytosol fraction j Membrane fraction

U3.9±13.8

(pmoles/min/mg)

95.67± 14.36

(pmoles/min/mg)

6.78±0.77

(pmoles/min/mg)

12.49±4.25

(pmoles/min/mg)

Each value is the meani:S.D. of three independent measurements.

suggests that the change of PKC activity in rat
hepatocytes following irradiation results from trans-
location of the enzyme from the cytosol to the cell
membrane. Although the precise mechanism of
translocation of PKC remains unknown, some in-
vestigators have reported that translocation of PKC is
due to the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration. This suggests
the possiblity that the radiation-induced damage to
Ca2+ signaling systems causes the translocation of
PKC. Furthermore, since PKC is known to be a
phospholipid dependent enzyme, phospholipid composi-
tion in rat hepatocytes was analyzed using isocratic
HPLC. This composition changed greatly after ir-
radiated. In particular, the ratio of the
phosphatidylcholine (PC) content to the whole
phospholipid in the irradiated rat hepatocytes was
smaller than in the control. Therefore, it is also possi-
ble that PC is hydrolyzed to produce diacylglycerol
(DAG), which is a PKC activator and DAG enhances
the DAG-dependent activation of PKC. Some of the
effects of irradiation on PKC might be induced through
lipid mediators such as DAG.

17. mRNA Structure and Discontinuous Translation

Mitsuo Zama

Keywords: mRNA structure, discontinuius translation,
colicin A

It has been observed for several proteins that grow-
ing polypeptide chains being tr~nslated from mRNA
transiently accumulate as discrete size classes. This is
due to discontinuities or pauses in the translation pro-
cess, which may occur at specific sites in mRNA temp-
lates. We have presented evidence to support the view
that mRNA secondary structure might play a major
role in the discontinuous translation for silk fibroin and
chicken type I collagen mRNAs. In this paper, I
describe analysis results for the mRNA of the struc-
tural gene for colicin A, a gene translated at a non-
uniform rate.

Colicins are antibiotic proteins produced by strains of
enterobacteriaceae carrying specific plasmids called col-
icinogenic factors. Polypeptide chain elongation of col-
icin A occurs at a non-uniform rate due to dis-
continuous mRNA translation. In order to examine the
possible relationship between the secondary structure
of the mRNA of colicin A and the variable rate of
polypeptide chain elongation of the protein, analysis of
the mRNA sequence of colicin A was performed with
the SDC GENETYX software (Software Development
Co., Ltd, Japan). This software contains a program to
select all the possible stacking domains in a give RNA
sequence and to search for the RNA secondary struc-
ture of minimum free energy among all the possible
combinations.

The stability map of the local secondary structure of
the mRNA of colicin A was obtained by plotting the
free energy of the optimal secondary structure of the
local segment in mRNA against the segment position
along a base sequence of the mkNA, consisting of
1776 base-pairs. The stability of the local secondary
structure fluctuated along the base sequence of the
mRNA and many peaks and troughs of free energy
were seen. We found that there is a tendency for the
positions of the minima of free energy in the plot to
coincide with the positions where synthesis pauses of
colicin A polypepties of the corresponding sizes being
translated from the mRNA occur. This seems to imply
that the pauses occur at regions of high stability of the
local secondary structure of colicin A mRNA, as we
have reported previously for chicken type I collagen
mRNA.

Control of prokaryotic translation initiation by
mRNA secondary structure has been the subject of
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many investigations. On the other hand, little attention
has been given to the role of mRNA secondary struc-
ture on the polypeptide chain elongation process,
which may explain the present result. Elucidation of
the physiological meanings of translation at a non-unif-
orm rate and its possible relation to the mRNA struc-
ture may shed light on implications of selection
pressures on mRNA structure.

18. A Simple and Rapid Amplification Procedure for
cDNA Cloned in Dephosphorylated Plasmid DNA

Mitsuki Morimyo and Kazuei Mita

Keywords: cDNA amplification, Taq DNA polymerase,
nick translation, PCR

The preparation of cDNA libraries usually involves
multiple steps, such as isolation of polyA+ mRNA, syn-
thesis of cDNA, cloning of cDNA into plasmid, and
amplification of cloned plasmid. The last step, the amp-
lification of inserted DNA fragment after cloning in
dephosphorylated plasmid vector, is done by either of
two ways. The recombinant DNA can be extracted
after amplification in host cells, or the amplification of
insert DNA can be done by the PCR using primers
complementary to both ends of the insertion site of the
vector. However, the ligation of dephosphorylated
nicks or nick translation beyond the primer sites is
essential in the latter case prior to the PCR (step 1 in
Fig. 7). Taq DNA polymerase, by virtue of its 5' to 3'
exonuclease activity, may be utilized for nick transla-
tion instead of E. coli DNA polymerase I. This would
simplify the amplification of inserted cDNA by doing
nick translation and PCR steps successively, controll-
ing each reaction condition.

We examined the conditions for nick translation by
Taq DNA polymerase and found that we could amplify
inserted DNA by the nick translation reaction at 37°C
for 10 min followed by PCR with M4 and RV primers
by Taq DNA polymerase (step 2 in Fig. 7).

We observed amplification of the 0.6 kb insert DNA
when the two steps were done as described above,
whereas the reaction without the nick translation step
failed to get amplification.

The simple and rapid procedure described here is
very useful to amplify cDNA species without bias since
a uniform amplification of cDNA species would be ex-
pected by PCR using primers located on vector DNA.

Publication:
1) Morimyo, M. and Mita, K. : Nucleic Acids Res. 21,

1679-1680, 1993.
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684 bp

Fig. 7 Schematic procedure for nick translation (step 1) and
PCR (step 2).
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19. PIXE Analysis of Fission Yeast (S. pombe) Cells
Elongated at Temperature from Permissible to
Non - Permissible for Growth

Masako Furuse, Wanyarat Thanomsak1,
Hiroumi Funakoshi2 and Shinji Matsumoto

('Mahidol University, Thailand,
2Tokyo Medical and Dental University)

Keywords: PIXE, S. pombe, cell growth

The mechanism regulating cell growth is rather com-
plicated and far from being elucidated. When cells are
cultivated under conditions of sufficient nutrition and
constant temperature around a certain optimal
temperature, the eel! culture infallibly enters into a
logarithmic phase, in which the culter is steady. There-
fore, cell growth has been studied relatively well in the
logarithmic phase. On the other hand, the fact that the
parameters do not vary implies that they do not afford
information concerning the mechanisms regulating
their values. Hence it appears necessary to investigate
non-steady growth under various non-optimal condi-
tions. We have been studying the charactrics of cells in-
cubated at temperatures from permissible to non - per-
missible for cell proliferation.

In this report modification of the cellular content of
elements have been studid with PIXE (Particle - Induc-
ed X-ray Emission) method. The method has a
number of advantages which can be summarized as
follows. PIXE is a multielement, nondestructive techni-
que. It is accurate to about ±5%, in general, and to ab-
out±2% for a thin target. PIXE can be done with total
target masses that range from about 10~3g for a stan-
dard system to 10~12g for a proton microprobe, achiev-
ing fraction mass sensitivities of about one part in 106

in measurement taking only a few minutes. In addition,
the sample preparation is quite easy.

A fission yeast, Schizosacharomyces pombe (wild type
strain 972h") was used in the present study. The transi-
tion temperature of this cell was determined to be
40 °C from the temperature dependence of the growth
and survival. .Samples for PIXE method were prepared
as follows. After transferring an overnight culture of S.
pombe into fresh medium and shaking for 2 min, 3 ml
of cell samples were filtered through a membrane filter
(Nucleopore, pore size 0.8um, diameter 25 mm), and
washed with approx. 30 ml of distilled water into the
vessel of a filtration apparatus (Pyrex filter holder,
KG-BA-ToyoRoshiCo.).

The cells deposited on the filter were bombarded in
vacuum with a proton beam from a Van de Graaff ac-
celerator and the X-rays produced were detected by

using a Si detector. The integrated currents were nor-
mally 5\iC for each specimen. The incident energy was
selected at 1.5 MeV. The peaks of phosphorus,
sulphur, and potassium were clearly distinguishable.
The X - ray yields were obtained by summation of the
counts in the window channels.

The results of PIXE measurements show the increas-
ed content of potassium is proportional to the cell size,
possibly due to the fact that potassium is a cytoplasmic
element. At the transition temperature, the cells cannot
divide, they simply enlarge, so the increase in the
cytoplasmic solution results in the corresponding in-
crease in the potassium amount. The increases of
sulphur, which is an essential element in proteins, and
phosphorus, which is found mostly in nucleic acid, are
not proportional to the cell size.

20. Division Arrest at Upper Growth-Limiting
Temperature in Fission Yeast (S. pombe) Cells

Masako Furuse, Wanyarat Thanomsak1,
Hiroumi Funakoshi2 and Shinji Matsumoto

('Mahidol Univ., Thailand;
2Tokyo Medical and Dental Univ.)

Keywords: S. pombe, growth limiting temperature, cell
growth, transition temperature, doubling time

The growth rates of cells become gradually slower
with increasing incubation temperature and cease at
the growth-limiting temperature. Inactivation of the
cells starts at a temperature just over this. We call this
transition temperature. At this temperature, cells do not
divide, but they still continue to increase in volume.
This phenomenon implies that there is a difference in
susceptibility to high temperature between two
mechanisms regulating cell division and biomass syn-
thesis. Therefore, information can be obtained about
these regulation mechanisms by investigating the
behavior of cells in this temperature range.

The cell that was used in this work was the fission
yeast, Shizosaccharomyces pombe (wild type strain
972h"). It is a rod-shaped organism about 3.5um in
diameter and 5 to 20 urn in length. It is a convenient
cell for growth measurement for a number of reasons.
First, it has a regular geometric shape, that is, a
cylinder with hemispherical ends. So, its volume can
be calculated from its length and diameter. It grows on-
ly in length, so the increase in volume of a growing cell
is directly proportional to the increase in length.
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Secondly, like many other microorganism, it grows
rapidly (minimum generation time of about 2 h at
34°C) in a sterile medium. Thirdly, it divides into two
separate daughter cells of equal size after the forma-
tion of a median cell plate (which grows inward from
the outer cell wall).

S. pombe cells in nutrient medium (YEPD) were in-
cubated overnight (with shaking) at 34°C. After
transferring the culture of 5. pombe into fresh medium
and shaking for 2 min, growth curves at different
temperatures (34°C, 37°C, 39°C) were obtained by us-
ing a Coulter counter. In preparing the cells for sur-
vival curve of S. pombe, the same method as above was
used. Cultures at a density of about 106 cells per
milliliter (in the middle-log phase) were prepared.
Then, the proper cell dilutions were made and the cells
were spread on agar plates every 1 hour for 6 hours
under various temperatures. After a 48-hour incuba-
tion, the colony counting method was used to obtain
the survival curves at 40°C, 42°C, 45°C, 46°C, 47°C.

The cells grew exponentially at 34°C, and 39°C with
specific growth rates of 0.34b"1, 0.21b"1, and 0.041b"1,
respectively. At 40°C the growth rate was almost zero.
Then doubling times were calculated as 2.0h, 3.3h, and
17h for 34°C, 37°C, and 39°C, respectively. Incubation
at temperatures higher than 40°C resuhed in cell
death. As the temperature was raised, the specific inac-
tivation rate of the cells became higher. The curves,
however, showed biphasic character, that is, after
some time the specific inactivation rate changed from
its initial value to a ratively low value rate in the in-
cubation period. This result suggested some adaptation
to high temperature was taking place.

At 40°C both the specific growth rate and the
specific inactivation rate were almost zero, which im-
plied that the cells no longer divided, though they were
still alive. The transition temperature for S. pombe in
this liquid medium was found to be around 40.0°C. At
this temperature cell volume continues to increased, as
synthesis of cellular material did not stop. Average cell
sizes did not change at 34°C and 37°C, because the
cultures entered the logarithmic phase in which the
cells grew steadily. At 40 °C, however, average cell
size increased. The culture at 40°C started with the
cell size distribution of the logarithmic phase, and, as
the incubation went on, the distribution became wider.
Owing to the increase in cell size, the peak moved to
the right and the distribution became bimodal at 4h.
Then, the right peak moved further to the right and
widen. The left peak merged into the right peak at
7hr. To elucidate the implication of these distributions
further mathematical analysis is now going on.

2 1 . Active Fibroin Gene Possesses Higher Order
Structure Stabilized by Core Histories and a
Nucleus Substructure

Sachiko Ichimura and Kazuei Mita

Keywords: fibroin, posterior silk gland, B. mori, chromatin

The chromatin structure is one of the important fac-
tors regulating gene expression. Studies on DNasel
hypersensitive sites and nuclear matrix attachment
regions (MAR?) in the flanking sequences of active
genes have attracted special interest. In this report, we
present a characteristic chromatin structure of the
coding regions expressing actively.

The posterior silk gland (PSG) of B. mori is the
organ producing silk fibroin for cocoon making. In the
organ, transcription of the fibroin gene is developmen-
tally regulated. The Northern analysis showed that the
expression of fibroin gene was negligible during the
4th molt stage while the level of the transcripts increas-
ed dramatically up to day 3 of the 5th instar and re-
mained high throughout the last instar. We isolated the
nuclei from PSGs at the 4th molt and at day 5 of the
5th instar and also from the middle silk glands (MSGs)
at day 5 of the 5th instar. MSG is the organ producing
sericin selectively, but not fibroin. Isolated nuclei were
digested slightly by micrococcal nuclease (MN) and the
chromatin fragments digested by MN were frac-
tionated by the step-wise NaCl gradient. SI, S2, S3
and S4 fractions are the chromatin fragments solubiliz-
ed by MN digestion, by treatment with hypotonic solu-
tion (TE buffer), by treatment with 0.6 M NaCl
(release of histone HI from nuclei) and by treatment
with 2 M NaCl (release of core histones), respectively.
P3 and P4 denote the insoluble fractions by treatment
with 0.6 M NaCl and 2 M NaCl, respectively. The
DNA was purified from each fraction by the
phenol/chloroform method and resolved by electro-
phoresis on an 1.4% agarose gel. Southern analyses
were performed by probes for the coding sequence of
fibroin heavy chain gene, an interspersed repetitive ele-
ment of B. mori (Bm2) and the sericin conding se-
quence. The Southern hybridization patterns showed
that the majority of the DNA fragments of active fibr-
oin gene accumulated on the P3 fraction, while the
bulk DNAs and the Bm2 elements were soluble in S2
and S3 fractions. The fairly small DNA fragments of
active fibroin gene in the P3 fraction were released in-
to the S4 fraction with the dissociation of core
histones, though most of the large DNA fragments re-
mained in the P4 fraction. In contrast to the active fibr-
oin gene, the DNA fragments of the inactive fibroin
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genes of PSG at the 4th molt and of MSG were mostly
soluble in S2 and S3 fractions, as were the Bm2
elements. A similar tendency was observed in sericin
gene, that is, most of the DNA fragments of the active
sericin genes of MSG accumulated in the P3 fraction,
while those of the inactive sericin genes of PSG were
soluble in S2 and S3 fractions. These results suggest
that the coding sequences which highly transcribed
associate with a nucleus substructure through the
mediation of core histones.

22. One Step DNA Sequencing of Single-Stranded
DNA with Reverse Dye-Primer

Kazuei Mita, Mitsuoki Morimyo and Etsuko Hongo

Keywords: DNA sequencing, single-stranded template,
reverse dye-primer, PCR, Taq DNA polymerase

DNA sequencing can be performed much faster and
more easily by an automated DNA sequencer, which
can process a large quantity of samples at one time.
We use an Applied Biosystems DNA sequencer, Model
373A. Among several methods applicable to the se-
quencer, the dye-primer method of single - stranded
template with Taq DNA polymerase gives the most
reliable results. If both dye-primers (forward dye-
primer (-21M13) and reverse dye-primer (M13RP1)
are suitable, the dye-primer method is able to give at
least 400 nucleotide sequences from each end.
However, only the forward dye-primer is suitable for
a single - stranded template. To use the reverse dye-
primer, two methods are available. 1) The insert can
be recloned into another vector. 2) A double - stranded
fragment can produced by PCR with both primer. In
both cases, an additional step is required, providing a
large obstacle to extensive DNA sequencing.

In this report, we describe a one-step DNA sequen-
cing of the reverse dye-primer method for Taq DNA
polymerase with single-stranded DNA template. The
dye - primer method for Taq DNA polymerase uses 15
cycles (30 s at 95°C, 30 s at 55°C and 1 min at 70°C),
which is close to normal PCR reaction condition. If a
mix of unlabeled forward - primer of Ml 3 vector (M4)
and reverse dye-primer (M13RP1, ABI) for single - -
stranded template, the DNA sequencing reaction by
PCR can directly give DNA sequences from the other
end of the insertion. We have applied the present
method to a single-stranded template of M13mpl8
containing 1.6 kb insertion of Chinese hamster RNA

polymerase II cDNA with a reverse dye-primer by
Taq DNA polymerase. single - stranded templates gave
a more explicit profile and relible nucleotide sequence
than the double - stranded template. We added M4
primer in an amount up to one third of the molar ratio
against reverse dye - primer.

We examined the optimum quantity of M4 primer by
changing the molar ratio of M4/reverse dye-primer
from 1/10 to 1/1. The optimum result was obtained
with the 1/3 molar ratio, though all ratios from 1/10 to
1/1 gave fairly good profiles. We also examined other
clones having 100 base to 2,000 base insertions, and
the present method worked very well in most cases.
The peak resolution and background of the sequence
profile obtained by this method is comparable to that
of an ordinary forward dye-primer. More than 400
nucleotide sequences can be obtained from each end of
insertion concurrently by this simple one-step reac-
tion; that is, more than 800 nucleotides of the sequence
in total.

Publication:
1) Mita, K., Morimyo, M. and Hongo, E.: Nucleic
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23. Mutation Induction by Low Dose Rate 7-Rays
and Tritiated Water in Near-Diploid Mouse Cells
m5S

Ikuko Furuno - Fukushi and Hiromichi Matsudaira
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We reported previously that the mutation frequency
after y- irradiation at 13 mGy/h increased linearly with
increasing total dose in plateau phase m5S cells. In this
paper, cell killing and mutation induction (6-
thioguanine resistance) following exposure to tritiated
water (HTO) were studied in m5S cells in plateau
phase culture and compared to those follwing y- ir-
radiation. Cell survival after exposure to HTO or 7 -
rays at 6 mGy/h decreased linearly with increasing
total dose (up to 3 Gy), and RBE value of 2.0 was ob-
tained for HTO P-particles. Mutation frequency after
exposure to HTO at dose rates of 6 mGy/h and 150
mGy/h increased linearly with total dose. No significant
differences were found in the slopes between 6 mGy/h
and 150 mGy/h exposure. Significant increase in muta-
tion frequency was not observed after 6 mGy/h of 7 -
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ray, but the frequency after 13 mGy/h increased
lineary with total dose. Marked dose rate effects were
observed for y-rays- HTO found to be more
mutagenic than y-rays and dose rate effect was not
distinct in mutation induction.

publication:
1) Furuno-Fukushi, I., Aoki, K., and Matsudaira, H.:

Radial Res., 136. 97-102, 1993.

culture are due to the developmental changes in the
substrate attachment and proliferation of keratinocytes,
rather than to intrinsic changes in melanoblasts.

Publication:
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24. Keratinocytes Are Involved in Regulating the
Developmental Changes in the Proliferative Activi-
ty of Mouse Epidermal Melanoblasts in Serum -
Free Culture

Tomohisa Hirobe
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When epidermal cell suspensions derived from 0.5 - ,
2 .5- and 4.5-day-old were plated onto uncoated
polystyrene dishes and cultured with serum-free
medium supplemented with dibutyryl cyclic adenosine
3', 5'-monophosphate and basic fibroblast growth fac-
tor, melanoblasts proliferated dramatically around
keratinocyte colonies and after 12-14 days pure and
enriched cultures of melanoblasts (ca. 75%) and
melanocytes (ca. 25%) were obtained. In contrast,
when epidermal cell suspensions derived from 7.5- ,
20.5- and 60.5-day-old mice were cultured similar-
ly, keratinocytes failed to attach to the dish and
melanoblasts did not proliferate at all. However, when
epidermal cell suspensions of older mice were plated
onto type I collagen - coated dishes and cultured
similarly, keratinocytes attached well to the dish and
melanoblasts proliferated dramatically around
keratinocyte colonies. Moreover, pure melanoblasts
and melanocytes derived from primary cultures of
young and old mice could be subcultured on collagen -
coated dishes with the medium in the presence of
secondary keratinocytes that were subcultured from a
pure population of primary keratinocytes. No dif-
ferences were observed in the proliferative activity of
secondary melanoblasts between young and old mice.
These results suggest that keratinocytes are involved
in regulating the proliferation of mouse epidermal
melanoblasts and that the developmental changes in
the proliferative activity of epidermal melanoblasts in

25. Purification and Characterization of Recombinant
Hamster Tissue Complement CIs
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CIs is an integral part of the first component of com-
plement Cl. It is a serine protease which cleaves C2
and C4 during activation of the classical pathvay.
Upon activation (usually performed by Clr), CIs is con-
verted into two polypeptides chains, heavy (H) and
light (L) linked by a disulfide bond. The H chain is
comorised of five domains. Domains 1 and K are
homologous to one another and thought to be involbed
in the interaction of the Clr2Cls2 tetramer and the
tetramer with Clq. Domain in is thought to participate
in Cls2 dimer formation. Domain II is an epidermal
growth factor precursor-like sequence which is re-
quired for Ca+2 binding and Ca+2 dependent Clr-Cls
interaction. Domains N and V are short consensus
repeats found in a number of other complements and
several other plasma proteins such as coagulation fac-
tors. The C4-binding site is known to be located in
these domains. The L chain, domain M, contains the
serine protease active site.

CIs gene is primarily expressed in the liver which is
responsible for the synthesis of serum CIs. The gene
has been reported to be expressed in most other
tissues including the cartilage, brain, kidney, stomach,
muscle. In the cartilage, CIs is immunolocalized in
hypertrophic chondrocytes and mesenchymal cells in
the ossification center where degradation of ex-
tracellural matrix proteins proceeds drastically. Since
CIs degrades gelatin and type E collagen which is a ma-
jor constituents of the cartilage matrix CIs is thought
to have physiological roles in the cartilage other than
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cleaving C2 and C4.
We have isolated a cDNA clone of hamster tissue

Cls from a cDNA library derived from hamster malig-
nant fibroblasts, Nil2C2. Cls cDNA was inserted into
expression plasmid BCMGSNeo, and transfected to
SEA7 cells, A31 mouse fibroblasts transformed by
polyoma virus. The transfectant secreted a iarge am-
ount of recombinant Cls that was activated in the
serum-free culture medium and hydrolyzed acetyl-
g l y - L - l y s - naphtyl estel (AGLNE). Cls was purified
to homo- geneity from the culture medium of the
transfectant by DEAE - Sephadex, Dymatrex Orange A
and size exclusion HPLC. Purified Cls consumed
human complement and showed hemolytic activity, and
exhibited gelatin-hydrolyzing activity in enzym-
ography.

To investigate the enzymic action of Cls at molecular
levels, we prepared various antibodies against hamster
Cls. A peptide (aa residues 379-391), corresponding to
damain V of hamster Cls heavy chain, and two pep-
tides (aa residues 478-496 and 560-583), correspon-
ding to the light chain catalytic domain M where amino
acids were not conserved between hamster and human
were synthesized and anti-peptide antibodies were
raised in rabbits. The antibodies specifically bound to
hamster serum and recombinant Cls but not to human
Cls. The antibodies inhibited the esterase activity of
recombinant Cls to various degrees depending on the
binding site of each antibody.
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It is now well established that inhaled particles are
engulfed by pulmonary alveolar macrophages and that
many engulfed particles are digested within the
lysosome with, in some cases, the release of metal ions
into the bloodstream. Enhancement of the clearance of
released metal ions largely involves administration of
chelating agents such as DTPA. As DTPA is a highly
hydrophilic chelating agent, its penetration of cell mem-
branes is likely to be low as it cannot mobilize in-
tracellular metal ions. A variety of procedures-rang-
ing from administration of liposomally entrapped
DTPA through lipophilic derivative and phagocytizable
forms to co-administration with macrophage ac-
tivating glucans-have been examined as ways to
enhance the effect of the chelating agents such as
DTPA.

In the present study, three macromolecular chelating
agents, which had been proven to be more effective
than Ca-DTPA in our previous experiments with
59Fe, have been examined for ability to mobilize 239Pu
and 59Fe from alveolar macrophages which had in-
gested 239Pu-59Fe-iron hydroxide colloidal particles.
In addition, the effect of the aggregation of colloid par-
ticles on the efficacy of these chelating agents were in-
vestigated, since in actual situations such as accidental
inhalation of plutonium, alveolar macrophages may
engulf Pu(IV)-hydroxide colloids with different
degrees of aggregation. We used the maximum concen-
trations of the chelating agents which did not impair
the cell viability after 8 h exposure in culture. Table 4
shows the percentage releases of 59Fe and 239Pu from
the alveolar macrophages. The extracellular release of
both radionuclides was much higher from the macro-
phages which ingested colloid 1 than those which in-
gested colloid 2, and was not affected by the types of
chelating agents used. This difference in the release
from the colloids may be attributable to the different
physico-chemical properties of the colloids, such as
surface area and stability of colloid.

It is clear from a consideration of the percentage in-
creases of the amount of 239Pu and 59Fe released by
the water-soluble chelating agents macrophages that
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the chelating agents exhibit significantly different ef-
fects upon the release of intracellularly accumulated
239Pu and 59Fe. For colloid 1, chelating agents, other
than SiO2-DTPA, were more effective for Pu than for
Fe. On the other hand, for colloid 2, all chelating
agents used were less effective for Pu than Fe. Further-
more, the percentage increase in 239Pu released by the
water-soluble chelating agents from ingested colloid 1
was much higher (range 395 to 1017%) than the percen-
tage increase (range 183-217%) in 239Pu released
from ingested colloid 2. In contrast, the diversity of the
percentage increase in 59Fe released from both in-
gested colloids by the water-soluble chelating agents
was much less than that observed for ingested 239Pu.
These differences in the release of the radionuclides
might reflect the degree of lysosomal digestion of the
engulfed radionuclides, and the stability of dissolved ra-
dionuclides in the cell. Although it is generally difficult
to predict the efficacy of drugs in animal experiments
from in vitro experiments, the results of the present
study indicate that AEC- DTPA(I2) may be a possible
macromolecular chelating agents for the treatment of
accidental inhalation of plutonium.

Table 4. Perecentage release of 239Pu and o9Fe from alveolar
macrophages which had ingested colloid

Treatment

Colloid 1

Control

Ca-DTPA1.8mgmr

i 1

1 • 1 1

Pu

•15±0.62a(100)b .
1

.3 ±0.71c(983) '

Fe

1.13±0.26(100)

2.68±0.18c(237)

AEC-DTPA1.3mgmr' 4.54±0.41c(395) i 2.59±0.37 (229)

AEC-DTPA(l2)1.3mgm]'' ' 11.7 ±1.0c(1017) • 5.07±0.24c(449)

! SiO2-DTPA0.12mg ml ! 1.17±0.41 (102)

Colloid 2

Control
0.24±0.07a(100)°

Ca-DTPA1.8 mg m! 0.44+0.05 (183)

AEC-DTPA1.3 mg Ml" ; 0.24±0.03 (100)

4.29±0.37C(380) ;

0.03 + 0.02(100)
J

0.09±0.02'(300) :

0.09±0.0r(300)

AEC-DTPA(I2)1.3mgmr'i 0.52±0.03C(217) \ 0.20±0.04'-(667)

SiO2-DTPA0.12mgml"i | 0.16±0.01 ( 67) I 0.07±0.01 (233) i

a Mean± SEM. b percentage of control, c denotes significant dif-
ference from the control group at P<0.005. d P<0.01, e P<0.05.
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Ubiquitin is a highly conserved small protein that
has been shown to be inducible by UV-radiation.
Without exception, all ubiquitin genes characterized so
far encode protein precursors that are post - transla-
tionally processed to mature ubiquitin. From a struc-
tural point of view, ubiquitin genes can be classified in-
to two groups: 1) the ubiquitin fusion genes, encoding a
monomeric ubiquitin fused with a ribosomal protein of
52 or 76-81 amino acids at the C-terminus; and 2)
the polyubiquitin genes, encoding a polyubiquitin
precursor that consists of a tandem repeat of ubiquitin
units followed by a single additional amino acid. Ap-
parently, all higher eukaryotes contain multiple ubi-
quitin genes of both classes. Whereas the overall struc-
ture of the ubiquitin fusion genes is highly conserved
through evolution from yeast to human, the repeat
number of the ubiquitin coding unit in the polyubiquitin
genes varies between species, ranging from 3 units
(human, chicken, Dictyostelium) to about 30 units
(Trypanosoma bnicei).

We isolated a polyubiquitin gene, CHUB2, from the
V79 Chinese hamster genomic library, and determined
its complete structure. Based on sequence homology to
the human polyubiquitin gene UbC in the 5' and 3' un-
translated region, the CHUB2 gene was characterized
as the V79 Chinese hamster equivalent to the human
UbC gene. However the overall coding region structure
of the CHUB2 gene was altered from the consensus
structure of polyubiquitin genes, with the last ubiquitin
coding unit being followed by 161bp of partially
deleted and mutated ubiquitin-like sequence.
Although a similarly deleted and mutated polyubiquitin
gene was recently reported in a partially sequenced
cDNA of mouse [Finch, J. S. et al. (1992) Cell Growth
Differ. 3, 269], the present study described the com-
plete sequence of a polyubiquitin gene containing this
unusual structure for the first time, and suggested that
this structure is conserved in rodents. By employing
both Southern and Northern analysis with a probe
specific to the CHUB2 gene, it was found that a se-
cond, closely related gene is present in the Chinese
hamster genome, and that both loci are transcriptional-
ly active in V79 cells. The two genes, and their respec-
tive transcripts, differ in size because of variation in
the relative number of repeating ubiquitin coding units.

Publication:
1) Nenoi, M., Mita, K., Ichimura, S., and Cartwright,
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28. Prevention of Lethal HVG Disease by a Single Dose
Injection of Various Monoclonal Antibodies to F1—•
Parent Semiallogeneic Bone Marrow Chimeras
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We reported previously that early mortalities observ-
ed in recipients of B6C3F]->C3H semiallogeneic bone
marrow chimeras were mainly due to Host-versus-
Graft (HVG) reaction caused by residual host T cells.
This result prompted us to evaluate whether in vivo ad-
ministration of the monoclonal antibodies against
various kinds of T cell surface antigens could eliminate
the residual host T cells in recipients of semiallogeneic
bone marrow chimeras and whether these treatments
could be successfully used to protect recipients from
early mortalities due to HVG reactions.

This study is important as an experimental model of
clinical therapy for the HVG reaction in patients who
had received bone marrow grafts. Especially in the
case of nuclear accidents such as those at Chelnobyl,
Ukraine and Vinca, Yugoslavia, many persons were ex-
posed to large doses of total-body radiation, but the
precise doses were unknown in many cases. From
clinical data and biologic dosimetry. some persons ex-
posed to estimated total-body doses of 5.6 to 13.4 Gy
received bone marrow transplants. In these cases, it
should be noted that the early mortalities might be not
only due to GVH (Graft-versus-Host) reactions but
also due to residual HVG reactions.

In the experiments described herein we have
evaluated the potential for protecting against early mor-
talities observed in recipients of semiallogeneic bone
marrow chimeras when anti-CD3, anti-Thy 1.2, an-
ti-CD4, or anti-CD8 monoclonal antibodies were in-
jected into these chimera mice intraperitoneally. Ten--
to 12-wk-old C3H male mice were exposed to lethal
or supralethal doses of X-rays. To evaluate the effect
of in vivo administration of mAb for HVG reaction, one
group of mice was injected with a single shot of the
monoclonal antibody intraperitoneally 20 h after radia-
tion exposure. The monoclonal antibody of a single
dose of anti-CD3 (1.5 mg/mouse), anti-CD4 (1
mg/mouse), anti-CD8 (2 mg/mouse) or anti-Thy 1.2
(3 mg/mouse) mAb was administered, respectively.
These mice were transplanted with various numbers of
intact bone marrow cells from B6C3F] donor mice
within 7 h after injection of mAb. The treated mice

were checked daily as to the number dead. The survi-
ving animals were sacrified 18 mo after treatment for
examination of chimerism by H - 2 typing of spleen
cells. They were also examined for elimination of T
cell subpopulation after treatment of mAb.

The results indicated that a single intraperitoneal in-
jection of anti-CD3 mAb (145-2C11) caused a drastic
improvement of the survival (Fig.8). Intraperitoneal ad-
ministration of other mAb such as anti-CD4, anti-
CD8 or anti-Thy 1.2 mAb also led to improvement of
HVGD and survival, but was less effective than treat-
ment with anti - CD3 mAb. From the results of mortali-
ty curves and chimerism, the incidence of early mortali-
ty seemed to correspond with the appearance of host
residual cells, suggesting that the early mortality was
caused by the residual HVG reaction.

To evaluate the effect of the mAb on T cell distribu-
tion and subsets, T cells were monitored with immunof-
luorescence-labeled mAb and flow cytometry. An in-
crease of IL-2R+ Thy 1+ cells was observed tran-
siently 1-2 days after anti-CD3 mAb administration.
During this period, CD8+CD4" cells increased to
17.7% transiently but CD3+CD8+cells and CD3+CD4+

cells decreased to 2-4%, suggesting that in vivo ad-
ministration of anti-CD3 mAb caused modulation of
CD3/TCR. By 4 days after treatment, IL-2Ra expres-
sion had returned to normal, and CD8+ CD4" and
CD8"CD4+ cells were eliminated completely over 1
month after in vivo administration of mAb. 7.5 Gy+an-
ti-CD4 treatment or 7.5 Gy+ anti-CD8 treatment
caused the elimination of CD4+ cells or CD8+ cells,
respectively, over 10 days after treatment. Administra-
tion of anti-CD4, anti-CD8 or anti-Thy 1 antibodies
also led to rapid depletion, respectively, of CD4+,

Donor. MC3F1 (1.3 X 10* BMC)

Itoettae C M 7.9 07

20 40 60 SO 100

Time after Bone Marrow Grafting (day*)
120

Fig.8. Effect of in vivo administration of mAb. C3H reci-
pient mice were exposed to 7.5 Gy, and 20 h after ir-
radiation they received a single i. p. injection of 1.5
mg anti-CD3, 1 mg anti-CD4, 2 mg anti-CD8 or
3 mg anti-Thy 1.2 mAb, respectively. These mice
were then transplanted with 1.5 X 106 of intact
bone marrow cells from B6C3Fi donor mice within
7 h after injection of mAb.
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CD8+> or Thy 1* T cell subpopulation to some degree.
Potent anti - CD3 mAb have already been developed

and used with success in organ transplantation. This
study provises evidence that these mAb can also be fav-
orably employed in allogeneic bone marrow transplanta-
tion (BMT). It can be speculated that the anti-CD3
mAb treatment can be used successfully in early stages
of HVGD as well as in the prevention strategy after
allogeneic BMT. With the increasing number of HLA
mismatched allogeneic BMT, the incidence and severi-
ty of HVGD have increased comparably and it is likely
that anti-CD3 mAb treatment can also be useful in
this field. These results press for clinical studies emp-
loying these mAb treatments soon after allogeneic bone
marrow transplantation.

29. Distinct Role of T Cell Subsets in Graft-versus -
Leukemia Effect and Lethal Graft-versus-Host
Disease in an Allogeneic Bone Marrow Transplan-
tation

Shiro Aizawa, Hitoko Kamisaku and Toshihiko Sado

Keywords: graft'-vents- leukemia effect, GVHD,
allogeneic BMT

Our previous results indicated, that graft-versus -
leuekmia (GVL) effect against radiation - induced
leukemias could be consistently induced in not only
MHC - incompatible but also MHC-compatible,
allogeneic BMT, and the intensity of the GVL effect in-
duced in the latter varied among different leukemias
and the donor-host strain combinations used.

A leukemia which followed the induction of GVL ef-
fect even in MHC-compatible allogeneic BMT of
leukemia-bearing mice was used to study the role of
T cell subsets in the development of GVL effect and
lethal graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) as a mean
to understand the mechanism of the GVL effect as well
as separate the GVL effect from that of lethal GVHD
induced after allogeneic BMT of the leukemia-bearing
host. The results indicate that Lyt2+ T cells con-
taminating donor BM were consistently critical for the
induction of GVL effect in MHC-incompatible (BIO)
and MHC-compatible (BIO. BR and AKR) allogeneic
BMT of leukemia (8313)-bearing C3H mice but
L3T4+ T cells not. By contrast, the induction of lethal
GVHD by AKR donor lymph node cells in lethally ir-
radiated C3H recipients was totally dependent on
L3T4+ T cells, but not on Lyt2+ T cells, showing a

clear discrepancy in the role of T cell subsets between
the inductions of the GVL effect and lethal GVHD.
The distinct roles of T cell subsets were confirmed by
the preferential induction of GVL effect with the AKR
donor bone marrow mixed with lymph node cells which
were depleted of L3T4+ T cells. On the other hand,
the induction of lethal.GVHD by donor lymph node
cells of MHC-incompatible BIO and MHC-compati-
ble BIO. BR strains can be induced by either L3T4+ T
cells or Lyt2+ T cells, though the intensity of lethal
GVHD induced by each T cell subset was reduced
under specific-pathogen-free (SPF) condition.

The existence of a donor which can preferentially in-
duce GVL effect without lethal GVHD is of great im-
portance for bone marrow transplantation therapy of
leukemia patients. The mechanism for preferential in-
duction of GVL effect by a certain allogeneic donor is
now under investigation.
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The spontaneous incidence of myeloid leukemia was
about 1% in C3H/He male mice, but it could be increas-
ed to 23.3% after 3 Gy whole body radiation. Then, we
examined whether or not the incidence of myeloid
leukemia was decreased by calorie restriction.

The diets consisted of 4 calorie controlled regimens:
60, 65, 70 and 95 Kcal/week/mouse. They were arrang-
ed so that the mice fed any one of the diet ingested
similar amounts of protein, lipid, vitamins and
minerals. The calorie intake was adjusted by controll-
ing the amounts of carbohydrate and dextrose. Mice of
two restricted groups were controlled to keep a body
weight of 25-27gm using the 60 to 95 Kcal diets. Two
control groups were fed the 95 Kcal diet from the age
of 6 weeks over their life span. The mice of restricted
A groups (RA) were fed the same amount of calories
(95Kcal) as the control groups until radiation (10 weeks
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old). Then, they joined the 25-27gm body weight
regimen with 60 to 95 Kcal diets. The other groups
(RB) were restricted from 6 weeks old.

The incidence of myeloid leukemia and mean sur-
vival days are shown in Table 5. The incidence of
myeloid leukemia in the control plus radiation group
was 22.7 ± 3.3%; however, in the calorie restricted
groups incidence were significantly lower. The in-
cidence in 3RA (3 Gy radiation plus RA) and 3RB (3
Gy radiation plus RB) group was 10.7±2.7% and 7.9±
3.1%, respectively. In addition, the latent period of

myeloid leukemia was also prolonged in both calorie
restricted groups compared to the control plus radia-
tion group. In both unirradiated calorie restricted
groups, no mice developed myeloid leukemia. In 3 Gy
irradiated groups, both calorie restricted groups
demonstrated significant life prolongation compared to
the control diet group.

From these results, it was clear that calorie restric-
tion not only decreased the incidence of radiation induc-
ed myeloid leukemia, but also prolonged the longevity
of mice.

Incidence of myeloid leukemia and mean survival days

Exp. Group

CC

3 C

CRA
3RA

CRB

3RB

No. of Mice

165

163

135
131

70

76

No. of
Myeloid

Leukemic

Mice

3
37

0
14

0

6

Incidence of
Myeloid

Leukemia

1.8±1.1

22.7±3.3
0

10.7±2.7*

0

7.9±3.1**

Mean
Survival

Days

778.6 ±14.4

670.0 + 12.8

834.1 + 18.4
772.4 ±17.0

810.0 + 25.0

716.4 ±25.6

G-W Test

1)
2)

D,3)

D.3)
*,**; X2 test for the incidence of myeloid leukemia. Statistically significant differences between, *P<0.02 : 3C and 3RA, **P

<0.01 : 3C and 3RA. G-W Test : Generalized Wilcoxon Test. Singinificant differences were observed as follows 1) P<0.01

between unirradiated and irradiated groups, 2) P<0.02 between CRA and CC, 3) P<0.01 between 3C-3RA and 3C-3RB

respectively. ± : Standard error.

3 1 . Differences in Nitric Oxide Production of Mouse
Bone Marrow - Derived Macrophages: Regulation
by Colony - Stimulating Factors
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Bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDM) induc-
ed either by macrophage (M) - or granulocyte - macr-
ophage (GM)-colony-stimulating factor (CSF) or by
interleukin 3 (IL-3) show different capacities to pro-
duce and release cytokines or other inflammatory
mediators in response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and
interferon-gamma (IFNy). In this study, we have
demonstrated that nitric oxide (NO) production of M -
CSF-induced BMDM (M-BMDM) stimulated by IFN-
Y and/or LPS was much lower than that of either GM-
CSF-induced BMDM (GM-BMDM) or IL-3-induc-
ed BMDM (IL3-BMDM). The level of NO relese from
M-BMDM at later periods after stimulation did not in-
crease, while the expression of NO synthase (NOS)

mRNA was detected at earlier periods after stimulation
of IFNy and LPS. The transcriptional level of NOS in-
duced by IFNy and LPS, however, appeared lower
than those of both GM-BMDM and IL3-BMDM,
Both GM-BMDM and IL3-BMDM were augmented
to release a larger amount of NO by LPS following
stimulation of IFNy than by LPS alone or IFNy alone,
as compared to M-BMDM which could not release a
significant amount of NO by any combinations of
stimulation. Pretreatment with GM-CSF before
stimulation, however, reversed the responsiveness of
M-BMDM to LPS or the combinations of LPS and IF -
NY to release almost the same amount of NO as that of
GM-BMDM or IL3-BMDM, but, in contrast,
pretreatment with M - CSF partly reduced NO produc-
tion by GM-BMDM. Such diverse effects of both M -
CSF and GM-CSF were also associated with altered
expression of NOS mRNA in as much as M-CSF
reduced, but GM-CSF rather increased the transcrip-
tional level of NOS, respectively, in each BMDM
population stimulated by IFNy and LPS. These results
indicate that differences in NO production as well as
NOS mRNA expression, and in turn, different respon-
siveness to LPS and IFNy seen among BMDM popula-
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tions, would be regulated by CSFs not only at the dif-
ferentiation stages but also in the activation processes.

32. Impaired CD28- mediated
anergized T cells

costimulation in

Gen Suzuki, Masayuki Nomura, Yukiko Nakata,
Akiko Uzawa and Makoto Akashi

Keywords: T cell tolerance, anergy, mRNA, CD28
costimulation

We have investigated a D28 costimulation in anergiz-
ed T cells in SEB-inoculated mice by stimulating the
cells with a plate-coated anti-TCR antibody in the
presence or absence of an anti-CD28 antibody. CD28
costimulation increased the levels of IL-2 and IL-4
mRNAs in naive CD4+ Vp8+ T cells. However, it did
not increase the levels of IL-4 mRNA at all and only
partially increased those of IL-2 mRNA in anergized
T cells. We demonstrated that CD28 costimulation was
impaired so that it no longer stabilized cytokine mRNA

in anergized cells. The levels of IL-4 mRNA in
response to TCR stimulation were higher in anergized
T cells than those in naive T cells in spite of the defec-
tive CD28 costimulation in the former cells. We
speculated that the anergy induction may favour the
generation of Th2 type immune response in vivo.
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33. Effects of Accelerated Carbon Ions on the Induc-
tion of Dominant Lethality in the Medaka,
Oryzias Ialipes

Yasuko Hyodo-Taguchi, Tatsuaki Kanai,
Shinichi Minohara and Yoshiya Furusawa

Keywords: heavy ion, fish, dominant lethality

We have studied the genetic effects of heavy ions on
the male germ cells of the medaka, Oryzias latipes, us-
ing the dominant lethal test. Sexully mature males
were irradiated with carbon ions (135 MeV/u) ac-
celerated by the RIKEN ring cyclotron. The fish were
exposed to heavy ions of 2, 5 and 10 Gy at the mid
position of the spred-out bragg peak (dose average
LET = 70 keV/nm) and then mated with a non-ir-
radiated laying female. The fertility and hatchability of
egges were observed in each pair for 30 days. The hat-
chability was calculated as the percentage of hatched
embryos per fertilized eggs. The relative hatchabilty
rate (RHR) was calculated as follows: (hachability of
the given group)/(hatchability of the control group) x
100. Dominant lethal rates were calculated as 1 minus
RHR.

The fertility of the eggs dropped with irradiation
doses within 30 days after irradiation. The hatchability
of eggs laid within 1-3 days after irradiation decreas-
ed markedly. Higher hatchability of eggs was observed
in each dose group during the succeeding 6 days. From
this hatchability data, the dose-dependent effects on
production of the dominant lethality were observed in
each spermatogenetic cell stage in medaka after heavy
ion irradiation (Fig.9); a dose-dependent increase in
dominant lethality was found for sperm, spermatid and
apermatocytes within this dose range, but no marked
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increase could be found for spermatogonia. The mature
sperm was the most sensitive among the various stages
of spermatogenetic cells.

On the basis of ihe present results and results on
X-ray effects, it was evident that the effect of the car-
bon ion beam on the induction of dominant lethality
was about 2 times higher than that of X-rays for
aperm and spermatid of the fish.

Publication:
1) Hyodo-Taguchi, Y., Kanai, T., Minohara, S. and

Furusawa, Y.: Proceedings of the Third Workshop
on Physical and Biological Research with Heavy
Ions. NIRS-M-99 HIMAC-006, 77-79, 1993.

Fig. 9 Dominant lethal rates induced in male gametes of
medaka by carbon ion irradiation

34. A Whole - Mount Staining Method for Cranial
Nerves and Brain Fiber Systems of the Medaka
Fry

Yuji Ishikawa and Yasuko Hyodo-Taguchi

Keywords: brain, central nervous system, cranial nerve,
tract, fish

The developing nervous system has been shown to
be especially sensitive to ionizing radiation. The pre-
sent study describes a whole-mount staining method
for the cranial nerves and the brain fiber systems of
the medaka (teleost fish), Oryzias latipes, to allow ex-
amination of brains of the fry which have been exposed
to the radiation.

Newly hatched fry of an albino strain of the medaka
were fixed, partially digested with trypsin, treated in
1% Triton X-100, and finally immunohistochemically
stained using anti-neurofilament protein (70 K+160 K
+210 K) antibodies. Since both head skin and eyes
were colorless in the albino fish, the three-dimen-
sional distribution of nerve fibers in the brain could be
readily observed in whole specimens without in-
terference from pigment cells. All cranial nerves and
main fiber systems in the adult fish were differentiated
in the fry brain. The procedure is useful to detect
malformations of the central nervous system in a large
number of individuals, since it makes quick nerve com-
parisons among many samples possible.

Publications:
1) Ishikawa, Y. and Iwamatsu, T.: Neurosci. Res., 17,
' 101-116,1993.
2) Ishikawa, Y. and Hyodo-Taguchi, Y.: Neurosci.
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35. Influence of Age at Irradiation on Lung Tumor In-
duction in C57BL/6J Male Mice

Hiroshi Otsu, Takeshi Furuse and Yuko Noda

Keywords: age-dependence, lung tumor, gamma-ray,
C57BL/6J mice

The susceptibility for tumorigenesis by irradiation
varied depending on the age at the time of exposure.
In this experiment covering ages of 1 to 15 months at
the time of irradiation, variations of lung tumor in-
cidence were investigated in C57BL/6J male mice.

Mice were whole-body irradiated once with gam-
ma-rays of 3Gy from cesium-137 at a dose rate of
0.882 Gy/min. They were divided into 4 groups accor-
ding to age at the time of exposure: 1 month (3G-
1M), 3 months (3G-3M), 9 months (3G-9M) and 15
months (3G-15M). A group of untreated mice served
as control. About 50 mice of each group were killed
every 3 months after irradiation up to the age of 27
months, except in the case of 3G-1M in which this
was done only up to 24 months. About 100 mice of
each group were kept until natural death.

Lung tumors were found most frequently (8.0/mice
month 103) in the 3G-1M group, followed by the 3G-
3M group (6.0), 3G- 9M (4.5), and 3G-15M (3.7); this
incidence was 2.6/mice month 103 in the control group.
As for the mode of induction of lung tumors, they were
significantly increased with an incidence of 20% (9% in
control group) after the age of 21 months in the 3G-
1M group. In 3G-3M and 3G-9M the appearance of
a significant increase was delayed by 6 months, but in
the 3G-15M group no singnificant increase was
observed. This study on the induction of lung tumors
beyond 27 months of age in all groups is continuing.

In conclusion, between the ages of 1 and 27 months,
earlier and more lung tumors developed the younger
the mice were when gamma-irradiated. No significant
increase in incidence of lung tumor in the oldest mouse
group was observed.

36. Influence of Age at Irradiation with Gamma Rays
on the Cumulative Relative Risk for Long-Term
Mortality in Female B6C3F, Mice

Shunsaku Sasaki

Keywords: cumulative relative risk, long-tenn mortali-
ty, age - dependence, gamma rays, B6C3F; mice

The age at exposure is one of the important
variables influencing late effects of ionizing radiation.
This study was aimed at elucidating the age-
dependence of susceptibility to induction of late ef-
fects. The cumulative relative risk for long-term mor-
tality was used as a comprehensive measure of radia-
tion effects. Data from an experiment using B6C3F]
female mice were analyzed. In this experiment mice
were irradiated on day 17 prenatal age or day 0, 7, 35,
105, 240, or 365 postnatal age with 3.8 Gy gamma rays
from 137Cs. All the animals were allowed to live out
the entire life spans under a specific pathogen-free
condition.

Increase in the age-specific mortality is generally
recognized as not due to non-specific acceleration of
aging but as attributable to radiation - induced specific
diseases. In an irradiated population, therefore, in-
dividuals die from either radiation-induced or spon-
taneous causes. Spontaneous cumulative mortality in
the irradiated group, Mspt, can be estimated with a
following equation:

N0(X) J

Here N;(X) represents the initial number of animals dur-
ing interval i in the irradiated group, Xj(O) age-
specific mortality during interval i in the control group,
and N0(X) total number of animals in the irradiated
group. The cumulative relative risk for long-term mor-
tality is defined as the ratio of the observed cumulative
mortality (Mobs) to the spontaneous cumulative mortali-
ty-

CRR=Mobs/Mspt

In Fig. 10 the cumulative relative risks for long-
term mortality are plotted against age at irradiation. It
has become evident that mice of the early postnatal
period have prominently high susceptibility for induc-
tion of late effects. The cumulative relative risk in the
group irradiated at the late fetal period was remarkab-
ly lower than that in mice irradiated at the neonatal
period. This result suggested a sudden change of
susceptibility during the perinatal period. Susceptibility
for induction of late effects seemed to decrease gradual-
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ly with increasing age during the adult period.
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Fig. 10 The cumulative relative risk for long-term mortali-
ty in B6C3Fi female mice as a function of age at ir-
radiation with 3.8 Gy gamma rays. Vertical bars
represent standard errors

37. Cytological Analysis of Thymic Lymphomas In-
duced by Ionizing Radiation or Chemical Carcino-
gen in C57BL/6, C3H/He, and B6C3F1 Mice

Yoshiya Shimada, Takeshi Takeuchi,
Mayumi Nishimura, Shigeru Kobayashi and

Toshiaki Ogiu

Keywords: thymic lymphoma, X-ray, N-ethyl-N-
nitrosonrea, strain difference, C57BL/6 mice, C3H/He
mice, B6C3F1 mice

Thymic lymphomas are easily induced in mice by
ionizing radiation and also chemicals. However, carcino-
genic susceptibility to various agents differs among
mouse strains; C57BL/6 (B6) mice are highly suscepti-
ble to ionizing radiation and also to N- nitrosourea in
thymic lymphomagenesis. Incidence of thymic lym-
phoma by radiation as well as N- nitrosourea is low in
C3H/He (C3H) mice. That by irradiation is low, but
that by N- nitrosourea is high in STS/A mice. Thymic
lymphoma is suitable system to analyse target carcino-
genic agents, because developmental stages of
thymocytes are easily determined by cell surface
markers, and phenotypes of thymic lymohoma cells
may reflect developmental stages of carcinogenic
target cells. In the present study, thymic lymphomas in-
duced in B6, C3H and B6C3F1 mice were analysed to
identify the target stage of chemical carcinogen or
radiation in T cell differentiation, and also to differen-
tiate the target stage of T cell maturation among

animal strains.
Male and female mice of B6, C3H and B6C3F1

strains were purchased from Charles River Japan Inc.
at 4 weeks of age. When they became 5 weeks old,
treatment with N- ethyl -N- nitrosourea (ENU) or X -
ray irradiation was commenced. ENU was dissolved in
distilled water to get a concentration of 400 ppm, and
this ENU solution was continuously supplid to the mice
as their drinking water for 6 or 10 weeks. X-Ray
radiation was conducted according to Kaplan's method;
161 cGy for 4 times with a one week interval. Mice
with thymic lymphomas were sacrificed when they
became moribund. Thymic lymphoma cells were im-
mediately separated and stained with fluorescent dye-
conjugated anti-CD4, anti-CD8, anti-CD3 and other
antibodies, and then they were analysed by FACScan.
Results are sumiiiarized as follows.

(1) Difference in phenotypes between ENU-induced
and X - ray - induced lymphomas

Incidence of lymphomas was 56% in ENU 6-week
group, 44% in ENU 10-week group, and 62% in X -
ray group. Phenotypes of cell surface makers of
ENU-induced lymphomas were relatively immature
(CD3~4'8+) or rather mature (CD4+8+) phenotypes in
a majority of the mice, whereas X-ray-induced lym-
phomas presented a variety of maturations, including
immature (CD4"8") to mature (CD4+8-/CD4"8+,
TCRaP+) phenotypes. This might suggest that the car-
cinogenic target stage in T cell lineage is rather
mature for ENU, though that is broad for X-ray ir-
radiation.

(2) Strain difference in ENU thymic lymphomagenesis
Incidence of lymphomas was 70% in the B6 mice,

35% in C3H mice, and 50% in B6C3F1 mice. Analysis
of cell surface markers demonstrated that a majority of
the lymphomas were rather mature in CD3"4"8+ or
CD4+8+ in B6 mice, relatively immature CD4+8+ or
immature CD4"8" phenotypes in C3H mice, and
mature CD4+8+ phenotypes in Fl mice. This means
that the carcinogenic target stage in T cell maturation
is different in B6 and C3H mice, and that B6
phenotype is dominant in Fl mice.

In conclusion, the carcinogenic target stage of T cell
maturation is determined genetically, and this is possib-
ly reflected by the incidence of thymic lymphoma.
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38. The Effect of y - irradiation on the Function and
Viability of Alveolar Macrophages of Mice and
Rats

Yoshihisa Kubota, Sentaro Takahashi and Hiroshi Sato

Keywords: apoptosis, C3H/HeN mice, alveolar, macro-
phage, viability

Species differences in the effect of y - irradiation on
tumoricidal activity and cell viability of alveolar macro-
phages were investigated in C3H/HeN, C57Black/6 and
Balb/c mice, and Wistar, Fisher 344, Sprague Dawley,
and Lewis rats. As shown in Table6, the tumoricidal ac-
tivity in C3H mouse alveolar macrophages (target cell:
EL-4) was completely diminished by lOOGy of y-ir-
radiation, whereas the activities of alveolar macr-
ophages of C57Black/6 and Balb/c mice were not
significantly affected by y - irradiation of up to lOOGy.

Table 6. Effect of y-irradiation on the tumoricidal ac-
tivities of mouse alveolar macrophages

Mouse Dose Treatment
a)

strain (Gy) Medium IFNT7b) LPSC) IFNy-fLPS

C3H/HeN 0 7.9±2.1d) 15.1 + 2.9 12.1±1.8 86.2±9.5
50 3.5 = 1.2 6.7=2.3 5.1±3.4 14.7±4.9

100 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.1+0.0

C57Black/6 0 5.1 = 1.4 11.8±1.5 8.2±0.9 88.6+8.7

50 10.8±4.8 14.2±5.6 10.5 + 4.2 86.3+9.8

100 17.6+8.5 22.5±9.7 8.9±3.0 80.5+7.7

T h e viability of alveolar macrophages, dete imined by
both vital staining with crystal violet and the Irypan
blue exclusion test, was decreased profoundly by y - i r -
radiation only in C3H mouse alveolar macrophages .
Alveolar macrophages of C57Black, Balb/c mice and
the 4 strain of rats were much more radioresistant than
C3H mouse alveolar macrophages with respect to cell
viability. On the other hand, the effect of irradiation on
the proliferative function (colony forming capacity) of
alveolar macrophages were essentially the same in the
3 strains of mice. Morphological examination of ir-
radiated alveolar macrophages of C3H mice and the
DNA migration pattern in agarose gel electrophoresis
strongly indicated that y- i r radia t ion induced distinct
apoptosis in C3H mouse alveolar macrophages . These
results suggest that the distinct apoptotic cell death in-
duced by y- i r rad ia t ion at doses that do not affect
alveolar macrophages of the other strains of mice and
rats explains the radiosensitivity of C3H mouse
alveolar macrophages with respect to cell viability and
tumoricidal activity. As far as we were aware , this is
the first report demonstrat ing that C3H mouse alveolar
macrophages are remarkably sensitive to y - i r r ad ia t ion
with respect to the induction of interphase cell death,
and that the death by irradiation is due to apoptosis .

Publication:

1) Kubota, Y., Takahashi , S. and Sato, H. : Int . J.

Radiat. Biol., 65, 3 3 5 - 3 4 4 , 1994.

Balb/c 0 7.6±0.8 13.0±1.2 9.9±1.1 70.6±8.5

50 10.7 + 3.3 14.6+2.5 12.8±3.8 67.7±8.8

100 11.3+1.1 18.9±3.2 11.5±2.3 61.1 + 5.9

a) Irradiated and non- irradiated alveolar macrophages
plated in 96-wel l culture plates were incubated in a -
modified MEM or the medium containing bacterial
lipopolysaccharide, recombinant murine interferone-y
alone or in combination. Twelve hours thereafter, alveolar
macrophages were washed and E L - 4 target cells labelled
with 3H-thymidine were added. The plates were in-
cubated for an additional 48h. Thereafter, the cell-free
supernatant was removed from each well and the amount
of 3H released from E L - 4 cells was measured.

b) Murine recombinant in te r fe ron-y , 20 units/ml.
c) Lipopolysaccharide, lug /ml .

1 Mean percentage cytolysis and standard deviation from
three separate experiments. Percent cytolysis was calcula-
ted according to the following formula: cpm released in
wells with alveolar macrophages - spon taneous
release/total cpm incorporated into E L - 4 ce l l s - spon-
taneous release x 100.

39. Correlation Between Bone Volume measured by
Histomorphometry and Bone Mineral Density by
Dual Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry on the
Same Trabecular Bone

Satoshi Fukuda and Haruzo Iida

Keywords: bone volume, histomorphometry, bone mineral

density, DXA

In order to investigate the relationship between quali-

ty, quantity, structure and bone mineral density (BMD)

measured by Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry

(DXA) on the same trabecular bone, the correlations

between values of total (cortical+trabecular) BMD

(T-BMD) and trabecular BMD (Tb-BMD), and bet-

ween values of bone volume (BV/TV), trabecular

thickness (Tb.Th) by histomorphometry and T b -

BMD were examined using the ilium, distal femur and

first lumbar vertebral body obtained from ten female
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beagle dogs (five, 4-year-olds and five, 10-year-
olds). After measurement of T-BMD, each bone was
divided into two parts at the middle line which
measured by DXA. In one part, the cortical bone BMD
value was measured after removal of the trabecular
bone and Tb-BMD value was calculated. The second
part was used to make an undecalcified bone section.
The BV/TV and Tb. Th values in the cancellous bone
area were measured by histomorphometry. The ratio of
Tb-BMD/T-BMD in each sample was 53-69%.
High correlation between values of T - BMD and Tb -
BMD was observed in each sample (R2=0.858-0.947).
However, no correlations between values of BV/TV
and Tb-BMD (R2=0.055-0.104), and between values
of Tb. Th and Tb-BMD (R2 = 0.056-0.209) were
observed.

The results indicate that T-BMD value is related to
Tb-BMD value, with high correlation, but Tb-MBD
do not provide information on volume and structure of
trabecular bone.

Publication:
1) Fukuda, S. and Iida, H.: /. Jpn. Soc. Bone. Mor-

phom., 3, 205-209, 1993.

mone, calcitonin, phosphorus and alkaline phosphatase
activity were periodically measured. Bone histo-
morphometric analysis revealed significant increases in
the mean values of osteoid volume and mineral apposi-
tion rate as compared with those of age-matched,
no-pregnancy dogs. The mineral apposition rate
measured with the passage of time was increased after
delivery and was further increased before weaning com-
pared with that at the time of mating. There were no
significant changes in mean values of bone volume,
mean' trabecular thickness, bone formation rate and
mineralizing lag time. Histological examination show-
ed that the osteoid accumulated during the late stage
of pregnancy and lactation. All histomorpbometic
values were significantly correlated to the age of the
dam and the number of pups. Mean values of all serum
biochemical parameters did no change. These results
indicate that bone mineral loss occurs due to high tur-
nover of bone metabolism during the late stage of
pregnancy and lactation and is related to the age of the
dam and the number of pups in dogs, in addition to the
fetus mineralization and milk production.

Publication:
1) Fukuda, S. and Iida, H.: J. Vet. Med. Set., 55, 565-

569, 1993.

40. Histomorphometric Changes in Iliac Trabecular
Bone during Pregnancy and Lactation in Beagle
Dogs

Satoshi Fukuda and Haruzo Iida

Keywords: beagle, bone histomorphometry, lactation,

mineral loss, pregnancy

Changes in bone metabolism troughout pregnancy
and lactation in female beagle dogs were examined by
histomorphometry and measurement of serum
biochemical constituents related to bone. A total of
eight dogs, including one dog observed repeatedly from
1 year and 8 months to 4 years and 7 months of age,
were used. For double bone labeling to obtain the bone
dynamic parameters, dogs were each injected twice, at
an interval of 7 days, with fluorocromes such as
tetracycline or calcein at the time just after mating,
just after delivery, and before weaning. At the time
just after weaning, the iliac bone was biopsied. Histo-
morphometric analysis of trabecukar bone area of
undecalcified iliac bone sections was performed using a
semiautomatic image analyzer. Serum biochemical
parameters related to bone such as parathyroid hor-

4 1 . Species and age dependence of O6-methyl-
guanine - DNA methyltransferase activity in fish.

Kazuko Aoki, Y. Nakatsuru1, Prince Masahito2,
H. Sugano2 and T. Ishikawa1

^Univ. of Tokyo, 2Cancer Institute)

Keywords: (/-MT, age dependence, fish

O6-methylquanine DNA-methyltransferase (O6-
MT) is considered to play an important role in the
repair of alkylating carcinogen-induced lesions in a
wide range of mammalian species. Fish are used wide-
ly in cancer research, one advantage being their high
sensitivity to a variety of alkylating agents. To throw
light on the mechanisms of DNA repair in fish O 6 -
MT activity was measured in the liver from various
fish species, medaka, Arctic lamprey, goldfish, African
lung fith, masu salmon, rainbow trout, flamingo cichlid,
and Japanese char. Relatively low, but appreciable
levels of 0 6 - M T activity were observed in all 8
species examined. The activity of 0 6 - M T was com-
pared in the liver extracts from the medaka (Oryzias
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latipes) at various ages (2-5 years old). O6 - MT activi-
ty was reduced significantly with advancing age. In
order to know whether adaptive increase of O6-MT is
operative in fish, medaka were exposed continuously to
an alkylating carcinogen, methylazoxymethanol (MAM)
acetate at low doses. When the fish were exposed con-
tinuouly to MAM acetate at levels of 0.1-0.3 ppm in
water, 0 6 - M T activity was markedly reduced from
days 1 to 7, with a slight increase thereafter. No adap-
tive increase in enzyme activity could be established.

42. Evaluation of Neutron - Induced Damage to Nor-
mal Tissues in Mouse Hind Legs

Satoru Matsushita, Koichi Ando and Sachiko Koike

Keywords: neutron - induced damage, normal tissue
damage. C3H/He mice, mouse legs

Normal tissue damage is one of the most critical
dose - limiting factors in clinical radiotherapy. Accor-
dingly, the time course of the damage was examined in
the hind legs after irradiation with neutrons.

C3H/He female mice were use. Two subcutaneous
tattoo dots were made on the right hind legs. These
legs were irradiated with 30 MeV neutrons at 15 and
25 Gy. The distances between the two tattoo dots on
four or five mice were measured from day 8 until one
year post-irradiation (p.i.). The skin shrinkage was ex-
pressed as a ratio of the measurement in shrunk skin
to the pre - irradiated measurement. These mice were
also necropsied. The legs were removed and
histological sections were made at the site between' the
two tattoo dots. Thicknesses of the epidermis, dermis
and skin (epidermis plus dermis) were measured under
a microscope.

The precipitous skin shrinkage developed between
days 8 and 120 p.i., and then the shrinkage gently pro-
gressed until one year p.i. On the other hand, thickness
of the skin tissues prominently increased between days
8 and 30 p.i. and then the increase gently progressed
until one year p.i. Erosion appeared only in the skin
which had received 25 Gy of neutrons between days 22
and 30 p.i. Intensity of the skin shrinkage correlated to
thinckness of the skin tissues.

The results suggest that hyperplasia of the epidermis
and fibrosis of the skin contribute much to the skin
shrinkage though other unidentified factors also affect
the skin damage.
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43. The Distribution of Normal Allele Size of the
p(CCG)n Repeat at FRAXA locus in the Japanese
Population

Tada-aki Hori, Masatake Yamauchi, Naohiko Seki,
Satsuki Tsuji, Robert 1.

Richards* and Grant R. Sutherland*
('Women's and Children's Hospital, Australia)

Keywords: fragile X syndrome, p(CCG)n repeat,
FRAXA locus, dynamic mutation

The fragile X syndrome is one of most common
genetic disorders and is the most common form of
familial mental retardation. This syndrome is known to
be associated with the cytogenetic marker of a folate-
sensitive fragile site on the long arm of chromosome X
at Xq27.3 (FRAXA), but it has a very unusual mode of
inheritance. It has recently been characterized as in-
volving dynamic mutation due to a heritable DNA se-
quence, p(CCG)n/p(CGG)n, at the FRAXA locus. Other
studies have shown that the fragile X mutation results
from expansion of the p(CCG)n repeat in the 5' -un-
translated region of FMR1 gene at the FRAXA locus.
The size of the restriction fragment containing the
p(CCG)n repeat increases dramatically in fragile X af-
fected patients (full mutation, n>230). A smaller in-
crease in size is also detected in phenotypically normal
carriers (premutation, n = 50-230). although the
p(CCG)n repeat copy number varies among normal in-
dividuals (n=5-50).

In the present study, the copy number of th' p
(CCG)n repeat was determined by PCR analysis in a
total of 125 unrelated X chromosomes from normal
Japanese males. PCR amplification was performed us-
ing the oligonucleotide primers 203 and 213 and condi-
tions described in the literatures. Each allele exhibits a
set of varying intensity as shown in Fig. l la, the
strongest of which was scored as the number of
p(CCG)n repeats. The frequency distribution of
p(CCG)n copy number is shown in Fig. l ib . The copy
numbers range from 13 to 39. There is a major peak
between 28 and 30, and a minor peak at 35 repeats.
The distribution of p(CCG)n copy number among nor-
mal X chromosomes in Japanese males is very similar
to that reported for Caucasians by others, except that
the most frequent copy number (n= 28, 35% of the X
chromosomes examined) in Japanese is one copy less
than that in Caucasians and there is an additional peak
at 35 repeats. Caucasian populations have a major peak
between 28 and 31 with 22.5-30% of their X
chromosomes having 29 repeats and a bimodal minor
peak between 19 and 23. The distribution of the copy

number of p(CCG)n repeats in normal populations ap-
pears to be quite similar in all ethnic groups studies to
date, although there might be minor deviations. This is
in contrast to observations made in myotonic dystrophy
and Kennedy's disease in which there are marked
ethnic variations in the distribution of copy numbers in
the trinucleotide repeats.

Richards et al. (Nature Genetics, 1:257-260, 1992)
have suggested the founder chromosomes for fragile X
syndrome with particular haplotypes may have carried
a copy number of p(CCG)n repeats of much greater
than average normal copy number, from which
dynamic mutation has occurred. In order to examine
the origin of the fragile X mutatin in the Japanese
poputation, haplotype analysis of the FRAXA locus in
normal and fragile X chromosomes is currently under
way, by using two polymorphic AC repeat markers,
FRAXAC1 and FRAXAC2, which flank the FRAXA
p(CCG)n repeat.
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Fig. 11. The PCR analysis of copy numbers of p(CCG)n
repeats (a) and frequency distribution of p(CCG)n
repeats in unrelated non- fragile X chromosomes
(b)
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44. Further Complementation Test of Hydrogen Per-
oxide - Sensitive Mutants in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae

Tetsuya Saeki, Satsuki Tsuji, Masatake Yamauchi
and Hideo Tsuji

Keywords: hydrogen peroxide, sensitive mutant, C07>i-

plementation test, budding yeast

Previous studies on the lethal effects of hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) in budding yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiac revealed the following points: (1) wild-type
cells for both DNA repair and the H2O2- defense
system were extremely sensitive to H2O2 during their
early growing stage, but reached a much more resis-
tant level after prolonged incubation; (2) all three
pathways of DNA repair in yeast were able to par-
ticipate in the repair of H2O2-DNA lesions; (3) two of
the mutants, isolated on the basis of the inability to
decompose H2O2 were H2O2- and UVA-sensitive,
but not sensitive to either X-rays or UV light.
Another 119 H2O2- sensitive mutants were isolated by
UV-irradiation of wild-type haploid cells (a) and
selection of the colonies which could not grow on the
H2O2-containing complete plates. Survival leves after
shaking for 3 h in 0.9% saline containing lOOOmM
H2O2 was 20-70% for parental wild-type cells,
whereas it was below 1 x 10"4 for most of the H2O2-
sensitive mutants. None of the newly isolated mutants
were X-ray-sensitive. After the construction of a -
mating type strains of 37 mutants, zygotes between
each a - type cells of another mutants were isolated by
micro-dissection. In the preliminary test, it was
observed that replica-plating of zygote colonies on
H2O2 plate did not show very good contrast between
H2O2-resistant and H2O2-sensitive colonies. This pro-
bably resulted from the high H2O2-sensitivity of wild
type cells at the early growing stage as mentioned in
(1) above. Therefore, the complementation test of
these mutants had to follow the laborious plating
method. Zygotes were incubated in liquid complete
medium for at least one week and checked for H2O2--
sensitivity by shaking in lOOOmM H2O2. At present,
one round of the complementation tests has been car-
ried out reciprocally; for mutant X and another mutant
Y, a pair of zygotes, a-type X with a-type Y and a--
type X with a - type Y, were tested. Base on the recipr-
ocal complementation, 15 pairs of mutants showed com-
plementation. However, several questionable results
were observed for the sensitivities of homozygotes in
some mutants. Re-testing of these mutants is in pro-
gress. Further discussion awaits the re-test results.

45. Normalization, of the Defect of Chromosome
Decondensation by Vanadate in a Temperature -
Sensitive Mitotic Cell Mutant (tsTM13)

Hideo Tsuji, Kozo Ajiro1, Yasuhiro Nishikawa1,
Satsuki Tsuji, and Hideyo Yasuda2

(JAichi Cancer Cent. Inst., 2Kanazawa Univ.)

Keywords: is mutant,- chromosome decondensation,
p34cdc2, vanadate

The dynamic mechanism of intiatin of chromosome
condensation from the G2 to M phase and decondensa-
tion from the M to Gj phase in the eukaryotic cell cy-
cle is not fully understood. The analysis of the rever-
sibility of chromosome condensation is crucial for study
of the celkl cycle regulation and proliferation. It is
known that during the G2 to M phase, the activated
histone HI kinase, p34cdc2 phosphorylates histone HI,
and the phosphorylated Hi and H3 are associated with
chromosome condensation. By contrast, the HI and H3
dephosphorylation has been suggested to be essential
for chromosome decondensation from the M to G]
phase.

To understand the molecular mechanism of chromo-
some decondensation, it is quite useful to investigate
decondensation on cell cycle mutant. We have
demonstrated that a temperature - sensitive cell mutant
tsTM13, derived from the Chinese hamster CHO-K1
cell, is arrested in the later stages of mitosis at a
nonpermissive temperature and that chromosomes re-
main condensed in telophase, in which sister chroma-
tids are segregated and cytokinesis is completed. In
this stage, the level of phosphorylation of histones HI
and H3 remains high and the activity of histone HI
kinase also maintains at a high level.

From these results, we speculated that the control
mechanism for inactivation of activated histone HI
kinase in the late stage of mitosis is defective in
tsTM13 cells. If this is the case, the defect of tsTM13
cells can be normalized when the activated histone HI
kinase is inactivated by a metabolic inhibitor.

In this study, we report that vanadate, a specific
inhibitor for tyrosine protein phosphatase, induced
chromosome decondensation in tsTM13 cells at a
nonpermissive temperature. The M-phase tsTM13
cells with condensed chromosomes, accumulated by in-
cubation at a nonpermissive temperature, were treated
with 0.2mM vanadate for 8 h, by which the M-phase
cells turned into interophase cells with chromosome
decondensation. Vanadate induced both inactivation of
activated histon HI kinase and dephosphorylation of
histone HI and H3. The dephosphorylated, active-
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from HI kinase protein p34cdc2 changed into the
phophorylated, inactive form in the presence of
vanadate. These results suggest that vanadate induces
phosphorylation of the p34cdc2, which mediates inactiva-
tion of the histone HI kinase. Inactivation of the
kinase would lead to the increase in the relative activi-
ty of histone dephosphorylation, which might in turn
cause chromosome decondensation. Our results in-
dicate a close relationship between chromosome
decondensation, dephosphorylation of histone HI and
H3, and th«̂  inactivation of histone HI kinase. The
genetic defect of tsTM13 cells may reflect a lack of
phosphorylation of tyrosine residue of the p34cdc2 in
the late mitosis.

46. Complementation of Cells from Xeroderma
Pigmentosum and Cockayne's Syndrome Pa-
tients with a Human Repair Gene, ERCC5

Tadahiro Shiomi, Yoshi-Nobu Harada, Naoko Shiomi,
Yutaka Okuno* and Masaru Yamaizumi*

(*Kumamoto Univ.)

Keywords: repair deficient phenotypc, xeroderma pigmen-
tosum. complementation. ERCC5

Since the repair-deficient phenotype of rodent
group 5 ultraviolet (UV) - sensitive mutant cells resemb-
les the phenotype of UV-sensitive cells derived from
human repair deficiency disorders, xeroderma pigmen-
tosum (XP) and Cockayne's syndrome (CS), com-
plementation tests with 7 groups of XP cells and 2
groups of CS cells were carried out. For these tests,
pSV2MER5 in which mouse ERCC5 cDNA was in-
serted in an expression vector pSV2 was microinjected
into nuclei of XP and CS cells. Ultraviolet-induced
unscheduled DNA synthesis (UDS) was measured in
XP cells, and the recover}' of RNA synthesis after
ultraviolet irradiation was examined in CS cells.
ERCC5 (pSV2MER5) specifically corrected the defect
in two independent XP group G cell lines, and had no
effect on XP cells belonging to other complementation
groups, or CS cells. UDS in these microinjected XP-G
cells was near the wild type level. Mock injection of
pSV2 vector DNA did not increase ultraviolet-induced
UDS in XP-G cells. SV40-transformed XP-G cells
(XP3BRSV) were transfected with pSV2MER5 by
calcium phosphate coprecipitation and ultraviolet -
resistant transformants were selected. Transformation
(ultraviolet-sensitive to resistant) frequency was about

2xlO"5 per ng pSV2MER5 DNA. Two ultraviolet-
resistant transformant clones (XP3BRSVR 1 and 2)
were selected for a quantitative analysis of ultraviolet -
resistance. pSV2MER5 comers a level of ultraviolet -
resistance to XP3BRSV cells that is nearly the same as
that of HeLa cells. Mock transfection of pSV2 vector
DNA did not confer an ultraviolet-resistant phenotype
on XP3BRSV cells. XP-A (XP20SSV) and X P - F
(XP3YOSV) cells were also transfected with plasmid
pSV2MER5 DNA, however, no ultraviolet-resistant
transformant was obtained.

Since the ERCC5 gene complements the repair defi-
cient phenotype in all three independent XP-G cells
tested, but none of the other cell lines, the gene is a
convincing candidate for the site of primary mutation
in XP - G cells. To examine expression of the endogen-
ous ERCC5 gene, poly(A)+ RNA was isolated from a
number of XP or HeLa cells and examined by northern
blot hybridization using the ERCC5 cDNA as a probe.
All cells analyzed [HeLa, XP20SSV (XP-A), NpslSV
(XP-F), XP3BRSV (XP-G) and SpslSV (XP-G)] pro-
duced comparable amounts of an ERCC5 transcript of
the correct length. We conclude that the ERCC5 gene
in the two XP-G cell lines does not contain mutations
affecting the size of the mRNA or level of the
transcript. The same situation has been reported for a
transcript of ERCC3, which is involved in group B XP.
Thus in these XP-G cell lines, the assumed mutation
in the ERCC5 gene could be a small mutation such as
a point mutation. We are now searching for the muta-
tion which affects the repair function in the XP-G
cells.

47. Complementary DNA Cloning and Sequencing of
a Mouse Repair Gene ERCC5

Yoshi - nobu Harada, Naoko Shiomi and
Tadahiro Shiomi

Keywords: ERCC5, cDNA, mice, DNA sequencing,
mDNA

A mouse strain hypersensitive to ultraviolet radia-
tion, if established, would be very useful for studying
DNA excision repair mechanism in vivo. The gene
targeting method, if successfully appleed to mouse em-
brionic stein (ES) cells, could enable us to make such a
UV-sensitive mouse strain. As the first step of estab-
lishing such a mouse strain, we isolated several cDNA
clones from two mouse cDNA libraries using human
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ERCC5 cDNA as a probe. Then we constructed the in-
tact mouse ERCC5 cDNA (pSV2MER5) from two in-
dependent cDNA clones.

The nucleotide sequence of pSV2MER5 insert was
determined by Pharmacia A.L.F. auto sequencer. The
pSVMER5 insert had a sigle open reading frame
predicted to encode 1170 amino-acid residues
(predicted Mr of 130. 753), starting at the first ATG in-
itiation codon 15 nucleotides downstream from 5' end
and ending with a TAA termination codon at position
3525. The sequence of ATTAAA at position 3525
must be a poly (A) tail signal that was located 19 bases
upstream from the polyadenylation site. The putative
nuclear localization signals were observed at residues
914 to 918 and 1155 to 1159, but other functional do-
mains were not found. The computer data base search
showed the homology of mouse ERCC5 to yeast Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae RAD2 protein. These two pro-
teins share 24.1% identical and 70.6% similar residues.
When mouse ERCC5 was compared to human ERCC5
protein, they share 65.2% identical and 88.0% similar
residues. The number of amino acid residues in mouse
ERCC5 protein was 12 residues less than that in the
human counterpart.

To determine the size and tissue transcription spe-
cificity of mouse ERCC5 mRNA, the 1.7Kb EcoRI frag-
ment from pSV2MER5 was used a probe for northern
blot analysis of poly(A)+ RNA from several tissues of
mice. A 4.4kb transcript was detected from each tissue
and this amount was almost the same in all tissues
tested.

48. Identification of a Novel Tyrosine Kinase Gene on
Human Chromosome 1p36.1 and Study on Con-
served Linkage Homology for Mouse and Rat
Chromosomes

Toshiyuki Saito, Naohiko Seki, Yoichi Matsuda,
Masatake Yamauchi and Tada-aki Hori

Keywords: protein tyrosine kinase, brain, FISH

Protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) are key enzymes in
signal - transduction pathways for various cellular pro-
cesses. PTKs are highly expressed in the central ner-
vous system, implicating the importance of tyrosine
phosphorylation in neural function and development.
We started to investigate the possible involvement of
PTKs in the neural development process by searching
for brain- and fetus-specific novel PTK genes.

A human fetal (20 weeks) brain cDNA library was prob-
ed with degenerated DNA fragments which correspond-
ed to the conserved amino acid sequences of PTKs'
kinase domain. Two hundred positive clones were final-
ly selected from a total of 3.6 x 106 clones through 3
rounds of independent primary screening. Partial DNA
sequence was determined for 50 positive clones using
dideoxy chain termination method adapted to ABI
373A DNA sequencer. Forty-seven clones were iden-
tical to the cDNA for FYN protein tyrosine kinase and
two were the ones for FER/FLK PTK, The remaining
one clone was found to derive from a novel putative
PTK gene (tentatively called "E-PK5" in this report).

From the complete nucleotide sequence of the cDNA
clone, it was found that BPK5 belings to the group

"EPH subfamily" of PTKs and seemed tc be a recep-
tor-type molecule. BPK5 must be a member since
bacterially expressed glutathion S - transferase fusion
protein with the putative kinase domain of BPK5
phosphorylated its tyrosine residue(s). Expression of
BPK5 gene in various human tissues was examined by
an RNA blot hybridization technique. The PTK was
highly transcribed in brain and placenta. Low level ex-
pression was observed in kidney, lung and pancreas.
No signal was detected in heart, liver and skeletal mus-
cle. High level expression in neural and embryonal
tissues implecated BPK5 has a certain role in human
embryogenesis, especially neurogenesis and brain func-
tion.

To investigate the relationship between BPK5 and
neural tissue malfunction, we first mapped the gene on
a particular chromosomal region by using fluorescent
in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques. Using the 1.5
kb cDNA as a probe, BPK5 gene was localized to
human chromosome Ip36.1 where the chromosomal
deletion or rearragement has been frequently observed
in neuroblastoma, an embryonal malignancy, and some
other cancers. The gene was also mapped to particular
regins of mouse chromosme 4 and rat chromosome 5,
both of which contain the segments of conserved
linkage homology with the short arm of human
chromosome 1. These mapping data will provide useful
information for subsequent functional analysis of the
BPK5 gene in experimental animals.
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49. High-Resolution Cytogenetic Maps of Human
Chromosomes 5, 9 and 12 with Cosmid Clones
by Direct Ft-Banding FISH

Ei-ichi Takahashi and Yusuke Nakamura*
(* Cancer Institute)

Keywards : chromosome, cytogenetic map, FISH

The construction of a high-resolution cytogenetic
map with an average distance of 1Mb on chromosome
bands is an important step for the analysis of human
genome. Such a map will significantly contribute to the
further construction of contig maps with cosmids, PI
phage clones and YACs, as well as to serve as a
resource for construction of a genetic linkage map,
which is essential for positional cloning of responsible
genes for genetic diseases. For the construction of
high - resolution cytogenetic map, we established
cosmid libraries for chromosomes 5, 9 and 12 from
human-mouse somatic cell hybrids. These cell lines
contain only one human chromosome in a mouse
genetic background. For mapping, we applied a direct
R-banding fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
combined with suppression procedures. We mapped
206, 203 and 195 clones for chromosome 5, 9 and 12,
respectively. The clones were distributed along the en-
tire chromosomes. The average map distances were
calculated at 0.97Mb, 0.70Mb and 0.73Mb, respective-
ly-
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50. In situ Analysis of Centromere Segregation in
C57BL/6 X Mus spretus Interspecific
Backcrosses

Yoichi Matsuda, Kenneth F. Manly* and
Verne M. Chapman*

(•Roswell Park Cancer Institute, U.S.A.)
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The analysis of the major satellite DNA sequence dif-
ference between Mus spretus and laboratory mice pro-
vides a robust method for analyzing the centromere
location for genetic maps of each mouse chromosome.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) of a genomic
probe, pMR196, for the laboratory mouse major
satellite DNA sequence was used to analyze the in-
heritance of C57BL/6 (B6) pericentric heterochromatin
in the backcross progeny from interpecific hybrid
females for each of the chromosomes of the mouse
karyotype. These included 80 (B6 X M. spretusW^ X
M. spretus progeny (BSS) and 70 (B6 X M. spretusjFi
X B6 progeny (BSB). FISH analysis of pericentromeric
heterochromatin was conducted on the same
metaphase spreads that were karyotypically analyzed
for chromosome - specific banding patterns.

The analysis of pair-wise combinations of cen-
tromeric region segregation demonstrated that there
was no systematic co-assortment of chromosomes dur-
ing meiosis in the interspecific hybrid female but a
highly significant combinatin of Chrs 2 and 11. Only
one of the 190 combinations (Chrs 2 and 11) in the
BSB cross and 0/190 in the BSS cross showed a signifi-
cant level of cosegregation in a test of independence

120
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G-statistio of independence

Fig. 12. Distribution of G-statistics derived from the pair-
wise analyses of the assortment of labeled
chromosomes in BSB and BSS compared with the
expected £ values. A Pascal computer program was
written to calculate the G-statistic of independence
for each pairwise combination of chromosomes. The
columns show the number of pairs of chromosomes
that yielded G values in each of the 0.5 unit ranges.
The continuous line shows the expected number,
derived from the x* distribution, which would be ex-
pected in each interval. Only one pair-wise combina-
tion (Chrs 2 X 11) differed significantly from the ex-
pected distribution.
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(Fig. 12). These results suggest that the basic me-
chanics of chromosome assortment in the interspecific
hybrid female follow Mendelian expectations and that
the marked differences in pericentric heterchromatin
between these species do not perturb chromosomal
alignments at the first meitotic division. The present
study affirms that the major satellite DNA sequence is
very useful to genetically mark pericentromeric
heterochromatin in the analysis of the segregation and
assortment of centromeres in Mus interspecific crosses.
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5 1 . Prenatal Diagnosis of Dynamic Mutation Involved
in Fragile X Syndrome
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Kaoru Suzumori2 and Tada - aki Hori
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The fragile X syndrome is the most common familial
form of mental retardation. Diagnosis of the syndrome
has been made by cytogenetic analysis demonstrating
the expression of the characteiistic fragile site in band
Xq27.3 under the condition of thymidylate stress.
However, application of the cytogenetic identification
cf the syndrome is limited and cannot be applied to the
detection of phenotypically normal carriers who did not
express the fragile X site.

Recently the chromosomal region spanning Xq27.3
was cloned as yeast artificial chromosomes. The
nucleotide sequence analysis revealed the existence of
the characteristic trinucleotide repeat composed of
CCG. The size of the restriction fragment containing
the (CCG)n repeat increase drastically in affected pa-
tients (full mutation). Small size increase was also
detected in phenotypically normal carriers (premuta-
tion), although the number of the trinucleotide repeat
varied even among normal individuals. The fragile X
genotypes can be determined by Southern blot analysis
using appropriate DNA probes which detect the
dynamic mutation due to the amplification of the
(CCG)n repeat.

We have previously reported a PCR procedure to
prepare a diagnostic probe, pPCRfxl, which can be us-
ed to determine the genotype of fragile X mutation in-
dividuals by Southern blot analysis. In this study,
pPCRfxl was applied to the prenatal diagnoses of two
fetuses who were at risk of having fragile X syndrome.
DNA samples were extracted from peripheral blood
leukocytes from family members and from short-term
cell cultures of chorionic villus samples (CVS). In non-
carriers, the probe pPCRfxl commonly detected 1.0kb
fragment in the Pstl-assay, and 2.8kb fragment cor-
responding to the active (undermethylated) X
chromosome and 5.2kb fragment corresponding to the
inactive (methylated) X in £coRI + Eagl- assay. The
results of Southern blot analysis on the leukocyte
DNAs of family members and the CVSs are shown in
Fig.13. In both fetuses, a male (Fig.l3a, lanes 6 and 7)
and a female (Fig.l3b, Iane7), the Pstl-assay showed
the typical pattern of carriers with full mutation. DNA
methylation pattern was also analyzed by £coRI +
Eagl - aassay. The results showed that the Eagl restric-
tion site was not methylated on the mutated X
chromosome of the female CVS (Fig.13, lane 11). Thus
the both fetuses were diagnosed to be carriers of the
dynamic mutation involved in fragile X syndrome.
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Fig. 13. Prenatal diagnosis of fragile X syndrome.
Prenatal diagnosis was performed by Southern blot

analysis of the fragile X genotypes (Pstl-assay) and
of the methylation status (EcoRl+Eagl- assay) using
leukocyte DNA samples of some of the family
members (a, lenes 1-5 and 8-12; b, lanes 1-6 and
8-10) and chorionic villus DNA ones (a, lanes 6 -7
and 13-14; b, lanes 7 and 11). DNA digests were
electrophoretically separated in agarose gel, blotted
to nylon membrane, and hybridized with radio - -
labelled pPCRfxl probe. Symbols: open circle, normal
female; open square, normal male; dot in circle, carrier
female; dot in square, carrier male; half shaded circle,
affected female; shaded square, affected male; small
shaded circle, fragile X syndrome female fetus; small
shaded square, affected male fetus.
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52. Human Chromosome Region 11q23- Specific
Sequence Tagged Sites and Isolation of Yeast Ar-
tificial Chromosomes

Naohiko Seki, Masatake Yamauchi, Toshiyuki Saito,
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The Ilq23 region of human chromosome 11 contains
several genes responsible for genetic deseases, such as
ataxia telangiectasia, tuberous sclerosis, the cancer-
breakpoints involved in an variety of chromosomal rear-
ragements, rare and common fragile sites. To identify
genes responsible for such genetic disease and DNA se-
quences involved in chromosomal instablity, a fine
physical mapping of human chromosome 11 is an essen-
tial step. In attempt, we have constructed a high-

resolution cytogenetic map with 168 cosmid markers,
including 70 RFLPs for human chromosome 11 (Hori
et al., Genomics, 13: 129-133, 1992). Furthermore, a
human genomic DNA library specific for the Ilq23
region has been constructed by using a micro- dissec-
tion - microcloning procedure with polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) method (Seki et al., Genomics, 16:
169-172, 1993). The generation of chromosomal
regin - specific sequence tagged sites (STSs) of these
DNA clones would be highly valuable for isolating
large genomic DNA fragments harbored in such matter
as yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) and subse-
quently, for construction of contig maps with them.

In the present study, DNA sequences for 25 micro-
clones specified for human chromosome Ilq23 that con-
tained 300 - 500 bp (single copy) insert were determin-
ed and the proper STS primers were designed by com-
puter-aided analysis. Table 7 summarizes chromo-
some Ilq23-specific STS primer sets, size for PCR
products, and PCR conditions that produced amplifica-
tion products only for the templates from total human
genomic DNA from hybrid cell line (JI — 44) containing
only human chromosome 11 in CHO cell background.
Using STS primers designed to amplify the DNA from
Ilq23-specific human genomic region, we screened
two YAC libraries; a CEPH YAC library that consists
of 52,000 YAC clones (mean linsert size, 400 kb) and a
YAC library (originally prepared and provided by Dr.
T. Imai, Cancer Institute) of 15,000 clones (mean in-

Table 7. Chromosome! 1 (llq22-23 region) - specific STSs and YAC clones isolated

Number Microclone Primer sequece YAC Clone Size (Kb)

pMDllC-7

pMDllC-13

pMDHC-23

pMDHC-31

pMDllC-104

pMDHC-106

pMDHC-107

pMDllC-115

5
51

5'
5'

5'
5'

5'
5'

5'
5'

5'
51

5'
5'

5'
5"

- ACTGAGACCGTGAGAGTAGAG-3'
• CCACACCAGGCCATACCTTGA - 3'

- GTGAGAACATGGATGCACTTT - 3'
- CTTCCTCC ATGGAG ACTCCAG - 3'

-ACTCTTGAAAGCTTTTCTGACTTC- 3'
- CATATAGTGATAAATAAAGGTGAGC- 3'

- TCCTGTAATATGATTTATGCAG - 3'
- TCACTAACTCATTGTAGGTACTC - 3'

- GGCCTGTGCCATCACACAGAC- 31

- GGGCAGTAAATCAACCTTCTCAC - 3'

- GGTGATCCTGTGATGGGCTG - 31

- CAGACAGTGAGAGGCTTCTTG - 3'

- CCTTGGTTATCACACTGTCTG AAC - 3'
- AAGTCTCCTGCAGCCCTCACAG - 3'

-TTGCAAAGATACAAGACTTAGTC-3'
- CAGAGAAGCTAGATTGGGTTC- 3'

r A2411-D11
h D005-F5
•-B019-D4

r A2302-B10
L CE520-B12

r A2302-B10
L- CE520-B12

A2218-C3

r BO18-D8
L 341-Dll

360
530
200

500
500

500
500

560

800
180

3202 -H6 270

r 1904-Bl
L-2207-F9

r432-H2
L474-E7

520
500, 300

190
330
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sert size, 360 kb). The human YAC library DNAs were
pooled to a 3D-system which consists of rows, col-
umms, and layers so that a single clone can be iden-
tified from over 67,000 clones in as few as 123 PCR
reactions. As shown in Table 7, we have isolated 13
YAC clones by using eight STS primers designed from
chromosome Ilq23-specific microclones. The human
genomic DNA insert in YAC clones was tested by
pulse-field gel electrophoresis and Southern blot
analysis by using Alu sequence as a probe. All YAC
clones contained a single human DNA segment and the
estimated insert jizes ranged from 180 to 800 kb, ex-
cept one case of 2007-F9 that carried two human
YACs estimated at 500 and 300 kb. Preliminary ex-
amination on the chimerism of YACs was done by
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) method. No
chimerism was detected in the six YAC clones tested
so far.

Establishment of STSs from DNA markers that have
been mapped to to a specific region a chromosome
would be useful for a common language in the human
genome analysis and would contribute towards con-
struction of long-range physical contig maps of
specific subregion of the human genome. The in-
tegrated mapping and ordering of the YAC clones is
currently under way by using pulse-field elec-
trophoresis and multi-color FISH on prometaphse
chromosomes.
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Fragile X syndrome is the most common form of
familial mental retardation, with an incidence of about
1/1500 in males, and about 1/2500 in females. The in-
heritance of this syndrome is peculiar and unique
among X-Iinked genetic diseases. 1) Of hemizygous
males, 20% are phenotypically normal (known as nor-
mal transmitting males, NTM). 2) The NTM can pass

the mutation allele to their daughters who are also
nonpcnctrant, but their grandsons are often affected. 3)
Of carrier females, 30% show some degree of mental
impairment. The fragile X syndrome is long known to
be associated with the cytogenetic marker of the
folate - sensitive fragile site (FRAXA) on the long arm
of the X chromosome at Xq27.3. Recently, the FRAXA
locus reponsible for the fragile X syndrome has been
identified and characterized. This locus contains a
variable number of repeats of the trinucleotide,
p(CCG)n, and a CpG island is hypermethylated on the
fragile X chromosome. Normal individuals have approx-
imately 28-30 CCG repeats and carriers exhibit a
moderately increased length of this regin (called
premutation). However, affected individuals exhibit a
greatly increased length (called full mutation). A cor-
relation was seen between the degree of expansion of
the p(CCG)n repeats and hypermethylation of the CpG
island.

In the present study, we performed the pedigree
analysis of a normal male client who has two brothers
and a maternal uncle with mental retardation, by using
both cytogenetic and molecular techniques.
Cytogenetic analysis revealed that the three affected
males did express a folate - sensitive fragile site at
Xq27.3 in 8-10% of her lymphocytes. The male client
and his father did not show fragile X expression.

We then performed DNA diagnosis on dynamic mu-
tation associated fragile X syndrom, by using the Ec-
oRI + Eagl-assay system in which dynamic mutation
and the methylation status can be detected simul-
taneously (Hori et al. Clin. Genet., 43: 34-38, 1993).
In this system, the pPCRfxl probe detected a 2.8 kb
fragment corresponding to the active X chromosome
on a normal male and a normal female, and it also
detected an additional 5.2 kb fragment corresponding
the the normally inactive (methylated) X chromosome.
(Fig. 14). The affected males did not show the normal
2.8 kb fragment, but had smear bands (full mutation
and methylated) above 5.7 kb. The mother showed a
premutation band between 2.8 kb and 3.5 kb, which
was unmethylated, in addition to the two normal
fragments of the 5.2 kb (inactive X chromosome) and
2.8 kb (active X chromosome). The client and his
father had only the normal 2.8 kb fragment and no
sign of any dynamic mutation could be detected.

In the fragile X syndrome, one of the most important
problems is the presence of the normal transmitting
males who are clinically and cytogenetically normal,
but transmit fragile X mutation to their daughters. In
this study, our cytogenetic and molecular data did not
show any evidence of fragile X mutation in the male
client. Direct DNA diagnosis is highly sensitive, and
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specific to the DNA anomalies associated with this
disease, and helpful in the genetic counseling of
families with fragile X syndrome.

Publication:
1) Seki, N., Ishikiriyama, S., Yamauchi, M. and Hori,

T.-Jpn. J. Genet. 69: 259-267, 1994.
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Fig. 14. Family members examined (a) and results from Ec-
oRI + Eagl assay (b).

54. Decrease and Recovery in Ejaculated Sperm Con-
centration after Testicular Acute Gamma-Ray Ir-
radiation in Cynomolgus Monkeys (Macaca
fascicularis)

Masanori Okamoto

Keywords: cynomolgus monkey, ejaculated sperm concen-
tration, testicular acute y - irradiation

Experimental studies in nonhuman primates may pro-
vide important information in elucidating the genetic ef-
fects of ionizing radiation on humans. Cynomolgus
monkey, Macaca fascicularis, is a non-seasonal
breeder in both laboratory-reared animals of feral
origin and laboratory-bred animals. Therefore, this
animal is a useful experimental model for phy-
siological studies of human reproduction. Previously,

radiation damage to male germ cells in primates has
been investigated in marmosets, rhesus monkeys and
cynomolgus monkeys. However, these studies were
primarily concerned with chromosome aberration and
did not provide adequate information regarding impair-
ment of testicular function and its recovery time, using
sperm concentration as an index. In the present study,
to elucidate the effect of radiation on male germ cell,
acute y-ray irradiation of 1-3 Gy was administered to
the testes of cynomolgus monkeys. After irradiation,
the semen was periodically collected to examine the
sperm concentration as an index of radiation damage to
the seminiferous epithelium. The decrease in sperm
concentration after irradiation and the time required
for sperm concentration to recover to the pre-irradia-
tion level were investigated.

Twelve adult male cynomolgus monkeys, Macaca
fascicularis, more than 5 years of age and 4.0-7.1 kg
in body weight were used in the experiments. Irradia-
tion was performed in May (animal Nos. 018, 020, 022,
023, 024, 025) and October (animal Nos. 029, 033, 028,
030, 031, 032). Animals were exposed to local
testicular acute irradiation with 1, 2, or 3 Gy of 137Cs
Y-rays (dose rate of 0.25 Gy/min). Semen was col-
lected using electroejaculation by rectal probe. Just bef-
ore irradiation, the semen was collected two or three
times at intervals of two weeks from all animals. After
irradiation, the semen collections were carried out
every two weeks until the sperm concentration return-
ed to the preirradiation level. The semen was then
diluted with 0.5% gentian violet staining solution. The
sperm concentration in each sample collected was
measured with a hemocytometer.

Fig. 15. shows the time course of changes in sperm
concentration until recovery to the pre - irradiation
level in animals acute testicular irradiated with 1, 2, or
3 Gy. The time that sperm concentration was less than
the lower limit of sperm concentration variation in unir-
radiated monkeys, ranging from 107 to 109 sperm/ml
of ejaculated semen, was 16.0, 8.5, and 8.0 weeks after
1, 2, and 3 Gy irradiation, respectively, and this time
shortened with increased radiation dose. The sensitive
periods showing minimal sperm concentration after ir-
radiation ranged from 10-16 weeks (mean 17.0), 8-16
weeks (mean 12.5), and 8-18 weeks (mean 14.0),
respectively. The percentage of the minimal sperm con-
centration to the sperm concentration before irradiation
(the mean of the minimal value after irradiation/the
mean of pre-irradiation values) in each experimental
group was 1.20% at 1 Gy, 1.37% at 2 Gy, and 0.20% at
3 Gy. Sperm concentration increased gradually after
reaching the most sensitive period, and then finally
recovered to the pre-irradiation level. The recovery
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Fig. 15. Decrease and recover}' of sperm concentration in semen samples of the cynomolgus monkey after testicular y- irradia-
tion. Arrows indicate the time of irradiatin.

time for sperm concentration at doses of 1, 2, and 3 Gy
after irradiation were 34-36 weeks, 36-38 weeks,
and 40 - 42 weeks, respectively. Recovery time seemed
dependent upon the radiation dose, as it was delayed
with increases in the radiation dose.

The time course of change in sperm number after ir-
radiation has been found to be essentially similar in
various mammals. The number of sperm decrease after
irradiation, reach a minmal value, then recover to the
pre - irradiation level. The radiation sensitive period
and recovery time after irradiation in these reported ex-
periments depend on the radiation dose. These findings
were supported by the present study on cynomolgus
monkeys, and the time course of sperm concentration
after acute irradiation showed a similar pattern to
those of other mammals as mantioned above. The
decrease in sperm concentration was transient within a
dose range of 1 - 3 Gy. Spermatogenesis resumed after
a definite period depending on the dose, and the sperm

concentration recovered to the pre - irradiation level.
In conclusion, the present results revealed that im-

pairment of the seminiferous epithelium after acute
testicular irradiation with doses of 1 - 3 Gy is restored
to the normal level after a definite period, depending
on the dose. The present study demonstrated that
sperm concentration can be utilized as a simple effec-
tive index of the impairment of testicular function after
irradiation as well as recovery. Recovery time in sperm
concentration assay after irradiation is an effective
reliable index for the assessment of damage to sperma-
togenic cells. Cynomolgus monkeys are a useful ex-
perimental model for radiobiological studies of genetic
effects in human.

Publications:
1) Okamoto, M.: Exp. Anim., 43, 25-31, 1994.
2) Okamoto, U.:J. Reprod. Dev., 40, 207-212, 1994.
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55. Longer Lung Retention of PuO2 Particles Observ-
ed in Rats Measured Using Periodical in vivo
Counting

Nobuhito Ishigure, Takashi Nakano, Hiroko Enomoto
and Jiro Inaba

Keywords: lung retention, PuO2, inhalation, rat, in vivo
counting

We observed longer retention of PuO2 particles in
rat lungs (Fig. 16). Our data showed that 77% of the
PuC>2 deposited deep in the lung was removed with a
half-time of 53 days, whereas the residual 23% was re-
tained there for a very long period (a half-time of 795
days). This finding suggested the existence of a
physicochemical form of PuO2 particles, like that
generated in our laboratory, which was hard to clear
from the lungs.

Five rats were exposed to polydispersed aerosols of

PuOo having a 0.47 um activity median aerodynamic
diameter. The initial lung burden was between 1990
Bq and 2960 Bq. Instead of a serial - sacrifice study, in
vivo counting of low energy L X-rays with thin
Nal(Tl) scintillation detectors was used to follow the
lung retention of Pu at various intervals up to 468 days
after inhalation. The calibration of this counting
system was made by measuring lung activity of rats
sacrificed for other experimental purposes. We confirm-
ed that the potential skin contamination and the Pu
translocated to other organs was not counted in the pre-
sent counting geometry.

Publications:
1) Ishigure, N., Nakano, T. and Enomoto, H.: Hoken

butsuri (f. Jpn. Health Phys. Soc), 28, 195-201,
1993.

2) Ishigure, N et al.: / Radial Res., 35, 16-25, 1994.
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56. Carcinogenic Effects of Plutonium-239 - Cur-
rent Summary on Life-Spain Studies in Ex-
perimental Rats and Mice.

Yoichi Oghiso, Satoshi Fukuda, Yutaka Yamada,
Haruzo Iida, Yuji Yamada,

Hiroshi Sato, Nobuhito Ishigure, Akira Koizumi and
Jiro Inaba

Keywords: Pu-239, aerosol, inhalation, injection, car-
cinogenesis, dose - effectiveness

We have investigated late effects of 239Pu, the
strongest carcinogenic a-emitting transuranium ele-
ment, by life-span studies using rats and mice, For
risk estimation of inhaled radioactive particles to in-
dude lung tumors, inhalation exposures were perform-
ed with female Wistar starin rats using high - fired, in-
soluble and polydispersed 239PuO2 aerosols, ranging
from 0.2 to 0.4 urn of AMAD with o of 2.0. After
estimating each initial lung deposition (ILD) by whole -
body counter, a total of 200 exposed and 100 unexpos-
ed (control) animals were kept under a barrier condi-
tion for their life-span periods. Preliminary results
have been obtained on dead animals, including 125 ex-
posed to 500 Bq through 3000 Bq of ILD and 60 unex-
posed. Alomost 95% of exposed animals died of lung
tumors, mainly bronchiolo-alveolar adenocarcinomas,
but some squamous cell carcinomas, from 450 to 700
mean survival days after inhalation. Among the control
animals, most died of mammary tumors and nephritis,
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but only 1% of primary lung tumors by 840 mean sur-
vival days. Absorbed lung doses estimated were
relatively well correlated to ILD, and were almost all
in the range of 4 Gy to 8Gy in tumor - bearing rats.
Although the dose-carcinogenesis relationships remain
to be fully elucidated, excess lung tumor incidence
would still be expected to be under 2 Gy or less of ab-
sorbed doses'. Further inhalation experiments have
started to achieve much lower doses, less than 1 Gy
and between 1 Gy to 3 Gy, by exposures to 500 Bq or
less.

For risk estimation of plutonium translocated to the
skeleton or soft tissues via the blood or lymph, 239Pu
citrate solution was injected into female C3H strain
mice, and carcinogenic effects observed during life-
span periods were compared to the untreated controls.
Preliminary results indicate that a maximum of 60% of
the animals injected with 1000 to 5000 Bq had

osteogenic sarcomas, whereas about 20% of animals in-
jected with 5000 Bq or more had malignant lymphomas
and lymphatic leukemias. After injection of 100 to 500
Bq, 30To of the animals had osteogenic sarcomas, and
only 6% had lymphomas and leukemias. The control
animals survived much longer (S40 mean survival days)
than injected animals (350-550 mean survival days),
but showed different incidence and spectra of spon-
taneous tumors. The control animals had no osteogenic
sarcomas(0%), but 12% had lymphomas and lymphatic
leukemias, and 65% had lung adenocarcinomas,
hepatocellular carcinomas or ovary carcinomas, respec-
tively. So far, myeloid leukemias or myelomas have
not, however, been observed either in the control or in
the injected animals. Comparisons of tumor incidence
and spectra between the control and animals injected
with lower activities (100 Bq or less), and between
mice and rats are now under investigation.
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57 [18F]-6-Fluoro-9-alkylpurines: A Potential
Radiotracer for Measuring Brain Glutathione-S-
Transferase by PET

Kivoshi Fukushi and Toshiaki lrie

Keywords: glutathione,
PET, F-18, brain

ghdathione -S- trans]'erase,

We prebiously observed that [ l sF]-6~fluoro-9-
benzylpurine was readily taken up by the mouse brain
and converted into [18F]-fluoride, and the radioactivity
was retained in the brain. However, the precise
mechanisms of defluorination remained unknown. It is
reported that foreign, lipophilic compounds with an
electrophilic center can conjugate with reduced
glutathione (GSH) either spontaneously or by catalysis
of glutathione - S - transferase (GST). In this study, to
further investigate defluorination mechanisms with a
dual tracer technique, we have synthesized [1 8F]-6-
fluoro-9-methylpurine ([I8F]-FMP) and 6-fluoro-
9-[I4C]-methylpurine([14C]-FMP).

[1SF]-FMP was prepared by the reaction of tri-
methyl - 9 - methylpurin - 6 - ylammonium chloride (5
mg) and NCA [lsF]-fluoride/K2CO3 in DMF (1 mL)
containing IS-crown-6 (100 nmol) for 10 min at 65°C
and purified by column chromatography (silica gel, elu-
tion with a mixture of ethylacetate:ethanol = 9:1).
Radiochemical yield was 87% and the purity was>99%.
[14C]-FMP was obtained by the reaction of 6 -
fluoropurine and [14C]-iodomethane in acetone/K2CO3
with stirring at room temperature for 1 h, followed by
purification by preparative TLC (silica gel, ethylacetate:
ethanol:amnionia= 90:10:0.5). Radiochemical yield was
44% and the purity was 92.5%.

The effects of GSH and mouse brain tissue homo-
genate on defluorination rate of 6-f luoro-9- methyl-
purine were examined in vitro. For convenience, the
reaction rate was measured as that of GSH - conjugate
formation for [14C]-FMP. In 2 mM GSH (nearly the
physiologic concentration in the brain) at 37°C, the
reaction rate was slow (0.005/min). In contrast, in brain
homogenates supplemented with 2 mM GSH, rapid con-
version of [14C]-FMP into GSH - conjugate occurred
(0.34/min/g tissue/mL). Furthermore, when the brain
tissue was depleted of GSH by standing in 2%
diethylmaleate for 4h, the rate became much slower
(0.001/min/g tissue/mL). These results indicate that
intra-brain defluorination of 6-fluoro-9-alkylpurines
is due to GST-catalyzed conjugation with GSH.

A mixture of [18F]-FMP and [14C]-FMP was ad-
ministered intravenously in mice and tissue uptakes of
radioactivity were measured (Fig. 17). In brain tissue,

while 18F radioactivity was retained, 14C radioactivity
was rapidly eliminated. In liver tissue, both 14C and
18F radioactivities were cleared. It is reported that 6 -
chloropurine is transformed into GSH - conjugate in
liver in vivo and that the conjugate is rapidly elimina-
ted from liver into blood. Our results suggest that
similar transport systems may exist in the central ner-
vous system that transport GSH - conjugate of 6 -
fluoro-9-benzylpurine or its further metabolites in
the direction from brain into blood.

Publication:
1) Fukushi, K and Irie T: Labelled Compds. Radio-

pharm., 35: 292-293, 1994 (Abstract).
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Fig. 17. Comparison of tissue uptake curves between [18F]
6-fluoro-9-methylpurine and 6-fluoro-9-[1'1C]
methylpurine in mice.

58. Evaluation of the Medical Imaging Procedure for
the Diagnosis of Liver Diseases

Kenjiro Fukuhisa, Yukio Tateno, Toru Matsumoto,
Eiko Takeda, Morimichi Fukuda1, Fumio Shishido2

and Yasuhito Sasaki3

(JSapporo Medical College, 2Fukushima Medical
College, 3Tokyo Univ.)

Keywords: liver diseases, ROC analysis, ultrasonograrn,
scintigram

To investigate diagnostic accuracies of nuclear
medicine scintiscan (NM) and real-time ultrasound
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(US) examination on liver diseases in Asian countries,
an image reading study has been carried out to assess
image interpretation accuracy. Ninety three cases with
confirmed diagnosis were collected from two institu-
tions in Japan. The study were carried out under the
sponsorship of the IAEA/RAC from September 1989
through January 1994.

The collected images were carefully copied on X -
ray films of similar size, and the copied films were
send to physicians in 10 participating countries:Bangla-
desh, the People's Republic of China, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Republic of Korea, Pakistan, th Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand. Table 8 shows the distribu-
tion of the various diagnoses by male and female
classification.

Three image reading sessions were scheduled for
each image set, i.e., US and NM. Each image set was
separated into two sub-groups A and B. In the first
sesseion, we distributed subgroup A of NM and
subgroup B of US to each of the participating countries
and asked nuclear medkine (NM) physicians to inter-
pret these MN images and sonologists to interpret US
images, and render a diagnosis in each case. In the se-
cond session, the remaining images subgroup B of NM
and subgroup A of US were interpreted. In the final
session, all images of NM and US were interpreted in
combination by all physicians who participated in the
work - shop. One of the reason for adopting such a com-
plicated method was that, if we sent all oi the US im-
ages first and had them interpreted, the NM physicians
would have had nothing to do for more than 6 months,
and in the next 6 months, the sonologists would have
had nothing to do. Finally, a total of 126 physicians par-
ticipated in this study (table 9). The letters in table 9
were assigned to the various countries at random.

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analy-
sis was applied to the information in the reporting
sheets which were send back from each country, for
the detection of liver diseases and liver mass lesions,
quantitative diagnosis of mass lesions and diagnosis of
diffuse liver diseases. Finally, the following findings
were obtained based on the results of the ROC
analysis.
(a) Diagnosis of the presence of mass lesions of the

liver by US yielded results that compared favorably
in all of the countries. Moreover, US provided better
detectability than NM alone.

(b) There were fairly large individual difference in the
diagnosis of the presence of mass lesions of the liver
by NM alone, and the ultimately was reflected in dif-
ferences between the various countries.

(c) There were also large individual differences bet-
ween the two modalities in the detectability of malig-

nant tumors. The FPFs value was lower for US than
NM.

(d) The detectability of benign tumors was poor by
both methods, and there were also large individual
differences. Thus, it is necessary to provide educa-
tion in qualitative diagnostic methods using each
technique.

(e) In regard to liver cirrhosis and liver diffuse diseases
other than liver cirrhosis, there are countries in
which image interpretation is performed and coun-
tries in which it is not. This tendency was particular-
ly prominent among sonologists. In view of the high
risk of progression to primary liver cancer, however,
it is necessary to provide education in techniques of
diagnosing them from images.

(f) The results of assessing ability to make diagnoses
bases on image evaluation showed that diagnostic in-
creased when poor image quality cases were
eliminated. It is necessary to produce images under

Table 8. Confirmed diagnosis (Japanese liver images)
_Confirrned_Diagnosis
Hepatocellular Carcinoma
Metastasis of liver
Hemangioma
Cyst
Echinococcosis
Abscess
Hematoma of liver
Focal Nodular Hyperplasia
Liver cirrhosis
Primary Biliary Cirrhosis
Idiopathic Portal Hypertension
Chronic Hepatitis
Fatty liver
Others

14
2

2
1
2

1
1
1

10

11
4
3
4
2

1
4
5
3
6
1

25
6
5
5
4
1
1
2

14
5
3

14
5
3

total 48 45 93

Table 9. Number of readers for 93 Japanease liver images
on Feb. 15, 1994

\ ^ Status
Country~~"\^

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K

total

US
half

2
1
2
5

4
3

16

alone
all

8
16
5
3
1
5
5
2

46

NM alone*
half

1(1)
5
6

11

22

all
1

4
14
5(5)
8
1
5
5(1)
3

47(7)

US
half

1
1

1

and NM
all

15
12
7
1
1

10
4
5

56
"The parenthesized numbers indicate the number of physi-
cians who interpreted US alone and NM alone, but did not
combine them for a simultaneous interpretation.
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as favorable conditions as possible to enhance physi-
cians' ability to make diagnoses.

59. An Acute Effect of Triazolam on Muscarinic
Cholinergic Receptor Binding in the Human Brain
Measured by PET

Tetsuya Suhara, Osamu Inoue, Kaoru Kobayashi,
Toshiyuki Satoh, and Yukiko Tateno

Keywords: PET, triazolam

The acute effect of triazolam, a potent ben-
zodiazepine agonist, on cholinergic receptor binding in
the human brain was measured by PET (positron emis-
sion tomography) using [nC]N-methyl-4-pipe.
ridylbenzilate ([»C]NMPB), a potent muscarinic
chohnergic receptor antagonist. Two PET scans were
performed for each subject: (1) a baseline scan; (2) a
scan after oral administration of 0.5 mg triazolam or

placebo. The previously discussed amnestic effect of
trazolam was measured by immediate and delayed
recall of meaningful and meaningless syllables. A com-
partment model employing the radioactivity in the
cerebellum as an input function was used for the quan-
tification of receptor binding. The binding parameter,
k3, decreased after triazolam administration in all
measured regions, whereas no change was observed
after plaacebo treatment. The reduction compared to
the control study varied from 8.6 ± 3.7% in the tem-
poral cortex to 14.7 ± 6.0% in the pons. Triazolam ad-
ministration impaired both immediate and delayed
recall of syllables, whereas placebo administration did
not have any effects. Benzodiazepine agonists are rep-
orted to decrease the cortical acetylcholine release.
The decrease of acetylcholine release in the synaptic
cleft might be the explanation for the decreased bin-
ding of [nC]NMPB.

Publication:

Suhara T., Inoue 0., Kobayashi K., Satoh T., and
Tateno Y.: Psychopharmacology, 113, 311-317, 1994.
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60. The Gap between Public Perception and the Reali-
ty of the Health Risk Due to Internal Dose from
137Cs to the Japanese Population as a Conse-
quence of the Chernobyl Accident

Masafumi Uchiyama and Sadayoshi Kobayashi

Keywerds: perception, health, risk, cesium-137, inter-
nal dose, Japanese population, Chernobyl

Following the Chernobyl accident, levels of 137Cs in
both food and the human body began to increase
within one week in Japan. Catastrophic situations on-
site were repeatedly reported by the various mass
media. Grave dread of the possible health risk was in-
duced in the minds of the Japanese public. The major
concern of the public was the contamination of food
with radionuclides and the conceivable negative health
effects on their children. In Japan the most significant
contributor to the internal dose was 13'Cs.

The government started monitoring the radionuc-
lides leves for imported foodstuffs in November 1986.
The results were publishoed occasionally by the mass
media. By the latter part of 1990 the frequency of
foodstuffs that were sent back to their countries of
origin because their radioactivity had exceeded the im-
port limit had decreased significantly. Concern by the
public, however, remained so significant that it leads
public institutes from March 1989 and private in-
stitutes from September 1989 in some districts to start
servies for measurement of radioactivity in foodstuffs.
Precise data from time to time were published in scien-
tific journals. The number of articles reporting con-
taminated food appearing in newspapers was also rec-
orded. We failed to find any relationship between the
number of articles and the frequency of foods ex-
ceeding import limit.

We repeatedly measured 137Cs body burdens in a
selected group of adult males residing in Chiba and
Tokyo after the accident. From this we could estimate
the reality of health risk induced by 137Cs incorporated
into body. The burden attained a peak in 1987 and
decreased thereafter. The internal dose from the 137Cs
incorporated into body was estimated to be 5.8 uSv for
the period from 1986 to 1991. This dose would induce
a cancer risk of 10-8 to 10-9 according to ICRP Pub.
26. The internal dose and the freauency of food ex-
ceeding import limits were compared contempora-
neously. An appreciabl relationship was found between
them with a 0.66 coefficient of correlation.

We also measured another group of Japanese who
had been in or visited the Ukraine, Belarus or Russia
after the accident. Perception of the health risk varied

in this group and it depended on the length and the
period of the sojourn. We estimated their perception of
their personal health risk by the delay in time that they
took to come to our Institute and have body burden
measured. The longer the delay, the lower the percep-
tion of risk. As indicated in Fig. 18. the temporal
change is quite different between the number of sub-
jects measured for their body burden of 137Cs and the
average internal dose from this radionuclide to the
selected group residing in Chiba and Tokyo. An ap-
preciable number of the former seem to feel that
health consequences from the accident still remain.

There was a gap between the perception by the pub-
lic and the reality on the consequences due to the Cher-
nobyl accident. In order to bridge the gap, measures
must be developed to calculate psychological and/or
mental factors quantitatively for evaluation of the risk.

• Internal dose from "'CumuSv/day)

B Number of people tuvinp • " O meuurrt! atier return

Q Number of i f lKiei about the accident

H Number of fmxJi exceeding ihc limit of radioactive

. 3 H.D.

JBBBBBIIB la

Fig. 18. Temporal changes in 13'Cs internal dose, number
of individuals having their body hurden measured
after return and numbar of articles reporting fac-
tors relevant to cause a psychological effect on the
public.

Publications:

1) Uchiyama, M., Nakamura, Y. and Kobayashi, S.:
Proc. Fiikui Workshop on Health Risks: Perceptives

and Research, 196-198, 1993.
2) Uchiyama, M. and Kobayashi, S.: Jap. J. Risk Anal,
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61 . Measurement of Cosmic-Ray Intensity near Sea
Level

Masahide Furukawa, Kazunobu Fujitaka,
and Masaharu Okano
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Keywords: cosmic-ray intensity, sea level, geomagnetic
field, latitude effect

In the Earth's atmosphere, the distribution of
cosmic-ray intensity changes as a function of both
altitude and latitude. To estimate the human dose from
cosmic rays, it is necessary to take into consideration
these geographic factors. The purpose of this study
was to Investigate the actua] distribution of cosmic --
ray intensity by in situ measurements on a global scale.

A wide area survey of cosmic-ray intensity near sea
level was conducted during the KH93-3 Indian Ocean
Research Cruise by the RAr Hakuho-maru of the
Ocean Research Institute, the University of Tokyo.
Cosmic-ray intensity was measured with a portable
field system which consisted of a 3-in. Diameter
spherical Nal (Tl) scintillation detector, a multi- chan-
nel spectrometer, and a stereo magnetic tape recorder.
The measurements were carried out on the upper deck
of the vessel from July 8, 1993 in Tokyo bay to August
10, 1993 in Mauritius, by way of Singapore and the
Sunda Strait. Atmospheric pressure was measured dur-
ing the cruise so that the pressure effect on the
cosmic-ray intensity could be subtracted later.

Analysis was made for the absorbed energy spectra
above 3 MeV by the peeling-off method, and the
cosmic-ray intensity was calculated as the absorbed
dose rate in air from the ionizing component of the
cosmic rays.

Fig.19 shows the variation of the cosmic-ray intensi-
ty with geographic latitude. In general, the intensity
decreases with decreasing geographic latitude. The
minimum value, about 22.5 nGy/h, was observed at a
latitude of approximately 8.5" N. From the viewpoint
that cosmic-ray intensity is dependent on the
geomagnetic field, this latitude can be considered the
geomagnetic equator. The latitude effect, the rate of

-30 -20
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-10 0 10 20
Geogarphic Latitude (degree)

30 40
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change of cosmic-ray intensity with the geographic
latitude, is estimated to be about 0.14 nGy/h/degree in
this study area.

62. Determination of Trace Elements in Biological
Samples by PIXE Using MetaJ Film Evaporated on-
to the Sample Surface as an Internal Standard

Masae Yukawa and Shiro Sakurai*
("Otsuma Women's University)

Keywords: PIXE analysis, trace element, internal stan-
dard, evaporated metal film

Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) analysis is
an excellent method to study the distribution of trace
elements in biological samples, since many elements
can be analyzed simultaneously without chemical
separation. An internal standard incorporated into the
sample is generally used for quantitative determination
of elements. To include the internal standard material
uniformly in the sample, the sample must be liquified
or turned into a powder. In this utudy, we tried to use
a thin metal film evaporated onto the sample surface as
the internal standard so as to avoid sample destruction.
Palladium was selected because of its purity and the
suitability of its characteristic x-ray energy which
does not interfere with the detection x-rays induced
from bio - elements.

Intensities of the characteristic x-rays from the ob-
ject element (XE) and Pd (XPd) can be expressed in the
equations described below, when the Pd film is used
for internal standard.
For the element

XE=NE

ForPd

IP • exp ( - H E

oPd • IP • exp (-uPd • Le)

®

(2)

Fig.19. Variation of cosmic-ray intensity near sea level
with geographic latitude.

N, the number of atoms in the proton beam spot; a,
x-ray production cross section; ri, coefficient relating
to the solid angle subtended by the detector and its effi-
ciency; Ip, number of protons passing through the
same surface element; u, overall absorption coefficient
for sample in the energy of the detected x-ray; Le, the
distance travelled by the x-ray emitted in the sample.
®+®

X _NE - °E • exp(-HE • Le) • TIE
XPd NP d

'. XE /XP d=k
oPd • exp(-uPd

(NE/NPd)
Le)
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"k" is a constant depending on th element. It can be
obtained by measuring XE and XPd produced in an
reference standard material on which Pd film is
evaporated. NE is known as the certified concentration.
We used Bovine Liver powder distributed by NIST
(National Institute of Standard and Technology, U.S.A)
as the reference standard, which was formed into a
pellect of 5mm diameter and 0.7mm thinckness. The
NIST certifies the concentration of over 20 elements in
the Bovine Liver and it has a biological matrix. NPd

was obtained by measuring the thickness of the Pd
film. The calibration curve of x-ray intensity was
linear where the thickness of the Pd film was less than
1 um thick.

We applied this method to determine the elements in
human liver. Human liver tissue was freeze-dried and
sliced to get a segment of about 5mm x 5mm x 0.5mm.
The segment was put onto a sample holder with sticky
tape which contained carbon to prevent static electrici-
ty in the sample. Palladium was evaporated onto the
sample with an ion sputtering machine for 30 s. The
thickness of the Pd film was 0.11 um as determined by
the calibration curve. Proton bombardment was carried
out using the Van de Graaff accelerator in NIRS. The
proton energy was 2.3 MeV, the beam spot area was
0.0049cm2 and the irradiation time was about 10 min.
Values of "k" were obtained with Bovine Liver pellet
for Ca, Cu, Zn and Fe as 0.0061, 0.0059, 0.0020 and
0.0103, respectively. From these values, concentrations
of Ca, Cu, Zn and Fe were determined as shown in
Table 10. Results from ICP-AES analysis are also
listed. The results from both methods agree fairly well
with each other. We concluded thin metal film evap-
orated on a sample is a useful method for introducing
the internal standard for determination of the element
concentrations in biological samples with PIXE
analysis.

Table 10. Comparison of results between PIXE and
ICP-AES for determination of element con-
centrations in human liver

PIXE

ICP-AES

Concentration of elements in human liver (ppm)

Ca

49.4

76.7

Cu ! Zn

17.0 j 149

17.4 j 133

Fe

902

1160

63. Retrospective Evaluation of the Local Effect of
Tritium Discharge by Tree Ring Analysis

Yoshikazu Inoue and Shoichi Fuma

Key words: tree ring, tritium, organically bound tritium,
effect of tritium discharge

Historical data for radionuclides in an area is
necessary in order to evaluate the collective dose to the
public due to the dischrge of radionuclides from
nuclear facilities. However, it is sometimes impossible
to estimate the collective dose because of the lack of in-
formation on discharge data and/or environmental data
of the radionuclides concerned. This study aims to
estimate retrospectively, environmental tritium levels
by tree ring analysis. The effect of tritimu discharge
on the local environment was also evaluated by conpar-
ing the levels of organically bound tritium (OBT) in a
tree trunk in the vicinity of a nuclear facility with a
tree trunk in a remote place.

One pine tree trunk sample was collected near the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)
Monitoring Station No.2 (MS-2) in December 1987 in
Tokai Village, Ibaraki Prefecture. Monthly precipita-
tion had been collected since 1982 at several points in
Tokai Village. Another pine tree trunk sample was col-
lected in January 1988 in Chiba City which is located
100km south from Tokai Village. Monthly precipitation
had been collected since 1981 in Chiba City.

The trunks were cut to make cross-section slices 15
to 20 mm thick. Annual rings were separated using a
blade. Then small pieces of each annual ring sample
were mixed with tap water and milled in a mill.

In order to avoid loss of mass in the chemical pro-
cedure for the small amount of ring sample available,
simplification of the procedure for the separation of
cellulose from wood was first examined for the annual
ring samples produced from 1962 to 1972, which were
collected at MS-2. The milled wood was digested in
NaC102-CH3COOH mixture solution for 6 h, followed
by boiling in 1.8% NaOH solution. Cellulose was
separated by filtration and washed with distilled water.
The purity of the cellulose was checked with the lignin
test. Other milled annual ring samples, as well as
purified cellulose samples were dried for several days
under vacuum in a lyophilization apparatus at 40°C.

Each dried sample was combusted in an oxygen
plasma asher with methane-free pure oxygen gas, and
the resulting combustion water was purified by single
distillation after pH adjustment. Combustion water was
mixed with liquid scintillator Aquasol-2 (NEN) in a
20ml glass vial and tritium activity in the water and
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blank samples was measured by a low background
type liquid scintillation counter (Tricab 2260XL,
Packard) for 2000 min each. The OBT concentration of
tree rings is expressed in BqL~; of combustion water
after correction for radioactive decay. No correction,
however, was made for dilution of OBT by the
hydrogen exchange reaction with milling water whose
tritium concentration was 0.7 BqL"1 and lower than
that of the OBT in the tree rings.

The annual changes in OBT concentrations from
1962 to 1972 for both the wood and cellulose from the
tree ring samples which were collected at MS-2
agreed well with each other, within a counting error of
2 SD. Both showed clear peaks in 1963 which cor-
responded to the year with the maximum deposition of
fallout tritium in the northern hemisphere. These
results suggest that it is not always necessary to ex-
tract cellulose from wood for the purpose of level in-.
vestigation. Thus the whole wood for the rest of the an-
nual tree ring samples was analyzed to obtain the OBT
concentrations in this study.

The tritium concentrations in tree rings at MS-2,
Tokai Village and Chiba City changed year by year in
a similar fashion, as shown in Fig. 20. The annual
changes of tritium concentration for tree rings in the
two places showed peaks of the same shape in 1963
due to fallout tritium deosition and a rapid decrease
followed within the next few years.

From 1980 to 1986 the tritium concentration at
MS-2 in Tokai Village was several times higher than
that in Chiba City. As fallout tritium levels are almost
the same between Chiba and Ibaraki Prefectures, this
indicates the local effect of tritium discharged into the
atmosphere from the nuclear facilities in Tokai Village.

From 1983 to 1987 at MS-2 the annual change of
tritium concentration in tree rings agreed very well
with that measured in annual precipitation. The tritium
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Fig.20. Annual changes of OBT concentration in tree rings
collected at MS-2 in Tokai Village and Chiba City.

concentration fluctuated between 4 and 12 BqL"1 dur-
ing this period. Form 1980 to 1986 in Chiba the annual
change of tritium concentration in tree rings also
agreed very well with that of annual precipitation. The
tritium levels were between 1 and 2 BqL"1. These
results suggest that OBT in the tree gings is strongly
related to tritium in annual precipitation.

64. Evaluation of th Relative Radiotoxicity of Various
Tritiated Compounds Based on Dose Estimation
in Rats

Hiroshi Takeda

Keywords: tritiated compounds, relative radiotoxicity, rat,

biokinctics, radiation dose

The metabolic behavior of tritium bound to organic
compounds such as amino acids, monosaccharides, fat-
ty acids and nucleosides in comparison with tritiated
water was investigated in rats. The resulting radiation
doses to the rat tissues were estimated so as to
evaluate the radiotoxicity of the tritiated organic com-
pounds relative to that of tritiated water. All the
tritiated compounds were administered to the rats by
single ingestion using a stomach tube. Tissue samples
from the rats killed at various time intervals up to 120
days after ingestion were combusted in an oxidizer and
their radioactivity was determined with a liquid scin-
tillation counter.

When tritium in the from of organic compounds was
administered to rats, a relatively higher incorporation
and a longer retention were observed when compared
with the ingestion of tritiated water. The cumulative
radiation doses for 100 days after the ingestion of
tritiated compounds were calculated from the
metabolic data. Table 11 gives the averages for the ma-
jority of the examined tissues with values relative to
that from tritiated water. These results indicate that
the cumulative doses to the tissues delivered by
tritiated organic compounds were generally higher by a
factor of 1.3 to 5.1 than those from tritiated water.

Since the radiation hazard is proportional to the
cumulative dose, the ratio of the cumulative dose from
the tritiated organic compound to that from tritiated
water can be used as an index to evaluate relatively
the radiotoxicity of the tritiated organic compound
when compared with tritiated water. From the results
in the present study, an Annual Limit of Intake(ALI)
for organic tritium was proposed. The proposed value
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of ALI was smaller by a factor of 5 than currently

ICRP-recommended value for tritiatcd water.

Table 11. Average cumulative do?e and the ratio of the
dose from organic tritium to that from tritiated
water (HTO)

Tritiated Average cumulative dose Ratio of dose
compound after ingestion (mGy)* (organic tritium/HTO)

" H - water
3H-glucose
3H-leucine
3H-glycine
'H-lysine
'H-taurine
H-palmitic acid

'H-oleic acid
'H-thymidine

12
16
31
28
61
49
39
17
20

1
1.3
2.6
2.3
5.1
4.1
3.3
1.4
1.6

' : The dose was calculated assuming that tritium of 37 kBq
per g of body weight was ingested.

65. Surface Water in Rokkasho Village, Aomori
Prefecture

Kiriko Tanaka-Miyamoto, Yoshikazu Inoue
Tetsuo Iwakura and Teruhisa Watabe

Keywords; groundwater, hydrological cycle, river water,

Rokkasho nuclear site, tritium

A large site for the commercial nuclear fuel cycle
has recently been developed in Rokkasho Village, Aom-
ori Prefecture. At present a uranium enrichment facili-
ty and a low level waste disposal site are in use and a
fuel reprocessing plant is under construction. It is im-
aginable that the potential for tritium release on a large
scale to the environment will increase, because of the
increase in tritium generated at this site. From the
viewpoint of health physics, it is necessary to design a
transfer model for each pathway of the hydrological cy-
cle and to investigate the transfer parameters so as to
estimate the population dose in the areas concerned. In
this study, fallout tritium in environmental water was
used as a natural tracer in the hydrological cycle. This
study was also intended to help conceptionalize the
compartments of the drainage systems in Rokkasho
Village.

Fig. 21 shows the tritium concentrations observed in
the river water and pond water in the village area.

Some values are the averages of samples taken at dif-
ferent sampling times and the rest arc the values of
one shot samples. The contour lines show the gradient
of tritium concentration decreases from the south-
western inland area towards the north-eastern coastal
region. This suggests that in the inland area there is a
water storage reservoir in which the fallout tritium
level is high. When the tritium level is compared with
the historical variation of fallout tritium concentration
in rain water in Japan over the last 40 years, it is possi-
ble that rain water in this area has been stored over
the last 20 years. Further investigation of groundwater
in the area is necessary to get details about the rain
water storage system there, i.e. the horizontal distribu-
tion, vertical profile, and the interconnection of the
geological features with the mechanism of storage
system.

Fig. 21 Tritium concentration in the river and the pond
water in Rokkaho Village in 1991-93 (Bq/1)
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66. Particle Size Distribution of Cosmic-Ray Produc-
ed 7Be in the Atmosphere at Chiba Using a Low
Pressure Impactor

Michiko Abe and Siro Abe

Keywords: particle size distribution. Be-7. atmosphere,
low pressure impactor

Particle size distribution of atmospheric radionuc-
lides has been investigated at Chiba since December
1983 for the purpose of evaluating respiratory ex-
posure dose to humans via inhalation, clarifying their
environmental behavior and others.

The trend of particle size distribution of cosmic - ray
produced 7Be in the atmosphere is described during
the period from July 1988 to July 1993 using a low
pressure impactor LP-40, which was developed to col-

1.2 1

lect particles finer than 1.1 um in the natural environ-
ment. Specific ranges of the aerodynamic diameter o{
each stage in the low pressure impactor were as
follows: stage 1 : -6.2um; stage U : 2.9-6.2 uin; stage
HI: 0.9-2.9 urn; stageIV: 0.33-0.9 um; stage V: 0.22--
0.33 urn; stageM: 0.13-0.22 nm; stageVU: 0.06-0.13
um; stage MB: <0.06 um. The radioactivity of all samp-
les was measured using a Ge gamma-ray spec-
trometer.

As shown in Fig. 22, the size distribution of "Be in
the atmosphere at Chiba during these five years was
25-50% in th range of 0.9-2.9 um, 20-35% in 0.33-
0.9 urn, 10-15% in 0.22-0.33 urn, and a few percen-
tage in '' 0.22 um and / 2.9 um. Activity Median
Aerodynamic Diameter (AMAD) of airborne 7Be chang-
ed by a factor of two; i.e. it ranged between 0.60 and
1.10 um. The size distributions of 'Be at Chiba show-
ed a seasonal periodic change.
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Fig. 22. Trends of size distribution and AMAD (Activity Median Aerodynamic Diameter) of airborne 'Be at Chiba.

67. Excretion of ingested Technetium from a Marine
Alga, Hijikia sp.

Hisao Kawamura and Shigeki Hirano

Keywords: technetium, marine alga, ingestion, excretion,
human

Data on uptake and excretion in humans of ingested
radionuclides, other than 131I, 90Sr, 137Cs and a few
others, are limited as compared with information in ex-

perimental animals. In this report, a preliminary study
is described out on excretion of "Tc ingested from a
marine plant food which is popular in the Japanese diet
to collect data on rates of gastrointestinal absorption of
the element.

About 1 kg of a fresh marine alga, Hijikia sp. was
collected and processed as a dry food material. From
this, cooked " hijiki" was prepared in a typical way.
This was eaten by an adult male during two days as a
component of the diet. Excreta were collected on a 24
hour basis during the experiment, 3 days before and 11
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days after the beginning of ingestion of the food (2
weeks). Content of "Tc was determined by low-
background beta - spectrometry following chemical
separation. Four major mineral constituents, Na, K, Ca
and Mg, in the excreta were determined by flame
atomic absorption spectrometry to check the excretion
of mineral nutrients by the subject.

During the control period before the ingestion of the
hijiki, total excretions per day of Na, K, Mg and Ca
were 3.1, 2.4, 0.4 and 0.65 g, respectively, which was
regarded as normal. Excretion of "Tc was, due to its
very low activity concentrations, studied into two
parts, those collected before and after the beginning of
ingestion. The radioactivity of the urine samples was
below the detection limit throughout the experiment.
The BSTc activity of the fecal samples was only
measurable for those collected after ingestion started.
About a half of the "Tc in the hijiki appeared to be ex-
creted, if possible loss during cooking and also excre-
tion in bile are neglected.

Since loss of technetium in hijiki during cooking was
not known in this study, and since data on the intake
of nutritional elements were not available, another
balance study is currently being carried out.

tor from deosition to diet) were derived by a regression
analysis of the radioactivity survey data on the deposi-
tion density as well as daily intake of fallout 137Cs rep-
orted for Hokkaido, Aomori, Miyagi, Akita,
Fukushima, and Tokyo in the present study.

The respective P23 values were obtained as 4.3, 2.8,
2.4, 2.1, 2.1, and 2.9 (Bq a/kg per kBq/m2) in the above
regions. The effective dose equivalent commitment
was derived, therefore, as 22.5, 14.4, 14.0, 11.2, 10.8,
and 15.1 uSv for an adult, when 137Cs contamination
was caused by the unit deposition density (1 kBq/m2) in
each region. The P23 values obtained were less by
several factors of magnitude than those reported for
European and American countries. This was due entire-
ly to smaller contribution of the first year transfer from
deposition to diet to the transfer during the entire
period. Higher values of the transfer factor in those
countries are attributable to higher consumption rate of
dairy products and meat which readily reflect the
radioactive contaminaton in the environment shortly
after release.

Publications:
1) Watabe, T.: Hoken Butsuri, 28, 325-341, 1993.
2) Watabe, T.: Hoken Butsuri, 29, 41-53, 1994.

68. Transfer Factor of 137Cs from Deposition to
Total-diet: P23 for Assessing Effectifve Dose
Equivalent Commitment of the General Public
through Ingestion Pathways by UNSCEAR's
Method

Teruhisa Watabe

Keywords: transfer factor, cesium-137, total diet, effec-
tive dose equivalent commitment, ingestion pathways,
UNSCEAR's method, radioactivity survery data, radioac-
tive contamination

A dose assessment study was carried out to provide
information on the radiological impacts of possible
releases of 137Cs into the environment on the popula-
tion in Japan. Special attention was directed to the
determination of the effective dose equivalent commit-
ment of the individual through ingestion pathways
following radioactive contaminatin caused by deposi-
tion of the nuclide. In this context, the calculational
method provided by the United Nations Scientific Com-
ittee on Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEA) was us-
ed for quantifying the transfer of 137Cs from deposition
to total diet and the so-called P23 values (transfer fac-

69. Radionuclides Contents in Environmental Samp-
les as Related to the Chernobyl Accident

Kunio Shiraishi, Yasuyuki Muramatsu, Toshiyuki
Nakajima, Masayosi Yamamoto\Ivan P. Los2,
Igor Y. Kamarikov2, and Mikhail G. Buzinny2.

(JKanazawa University, 2Ukrainian Scientific Center
of Radiat. Med.)

Keywords: Chernobyl, radionuclides, dose equivalent.

In the several years since the Chernobyl nuclear acci-
dent in April 1986, much information has been ac-
cumulated from the viewpoints of radiation protection
and social ramifications. In the present study the levels
of radioactivities in milk and total diet samples, which
were collected near Chernobyl and in Ibaraki prefec-
ture, were measured.

The ash samples were analyzed by gamma-ray spec-
troscopy with a germanium detector for radioactivities
of 137Cs, 134Cs, 40K, 60Co, and 54Mn. Radioactivity of
90Sr was also determined by low-background beta-
spectrometry after chemical separation by fuming
nitric acid. Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
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spectrometry (ICP-AES) was used for determination
of stable elements. Ratios of nuclides in both countries
were checked. Annual dose equivalents (ADE) for in-
habitants of both places were estimated by using the In-
ternational Commission on Radiological Protection 30
(ICRP30) method.

Milk is one of the most important food items,
especially for infants and children. Furthermore, it is
considered to be a major indicator of radioactivity
surveillance. Four milk samples were collected in Kiev,
Ukraine during 1987-1990. Milk from several dif-
ferent producers (total: 14 liters) was purchased from
markets in Mito sity, Ibaraki in 1989 and mixed to
give one sample. The results are shown in Table 12.
Levels of 90Sr in the Ukraine were in the range of
0.251 and 1.18 Bq/1, against 0.025 Bq/1 in Ibaraki.
Average 90Sr activities of 0.034± 0.008 and 0.044±
0.006 Bq/1 during 1985-1990 were reported in Ibaraki
and all Japan, respectively. Concentrations of 137Cs in
the Ukraine milk samples were in the range of 5.87 to
77.3 Bq/1; the value for Ibaraki was below 0.C33 Bq/1
(not detected). Average 137Cs of 0.034 ± 0.008 and
0.044± 0.006 Bq/1 were reported for Ibaraki and all
Japan during 1985-1990. The level of I37Cs in the
Ukraine milk was 200-2,000 times higher than that in
the Japanese milk. The concentrations of 134Cs had
almost the same tendency as 137Cs. For 40K, concentra-
tions of Ukraine (28.2-55.5 Bq/1) and Ibaraki (47.9
Bq/1) milk were found to be at the same levels as the
natural background and, hence, indicated no relation-
ship to the accident. For 60Co and 54Mn, the concentra-
tions from both places were almost at the detection
limits except for one of the Ukraine samples. The
reason for its high levels was unclear.

Total diet samples for an adult and a child in Kiev
were collected in 1990 and 1991. Total diet samples

were also collected by a duplicate portion study for an
adult male in Mito, Ibaraki during 1985-1989. Daily
90Sr intake, calculated from one sample collected in
Ukraine of 1991 for an adult, was found to be 0.25 Bq
per person. The radioactivities of 90Sr in the Ibaraki
samples were not analyzed. According to the literature
values, the average daily intake was 0.10±0.03 Bq per
person in Ibaraki during 1985-1990. The average dai-
ly intake of 0.083± 0.010 Bq per person in all Japan in
the same period, was also reported. The 137Cs intake,
0.44 Bq per person per day in Ukraine, was only a few
times higher than that of Ibaraki (0.13 and 0.17 Bq).
Average 137Cs intakes, 0.10±0.05 and 0.13±0.05 Bq
per person per day, were reported in Ibaraki and all
Japan during 1985-1990, respectively. The 40K in-
takes in Ukraine and Ibaraki were obserbed to be at
similar levels. Concentrations of 134Cs, fi0Co, and o4Mn
were below the limits of detection. A child's diet sam-
ple collected in Ukraine contained higher radioac-
tivities than of an adult. However, the limited sample
number prevents any conclusions from being drawn.

Ratios of 40K/K were found to be in the range of 29
to 33 Bq/g (i.e. 30.3 Bq/g is equivalent to natural abun-
dance, 0.0117% of 40K).

The milk consumption rate for Reference Man, 0.3
liter per person per day, was used to estimated the
ADEs of 90Sr and 137Cs. ADEs (90Sr, 3x 10"6 Sv;
137Cs, 4 x 10"5 Sv) were thirty and five hundreds
higher than than those of Japanese.

Publication:

Shiraishi, K., Muramatsu, Y., Nakajima, T.,

Yamamoto, M., Los, I.P., Kamarikov, I.Y., and Buzin-

ny, M. G.: / Radioanal Nuc. Chem. Art., 171, 3 1 9 -

328, 1993.

Table 12. Radioactivities of "°Sr, 137Cs, 134Cs, 40K, 60Co, and MMn in milk and diet samples collected in Ukraine and Ibaraki

Sample

Milka

Milk

Milk
Milk

Milk

Diet (adult)b

Diet (child)

Diet (adult)

Diet (adult)

Diet (adult)
Diet (adult)

Diet (adult)

Sampling

place
Ukraine

Ukraine

Ukraine
Ukraine

Ibaraki

Ukraine

Ukraine

Ibaraki

Ibaraki

Ibaraki
Ibaraki

Ibaraki

Sampling

time

1990 Sep.

1987 Nov.

1987 Dec.
1987 Feb.

1988 May.

1991 Jan.

1990 Jun.

1985 Jun.

1986 Jul.

1987 Jul.
1989 Jun.

1989 Dec.

90Sr
_ d

0.251 ±0.006

0.748± 0.006

1.18±0.008
0.025±0.004

0.25 ±0.01

1.08±0.004
-

-
-
-

-

137Cs
77.3±0.3 c

5.87±0.07

8.93±0.13
21.7±0.2

< 0.033

0.44±0.07

7.29+0.06

0.17±0.02

< 0.43

0.13±0.03
< 0.10

< 0.07

Radioactivity (Bq)
134Cs

8.33±0.11

1.69+0.07

2.66 + 0.16

6.14±0.15

< 0.17

< 0.18

0.93 ±0.03
< 3.2

< 4.6

< 1.1
< 0.24

< 0.20

4 0 K

28.2±0.86

30.4 ±0.69

55.5±1.48
44.0 ±0.97

47.9+0.5

76.5±2.4

19.4±0.4

53.0±0.7
78.9 ±2.2

75.1 ±1.0
58.2±0.8

75.0+0.9

60Co

2.18±0.17

< 0.09

< 0.21
< 0.13

< 0.07

< 0.22

0.21 ±0.02

< 0.32

< 0.75

< 0.24
< 0.12

< 0.11

MMn 4

0.505±0.054

< 0.87

< 2.0

< 1.0

< 4.0
< 0.27

< 0.07

< 0.18

< 0.58

< 0.09
< 0.03

< 0.02

Rati-: of
°K/K (Bq/g)

32.5

31.4

32.9
31.2

30.3
32.0

31.2

28.6
-

30.8
-

31.1

a) Per liter, b) Per person per day, c) Counting error (la), d) Not determined.
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70. Separation Procedure for the Determination of
Technetium-99 in Soil by Inductively Coupled
Plasma Mass Spectrometry

Keiko Tagami and Shigeo Uchida

Keywords: technetium-99, soil, volatilization, combus-
tion, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, sol-
vent extraction

Technetium-99 is a soft [)-emitting radionuclide
which has a long half-life (2.1 x 105y). The nuclide is
produced in the fission of 235U or 239Pu at a very
similar rate to that of I3'Cs. Furthermore, Tc has high
mobility in the invironment and high level of
bioavailability in soil-plant systems. Consequently, it
is important to know the behaviour of "Tc in the en-
vironment for dose assessment. However, because of
its analytical difficulties, the data of "Tc in the en-
vironmental samples are still limited. We focused on
soil sample which might be accumulating "Tc. A sim-
ple method for determinate of "Tc in soil by induc-
tively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP -MS) is
reported.

In conventional analytical procedures, "Tc in soil is
removed by leaching with acid reagents during
heating. Although most of the nuclide could be dissolv-
ed by this procedure, other elements in the soil are
also dissolved and interfere with the chemical purifica-
tion of Tc. In the present study, an easy and simple
separation of "Tc with a combustion apparatus was in-
vestigated. "Tc in solution was measured by ICP -
MS.

The procedures we propose are as follows: 1)

Technetium is volatilized in the combustion apparatus

for 3 hours at 950°C and trapped in a potassium car-

bonate solution. 2) After addition of H2O2, Tc is ex-

Table 13. Extractability of 93mTc from trap solutionanone

No addition of H2O2 nor heating

average
Addition of H2O2 and heating for

3 to 4 hour

average

Extractability

65.6±0.2
66.2±0.2
66.0±0.2
65.9±0.5
98.1 ±0.2
97.8±0.2
98.4 ±0.2
98.1±0.5

tracted into cyclohexanone to remove Ru which also
has an isotope of mass 99. 3) Tc in the organic phase is
back - extracted into deionized water. 4) The solution
is acidified with nitric acid, and UBTc is measured by
ICP-MS (Yokogawa, PMS-2000).

The chemical recovery from the trap solution to cyc-
lohexanone was investigated with 95mTc (Tj/2 = 61
days). tomTc volatilized from the soil was trapped into
deionized water. The solution was made 1M in K2CO3.
The results are shown in Table 13. The solvent extrac-
tion was carried out without further chemical addition
and the recovery was 66%. However, the yield could
be improved to 98% by addition of H2O2 to the trap
solution, followed by heating for 3 w 4 hours at 90°C.
Technetium is converted easily from Tc2O7 to TcO4".
Ru was eliminated by this extraction with a high decon-
tamination factor.

In the final step, "Tc in the solution was measured
by ICP-MS during ca. 5minutes and solution uptake
rate was 0.25 mL min"1. The detection limit was less
than 0.3 mBq mL"1 (0.5 pg mL"1). This value is lower
than that by other detection methods such as liquid
scintillation counting. Because of its high sensitivity
and prompt measurement, ICP-MS is useful for deter-
mining low levels of "Tc in the environment.

The overall recovery of Tc in soil by this separation
procedure, including volatilization with the combustion
apparatus and solvent extraction, was 56-64%. This
value is comparable to that of other studies.

Publication:
1) Tagami, K. and Uchida, S.: Radiochimica Ada, 63,

59-72, 1993.

Note: Three sample were used in each experiment.
± : Counting error or standard deviation for average

value.

7 1 . Cultivation Experiments on Uptake of Radionuc-
lides by Mushrooms

Tadaaki Ban-nai, Satoshi Yoshida
and Yasuyuki Muramatsu

Keywords: mushroom, cultivation experiment, cesium,
strontium, cobalt, manganese, zinc

After the Chernobyl accident, high concentrations of
radiocesium in mushrooms were found in Europe. In
our previous studies, we found that I37Cs concentra-
tions in mushrooms were markedly higher than auto-
trophic plants. In order to study radionuclide uptake
by mushrooms, cultivation experiments in the laborat-
ory were carried out using radiotracers, 137Cs, 85Sr,
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60Co, ^Mn and G:iZn. Four mushroom species Hebeloma
vinosophyllum, Flammulina velutipcs, Agrocybe cylbi-
dracea and Coprinus phlyctidosporus were used. In addi-
tion, a plant sample, Medicago saiiva, was also tested.
For preparing the medium solution, yeast extract (2g),
malt extract (lOg) and agar (15g) were dissolved in
distilled water (1000ml), then pH of the solution was
adjusted to 5.5 by 0.1N-HC1 and the mixture was
pasteurized. The medium (25ml) was poured into flasks
(200ml), and mixed with radiotracers. The mushrooms
and plant were incubated at 22-25°C for 2 - 3 weeks.
The radionuclides in samples were measured with a
Ge-detector (Ortec GMS- 30185).

We found mushrooms tended to accumulate Cs,
although there was a large difference between
mushroom species (Fig. 23). The concentration ratio,
which was defined as " activity of radionuclide in
mushroom (Bq/g, wet wt.)" divided by "activity of ra-
dionuclide in medium (Bq/g, wet wt.)", had the highest
value of 21 for Cs in H. vinosophyllum. The value was
much higher than in the plant sample. The present fin-
dings agreed with our previous observations in which
Heveloma species collected in forests contained a large
amount of 13"Cs.

Considerable accumulations were not found for Sr
and Co. The concentration ratio of Mn for the
mushrooms was about 10, while the ratio of Zn ranged
from 15 to 30. The effects of stable elements in the
medium on the accumulations were investigated. The
concentration ratios of Cs, Sr and Co were not influenc-
ed highly by coexisting stable elements in the medium.
But the concentration ratio of Mn decreased as the am-
ount of coexisting stable elements in the medium in-
creased.

Cs-137

Co-60

Mn-54

Zn-65

15] a,̂Jiinaa nliyllum.

. native (plant)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Concentration ratio

Fig. 23. Concentration ratio for mushrooms (Hebeloma
vinosophyllum, Flammulina velutipes, Agrocybe
cytindracea and Coprinus phlydidosponis) and plant
(Medicago sativa).

Publications:
1) Muramatsu, Y., Yoshida, S. and Sumiya, M.: Sci.

Total. Environ., 105, 29-39, 1991.
2) Yoshida, S., Muramatsu, Y. and Ogawa, M.: /. En-

viron. Radioactivity, 22, 141-154, 1994.

72. The Use of Radionuclides in Estimating the
Material Transport in the East China Sea

Tatsuo Aono and Masatoshi Yamada

Keywords; radionuclides, lead-210, sediment trap,
lateral transport, East China Sea

Coastal zones make up only 10% of the total area of
the oceans. But biological productivity per unit area in
the coastal zones is up to 80 times than in open oceans.
The role of coastal areas in material transport in the
oceans can not be disregarded. To elucidate the
material flux in the ocean, it is important to estimate
the mechanism of material transport from coastal
water to open sea. The East China Sea, which is one of
the marginal seas around Japan, is characterized by be-
ing supplied by a large volume of material from two
large rivers, the Yellow River and the Yangtze River,
and having an influence on water mass of the Kuroshio
Current.

Sediment trap experiments were performed in the
continental shelf of the East China Sea. The sediment
trap is an apparatus collecting settling particles by
dead weight in the vertical direction. Major consti-
tuents of settling particles are organic matter such as
detritus and fecal pellets etc., and terrigenous
materials. Vertical distributions of the total mass flux,
lead-210 flux and concentrations of lead-210 in the
settling particles in the East China Sea are shown in
Fig. 24.

The total mass flux in this area increases rapidly
with depth in the deeper 80m layer, and the value of
the total mass flux near the bottom layer is 9,000 times
as large as that in the 40m layer. The concentrations of
lead-210 in the settling particles increase t-om 10 to
30 dpm/g at the depth of 40m to 80m, and are nearly
constant at the depth of 80m to 110m, but slightly in-
crease at bottom layer. And, the lead-210 fluxes at
the depth of 100m and the bottom layer are 100 and
300 times as large, respectively, as that in the depth of
40m to 60m. Therefore, the vertical profile of the total
mass flux is similar to that of lead-210 flux in this
area. A thermedine forms around a depth of 70m ac-
cording to salinity and temperature. This means that
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the boundary between water masses exsits around the
depth of 70m and these water masses differ in density.

The total mass flux and the lead-210 flux in the up-
per 70m layer differ from those in the deeper 70m
layer. But the concentrations of lead-210 in the sett-
ling particles are also nearly constant in the deeper
70m layer, and that in the surface part of sedimets is

Total flux (g/cm2/yr)
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about 10 dpm/g in this layer. Thus, the sources of
lead-210 in settling particles can not be explained as
being supplied only from particle matter in the upper
70m layer and the surface parts of sediments. These
results imply that large amounts of the deeper particles
are laterally transported from the inner continental
shelf to the edge of the East China Sea.
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Fig. 24. Vertical profiles of total mass flux, lead-210 flux, salinity and lead-210 in the
settling particles in the continental shelf of the East China Sea.
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PIXE
PIXE analysis
planar lipid bilayer
polyhydroxylated indolizidin
polyubiquitin gene
positron CT
positron emission tomography
positron emitter
post-transcriptional regulation
posterior silk gland
power supply
pregnancy
prenatal diagnosis
progesterone
prolactin
proliferation
protein kinase C
protein tyrosine kina&e
protooncogene
Pu-239
PuO2

radiation
radiation dose
radical scavenger
radioactive contamination
radioactivity survey data
radionuclides
rapair deficient phenotype
rat
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recombinant
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relative radiotoxicity
residual host T cells
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river water
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Rokkasho nuclear site
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sea level
secondary beam
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sensitive mutant
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signal transduction
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Takanobu Yamada, B.S.
Kazutoshi Suzuki, Ph.D.
Yoshikazu Kumamoto, Ph.D.* and 6 Staff
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Accelerator Operation Office
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Technical Management Office
Yukio Sato, Ph.D., Head and 1 Staff Member
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Fuminori Soga, Ph.D.*
Koji Noda, Ph.D.*
Toshiyuki Kohno, Ph.D.*

Division of Radiation Medicine
Atsuo Akanuma, M.D., Director

©Section of Clinical Oncology
Shinroku Morita, M.D., Section Head
Mizuho Sakurai, Secretary

Medical Affairs
Minoru Mukai, M.D.
Susumu Kubota, M.D.
Tomohisa Yasukawa, M.D.
Satoko Morio, M.D. and 3 Residential Doctors

Particle Oncology
Tadaaki Miyamoto, M.D.
Takashi Nakano, M.D.
Shinichiro Sato, M.D.
Shosuke Matsuoka, M.D.
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Shigeyuki Murayama, M.D.
Laboratory of Medical Physics

Yuzuru Nakamura Ph.D. and Shigeo Furukawa.
Pharmacy

Shin Watanabe and Midori Agatsuma
Clinical Radio-Technology

Kunio Sakashita and 4 Staff Members
©Section of Diagnostic Radiology and Clinical Laborat-

ory
Kuniyuki Oka, M.D. Section Head

Diagnostic Radiology
Junetsu Mizoe, M.D.
Hirotoshi Kato, M.D.
Masahisa Koga, M.D.

Clinical Examination Technology'
Tadashi Miura and 4 Staff Members

©Section of Nursing
Yuko Tatsuta, Section Head
Setsuko Fujimori,
Etsuko Okazaki,
Fusako Kitane,
Chiemi Murakami and 27 Staff Members with 4
Assistants

Division of Clinical Research and Radiation Health
Yukio Tateno, M.D., Director
Taiko Joshima, Secretary

Radiopharmaceuticals and Radiopharmacology
Osamu Inoue, Ph.D.
Toshiaki Irie, Ph.D.
Kiyoshi Fukushi, M.S.
Masaomi Iyo, M.D.*
Kaoru Kobayashi, M.D.**
Hiroyuki Tadokoro, M.D.**
Yasuyoshi Watanabe, M.D.
Takahiro Onoe, Ph.D.**
Tomomi Ishidsuki, M.D.**
Syunichi Wakahara**
Keiichi Nakagawa, M.D.**
HirokiNumba, M.**
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Takayuki Nakano**
Mariko Kasahara**
Jun-ichilshida, Ph.D.**
Kenji Mori**
Nobuhiko Takai**

Bio-medical Physics and Engineering
Takeshi A. Iinuma, Ph..D., Section Head
Toru Matsumoto, Ph.D.
Katsuyoshi Tabuhi, Ph.D.::
Yoshihisa Akiyama, Ph.D.**

Diagnostic Imaging Research
Fumio Shishido, M.D., Section Head
Tetsuya Suhara, M.D.

Hiroshi Fukuda, M.D.*
Hitoshi Shinoth, M.D*
Yoshimi Furuya, M.D.**
Toru Ogino. M.D.**
Masato Asahina, M.D.**
Tomoyuki Nishihori, M.D.**
Hiroo Ikehira, M.D.*
Makiko Ishihara, M.D.**
Keiichi Cho, M.D."
Akihiko Kagaya, M.D.**
Toshiharu Himi, M.D.**
Takayuki Obata. M.D.**
Katsuya Yoshida, M.D.**

Radiation Therapy Research
(Experimental Radiotherapy)

Koichi Ando, D.D.S., Ph.D., D.M.Sc, Section
Head
Sachiko Koike
Wakako Shimizu, M.D.**
Masashi Kimoto, M.D.**
Masayuki IizukaO, M.D.**
Shigeru Yamada, M.D.**
KoijiOno, M.D.**
Takashi Kiuchi, Ph.D.**
Takashi Aruga, M.D.**
Keiich Nakagawa, M.D.**
Mayumi Iwakawa, M.D.**

Senior Research Councelor
Yoichiro Umegaki, M.D.
Yoshiko Kashida, Ph.D.
Nobuo Fukuda, M.D.

Clinical Hematology
Makoto Akashi, M.D., Section Head
Yoshiko Kawase
Misao Hachiya, B.S.

Clinical Immunology
Gen Suzuki, M.D., Section Head
HaruMI Ohyama Ph.D.
Akiko Uzawa, B.S.
Masako Nose
Harutoshi Kisaki, M.D.**
Yukihisa Miyaji, B.S.**
Yoshiro Aoki, M.D.

Division of Accelerator Physics and Engineering
Kiyomitsu Kawachi, Ph.D., Director

Low Energy Beam Research
Hirotsugu Ogawa, B.S., Section Head
Takeshi Murakami, Ph.D.
Atsushi Kitagawa, Ph.D.***
Tadanori Minamisono, Ph.D.****
Jyun Yoshizawa, M.E.****
Takanobu Yamada, B.S.*
Satoru Yamada, Ph.D.*
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Yukio Sato, B.S.*
Kazutoshi Suzuki, Ph.D.*

High Energy Beam Research
Kenji Sato, Ph.D.. Section Head
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